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Introduction n
Thiss thesis consists of six studies in the economics of training. Systematic
studyy of training in the theoretical literature started with the seminal contributionn of Becker (1962). Since then many different models and results have
beenn developed. This literature is reviewed in the first chapter of this thesiss which presents also a synthetic discussion of the empirical literature. It is
arguedd that theory should pay more attention to the empirical implications
whilee empirical studies should improve on measurement and generate new
factss and find relations. The remaining chapters in this thesis are an attempt
too live up to this ambition.
Chapterr 2 builds on a workhorse model in the economics of training.
Thiss model has been confronted with an empirical test by Becker and Lindsayy (1994). It investigates the role of uncertainty on wages when workers and
firmsfirms invest in specific training.
Thee third chapter analyses data from the administrative personnel files of
aa single company. It analyses how different entry cohorts accumulate trainingg stocks over time and relates this human capital accumulation to wages.
Chapterr 3 also estimates the extent to which serial correlation in training participationn is the result of unobserved individual characteristics as opposed to
thee effect of training.
Olderr workers are less likely to participate in training. Is this explained by
thesee workers' low willingness to participate, or by the reluctance of their employerr to train them? Chapter 4 seeks to answer this and related questions. It
usess data from an international survey that contains information that allows
separationn of these demand and supply factors explaining training.
Whateverr explains the relatively low participation rate of older workers,
governmentss might want to encourage their participation in training. Should
trainingg policy be aimed at employees or their employers? The Dutch governmentt chose the latter option when it introduced a new policy in 1998.
Startingg from January 1, 1998 Dutch employers can deduct 40 percent of the
directt costs they incurred when training workers older than 40 from taxable
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profits.. Chapter 5 evaluates the effect of this policy on the participation rates
off workers aged around 40. The discontinuity of the policy is also used as an
instrumentall variable in a regression of wages on training.
Chapterr 6 studies the relation between wages and skills on a more aggregatee level. During the 1980s and 1990s income disparities between those with
lesss education and those with more education steadily increased. These differencess also exist between countries within time. Can this be explained in
aa demand and supply framework? Blau and Kahn (1996) construct a skill
measuree based on years of education and labor market experience. This is
thenn used to compare relative wages by skill between countries with relative
nett supply between countries. They find that this demand and supply model
cannott explain differences in wage inequality between countries. In Chapter
66 it is argued that a skill measure that is a weighted average of years of schoolingg and labor market experience may be difficult to compare directly between
countries. .
Inn summary, the next chapter starts with a review of the economic literaturee on training. Chapter 2 presents new results in a transaction cost model of
specificc training. Chapter 3 analyzes a company dataset and relates the findingss to relevant literature based on standard datasets. Chapter 4 looks more
closelyy at training participation and disentangles the traditional reduced form
estimatess in demand and/or supply side factors. Chapter 5 evaluates the effectss on training participation of a recent policy interventions, a tax deductionss for firms, in the Netherlands. Chapter 6 investigates to what extent relativee demand and supply of skill can explain relative wages in an international
context.. The thesis finishes with a summary and conclusion.

Chapterr 1

Thee economics of training:
AA survey of the literature
1.11

Introduction

Thiss chapter provides a survey of the economic literature on training. It does
nott discuss formal education nor training of the unemployed nor any learning
activitiess that workers undertake independently from their employer. Human
capitall theory as formalized by Becker (1962) is the dominant perspective
onn training. This theory views training as an investment; it raises expected
futuree productivity but at a cost. It is usual to distinguish between direct costs,
andd indirect or opportunity costs. Examples of the direct costs of training
aree expenditures on training materials, training personnel, travel costs etc.
Exampless of the opportunity cost of training are: the worker produces less
duringg training, colleagues or supervisors spend time training the workers,
andd training uses capital which could have been used (more) productively
otherwise.. The key distinguishing feature of a human capital investment as
opposedd to an investment in capital concerns property rights. A machine can
bee sold, but in modern society men cannot.
Inn the 1970s human capital theory has been further developed to explain
thee life cycle pattern of earnings. This literature analyzes the human capital
investmentt decision of individuals in a competitive environment. One may
arguee that in this model the distinction between education and training is
ann artificial one. Workers choose the investment as a function of prices (and
ability).. Through these prices the demand side enters. Firms do therefore not
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actt strategically. Weiss (1986) surveys this literature.
Inn the beginning of the 1990s the new field of economics of information
resultedd in applications to worker/firm human capital investment. We will
seee that recent developments in the training literature focus on the strategic
interactionn between employers and employees, and as such stands apart from
lifee cycle theories of earnings.
Thiss review focuses on the 'core' of private sector training theory. The
reasonn for this focus is the scattered nature of this literature. The studies in
thiss field differ in many modeling assumptions that complicate comparison.
Yet,, some common themes can be distinguished. The theoretical economic
literaturee on training is basically concerned with two things:
Investment efficiency,
Division of costs and returns.
Thee review will therefore present the results in these terms and highlight additionall insights where necessary. Additionally, this review will discuss the
empiricall implications of the theory where appropriate.
Thee outline is as follows. The next section presents an overview of models
off training. Section 1.3 presents the standard model of general training. After
whichh specific training will be discussed in section 1.4. The next section considerss the impact of contract (re)negotiations on investment incentives, after
whichh section 1.6 discusses market imperfections and specific sources thereof
inn more depth. Section 1.7 discusses the empirical implications of the theory
andd measurement problems, after which section 1.8 presents the stylized facts
fromm the empirical literature. Section 1.9 concludes.

1.22

Models of training

Beckerr (1962) is the main reference for anyone interested in the economics
off training.1 In this seminal paper he presents a simple two-period model.
Beckerr assumes that labor and product markets are competitive, and distinguishess two types of training: general training and specific training (definitionss are given in the next section). The analysis of Becker has subsequently
beenn extended and refined by other authors to take imperfect competition
andd the role of information asymmetries into account. Yet, in some respects,
[

Manyy of the ideas found in Becker are also present in Oi (1962).
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Figuree 1.1: Timing of events in prototypical models of training
thesee models still resemble Becker's analysis. The distinction of general and
specificc is still important and most models in this literature are two period
models. .
Figuree 1.1 gives a description of the timing of events in most models of
training.. There is a training period and a production period and each of them
cann be preceded by contract negotiations (wages are set and training can be
contractable).. Most models are of a non-cooperative nature. Other modeling
assumptionss vary. Some models assume free entry at the first stage thereby
imposingg a zero profit condition on the firm and creating a cooperative outcome.. Models also vary in the extent to which they allow ex-ante uncertainty
therebyy justifying the renegotiation of the initial contract after the arrival of
neww information. And finally, the different analyses vary in the assumptions
theyy make about the observability of training and/or ability, and who has this
informationn and when.
Contractt negotiations typically take the form in which the firm proposes
ann initial contract (possibly in the presence of competition or strategic biddingg of outside firms). The worker may then accept the contract or take up
hiss market alternative. If the worker accepts a contract the worker is automaticallyy trained if the contract specifies a training level. Otherwise the
firmfirm or the worker may take an investment decision. After training, ex-ante
uncertainn information may become known to one or more parties. Exampless of sources of uncertainty are the worker's ability, an outside option or
thee value of the match. Then, before entering second period employment,
theree may be, again, a contracting phase in which the second period wage is
(re)negotiatedd and the worker may separate from the training firm. After this,
productionn takes place and the parties retire.
Tablee 1.1 on page 16 provides an overview of the notation used in the
remainderr of this chapter. In addition, first period productivity in the absence
off training is normalized to zero: yi(0) = y, (0) = 0. This implies that
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Tablee 1.1: Overview of notation
Quantityy Description
ss
Amount of training (time), s e [0, oo)
yytt (s)
Period t productivity in training firm, (t=1,2)
y,, (s)
Period t productivity in alternative employment, (t=1,2)
ww{{
Period t wage in training firm, (?=1,2)
wwtt
Period t wage in alternative employment, (f=1,2)
c(s)c(s)
Training cost
_V|| (s) = —c(s). The following assumptions are also made.
Assumptionn 1.1. Firms maximize expected profits and workers expected lifetime
earnings. earnings.
Insurancee motives are typically ignored:
Assumptionn 1.2. Firms and workers are risk neutral.
Andd there is no discounting. In addition, to avoid corner solutions, the
followingg (standard) regularity assumptions are made to ensure the existence
off a positive training level in equilibrium:
Assumptionn 1.3. c{s) is increasing and strictly convex in s. In addition c(0) =
0,, \ims^ocf(s) = oo andXxms^ooc'is) = 0
and d
Assumptionn 1.4. y2(s), y2(s) are non-decreasing and concave in s.
Itt is also assumed that training (as compared to no training) is socially optimal.. These are the most important assumptions. They will be augmented
withh other assumptions where necessary. The next section starts with the
standardd model of training where it is assumed that markets are perfectly
competitive. .

1.33

Perfect competition

Thee standard model of training is a model of full competition where training
iss general. Becker (1962) defined general training as training that it is equally
usefull in many firms:

Thee economics of training - 17

Definitionn 1.1. Training is general if y2(s) =

y2(s).

Beckerr argued that if training is general and labor (and product) marketss are perfectly competitive then firms will not be prepared to finance this
training.. Workers will reap all the returns and will therefore bear all the trainingg costs. The basic argument runs as follows: workers who received general
trainingg will receive a wage equal to the value of their marginal product in a
competitivee labor market. The firm will therefore be obliged to pay this wage
ass well. The implication is that the firm will not be prepared to finance generall training because the worker can leave after training and capture the full
returnss without reimbursing the cost of training to the firm (in the absence of
aa contract specifying a breach remedy). According to Becker, workers may pay
forr the general training they receive through lower wages during the training
period. .
Thee structure of Becker's model is shown in Figure 1.2 on page 18. A firm
offerss training amount s and starting wage w\. The worker accepts (A) or
rejectss (~ A). If the worker rejects he enters the market and receives the wage
off an unskilled worker. If the worker accepts he is trained. After training the
firmfirm offers a second period wage. The worker quits (Q) if the firm's wage
offerr is less than what the worker can earn in the market and stays (~ Q)
otherwise.. In the second period production takes place after which the parties
receivee their payoffs and retire.
Inn addition to definition 1.1 it is also assumed that there is perfect competitionn in the labor market. This can be modeled by assuming that there is free
entry.. As a result, Bertrand competition at the start of the second period will
drivee the market wage w2 to y2.2 The training firm is obliged to offer at least
ww22 because the worker will quit otherwise. However, since training is general
itt follows that: w2 = y2. This implies that the training firm will offer exactly
ww22 = w2 = y2', the worker is paid his marginal product. In a similar way, free
entryy in the first stage, where firms will compete to attract workers, results in
zeroo profits and will drive down the first period wage to W] = y\ — c.
Investmentt is also efficient. The worker is prepared to pay for investment
upp to the level s that solves w'2(s) = c'(s). Since the labor market is competitivee this is identical to y2(s*) = c'(s*), the first order condition for socially
efficientt investment s*. The firm will therefore offer exactly s* of training.
Offeringg more will result in a lower profit, and the firm will be driven out of
Fromm a modeling point of view it will suffice to assume that there is one alternative
employer. .
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Figuree 1.2: Timing in the standard competitive model of general training
thee market by new entrants. If the firm offers less, other firms have an incentivee to offer slightly more training. This will drive the equilibrium investment
levell to s*. This proves the following proposition:
Propositionn 1.1. If training is general and labor markets are perfectly competitivetive then
(i)(i) The worker will he the full residual claimant and receive all the returns
andand will also pay the full costs through lower wages.
(it)(it) Investment is efficient.
ProofProof See text above, or Becker (1962, 1993)
Moreover,, in equilibrium all workers are trained and all firms train. 3
Pigouu (1912) argued that underinvestment in general training would occurr since firms in competitive labor markets have no incentive to provide
training.. This is the famous 'poaching externality': outside firms hire the
trainedd workers away thereby inflicting a capital loss on the training firms
who,, anticipating this, will not train their workers. Becker showed that althoughh firms dot not have an incentive to pay for general training, workers
doo and can finance this training by taking a wage cut. As a consequence the
poachingg externality disappears and there is no underinvestment. The underinvestmentt problem re-surfaces, however, if the worker is liquidity constrained.. Minimum wages may also give rise to under-investment since these
mayy prevent wages to fall to levels necessary to pay for training.4
3

Onee might wonder why firms provide general training to their workers and why there is
noo separate training market. Becker explained this by complementarities between learning
andd working (Becker, 1993, footnote 3, p. 34).
4
Acemogluu and Pischke (1999a) note that if loan markets are not perfect and individuals
smoothh consumption then wage cuts are costly and investment will not be efficient.
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Ann additional implication of the investment character of training concernss the relation between training and age. For older worker the time horizonn is shorter than for younger workers. This implies, ceteris paribus, that
theree will be fewer profitable training opportunities for older workers than
forr younger workers. As a consequence one would expect training rates to
decreasee with age.
Ann implication of proposition 1.1 is that training makes the relation betweenn age and earnings increasing and concave. This result has been further
exploredd in life cycle models of earnings following Ben-Porath (1967). In
thesee models individuals divide their time at each moment between working
andd learning.5 It can be shown that, under certain assumptions, individuals
passs through a "pure schooling" phase in which the individual has no earningss and spends all his time producing human capital, then an "on-the-job
training"" phase in which time is spent both producing human capital and
outputt and in which earnings rise at a decreasing rate. Finally, "pure work"
andd "pure leisure" phasess follow. The analysis of Ben-Porath (1967) has been
extendedd to include endogenous labor supply, borrowing constraints, and
uncertaintyy in order to capture further empirical regularities such as hours
workedd over the life cycle.
Lifee cycle models explain a limited number of facts at a substantial cost,
bothh in terms of assumptions and in terms of complexity and tractability.
Moreover,, they are far less suitable to analyze specific investments and strategicc considerations, issues that subsequent literature on human capital investmentt turned to.

1.44

Imperfect competition

Nott all training will be equally productive in all firms as is the case with generall training. Clearly, training exists which will increase productivity by a
differentt amount in the firm where training takes place than in other firms.
Ann example is the extreme case in which training is specific to the firm where
trainingg takes place.
5

Inn most life cycle models, individuals divide their time between producing human capital
andd output. There is therefore a trade-off between current output and future productivity.
Killingsworthh (1982) calls these models "training" models. As an alternative he analyzes
ann "experience" or "learning by doing" model where human capital accumulation is also
aa function of time spend producing output; it is a by-product of work and some learning is
unavoidable. .
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Althoughh not clear in his definition of general training, Becker (1962) recognizedd that, if training is technologically general, the degree of competition
inn the labor market determines whether it is general in an economic sense:
"Inn extreme types of monopsony [...] all training, no matter what
itss nature, would be specific. [...] The effect on training of less
extremee monopsony positions is more difficult to assess. [...] But
monopsonyy power as a whole, including the more extreme manifestations,, would appear to increase the importance of specific
trainingg and the incentive for firms to invest in human capital."
Beckerr (1962, p. 50-51)
Becker'ss (1962) analysis of general training rests on the assumption that laborr markets are competitive. Yet, there are many reasons why labor markets
aree not competitive, examples are asymmetric information, institutions, and
searchh frictions. To illustrate how imperfect competition changes investment
incentivess it is useful to start with the extreme case in which there is only one
buyerr for a particular type of skill: specific training.
Timingg is again as in Figure 1.2 on page 18, but now training is specific.
Specificc training can be defined as training that is only useful in the training
firmfirm and has no effect on the worker's productivity in other firms:
Definitionn 1.2. Training is specific i f ^ f a ) = v 2(0).
Whenn training is specific workers will not pay for this training (either
throughh accepting lower wages or directly) but firms will. To see this, consider
whatt happens if the firm refuses to pay the worker the value of his marginal
productt y2(s). In the case of general training the worker could just leave and
receivee his marginal product in the market but this is no longer possible when
trainingg is specific. Since labor markets are competitive the outside wage that
thee worker can earn equals ÜJ2 — ~y2 = yi(0). Assume that the firm makes
aa take-it-or-leave-it wage offer (the firm sets wages). There is no reason for
thee incumbent firm to offer more than the market wage. The worker will
acceptt this wage. As a consequence the worker does not receive part of the
returnss on specific training and is therefore not prepared to finance (part of)
thiss training. The firm on the other hand captures the full return to specific
training.. It also pays the full cost and invests efficiently. This gives us the
followingg result.
Propositionn 1.2. If training is specific and the firm sets wages then

Thee economics of training 21

(i)(i) The firm will be the residual claimant and receive all the returns. It will
alsoalso pay the costs.
(ii)(ii) Investment is efficient
Att this point Becker introduced turnover in his argument. If the worker
andd the firm separate after training, the (specific) investment is effectively
lostt since it is only of value within the match. Becker conjectured that the
firmm and the worker will share the return. By paying the worker a higher
wage,, the firm reduces (costly) turnover. Because there will now be an excess
supplyy of trainees, workers will need to share part of the costs in order to reestablishh equilibrium. This sharing argument is not made in a formal manner.
Regardingg the exact size of the share Becker remarks that "the shares of each
dependd on the relation between quit rates and wages, layoff rates and profits,
andd on other factors not discussed here, such as the cost of funds, attitudes
towardd risk, and desires for liquidity." (p. 44).6
Hashimotoo (1981) formalized Becker's conjecture in a model with transactionn costs. The timing in this model is summarized in figure 1.3. At the
startt of period 1 the worker and the firm write a long term contract specifyingg the investment level and wages in period 1 and in period 2. The worker
andd the firm are ex-ante uncertain about the outside opportunities and the
productivityy of the worker in period two. At the start of the second period
thee worker learns the value of his market alternative üJ2, the firm does not.
Thee firm, however, learns the value of the worker's product y2, yet the worker
doess not.7 The firm will fire the worker if w2 < y2 and the worker will quit if
ww22 < uJ2.& Since renegotiation is not possible, separation may be inefficient.
Thee worker may quit inefficiently {w2 > w2 but y2 > w2) and the firm may
layy off inefficiently (y2 < w 2 butïïï 2 < y2).
Freee entry at the start of period 1 makes that w2 is set in such a way as to
*Thiss sharing argument is also present in Oi (1962). See Parsons (1972) for an early
formall discussion of the sharing hypothesis.
7
Thee firm and the worker could bargain over the surplus. Hashimoto, however, assumes
thatt transaction costs are prohibitively high. Renegotiation could result in separation efficiencyy at the cost of investment inefficiency and transaction costs. Which of these two
optionss is more expensive is an open question.
8
Inn the formulation of Carmichael (1983) quits are the result of low job satisfaction. The
expositionn here follows Becker et al. (1977) who argue that "a quit could be said to result
fromm an improvement in opportunities elsewhere and a layoff from a (usually unexpected)
worseningg in opportunities in this job..." Unlike Becker et al. (1977) the model here allows
inefficientt separations.
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Figuree 1.3: Timing of events in transaction cost model of specific training
minimizee the ex-ante expected (social) cost of this inefficient turnover, and
yj]yj] such as to drive expected profits to zero. It is important to note that, by
definition,, the investment has no externalities. This, in combination with
freee entry at the start of period 1, results in efficient investment, even if there
iss ex-post inefficient turnover. Solving the model gives the following result:

Propositionn 1.3. If training is specific, long term contracting is possible (no renegotiation)gotiation) and there are costs of evaluating and agreeing on the worker's produ
tivitiestivities in the firm and elsewhere,
(i)(i) The returns will be shared between the worker and the firm, and so will
thethe costs.
(ii)(ii) Investment is efficient.
ProofProof See Hashimoto (1981).
Hashimoto'ss model has been influential and subsequent research has extendedd it in various ways.9 Carmichael (1983), for example, shows that, if one
allowss that a worker is promoted with probability p during period 2 (based
onn a seniority rule where the number of'senior' jobs are fixed), wages can be
sett in such a way as to induce efficient turnover. To see this, suppose that the
wagee in the 'entry' job is W2 and in the 'senior' job wj + B. At the start of the
secondd period the firm will now fire the worker if yj < u>2 and the employee
willl quit ifw2 > W2 + P * B. Because the number of'senior' jobs is fixed
anotherr employee will get promoted if the employee under consideration is
not.. This means that the firm only saves w2 with a lay-off and not u>2 + B.
Withh this extra degree of freedom W2 will be set such as to induce ex-ante efficientt lay-offs and B such as to induce ex-ante efficient quits (note that ex-post
theree are still inefficient separations in the absence of renegotiation).
9

Nott discussed here are Hashimoto and Yu (1980) on wage indexing, and MacLaughlin
(1991)) on the distinction between layoffs and quits.
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Halll and Lazear (1984) look at other contracts besides the long term (predetermined)) wage contract analyzed above in order to see how they performm in terms of separation efficiency. In particular, they analyze unilaterall wage setting contracts which they call 'firm-sets-wages' and 'worker-setswage'' contracts. In the firm-sets-wages contract the incumbent firm observes
thee worker's productivity y2 and makes a wage offer tt»2 which the worker can
acceptt or decline. In the worker-sets-wage contract the worker observes his
markett alternative and posts a wage demand IL>2 at which the firm can hire
thee worker or not. Hall and Lazear (1984) show that the firm always proposess a wage which is less that the worker's marginal product and, similarly,
thee worker always sets a wage above the value of his market alternative even
thoughh this sometimes will result in an inefficient separation. This reflects
thatt in these unilateral wage setting schemes the wage setting party acts as a
monopolist.. Which of the three contracts perform best in term of separation
efficiencyy depends on the joint distribution of y2 and ÜT2. Separation efficiencyy is, however, never obtained. This is implied by the analysis of Myerson
andd Satterthwaite (1983) who have shown that, in the presence of two-sided
asymmetricc information, there does not exist an efficient trading mechanism.
Halll and Lazear (1984) do not discuss investment efficiency.10
Hashimotoo precluded renegotiation of the second period wage because of
excessivee transaction costs. How realistic is this assumption of no renegotiation?? Malcomson (1997) argues that the firm-sets-wage contract is in fact
aa good description of the 'employment at will' practice in American labor
markets.. One might wonder whether the sharing results hold for other wage
settingg schemes. Chapter 2 of this thesis present comparative statics results in
thee Hashimoto model both under the predetermined wage and the firm-setswagee contract. It also shows that the sharing argument is still valid under the
latterr contract.

1.55

Hold-up

Littlee attention has been paid so far to the effect of contract (re)negotiations
onn investments. There are, of course, many situations in which contracts are
10

Stevenss (1994a), in a related model, considers jointly separation and investment efficiency.. Instead of an exogenous stochastic market alternative for the worker, Stevens (1994a)
modelss the labor market as a first-price sealed bid auction. As a consequence the worker is
noo longer perfectly informed about his alternative value, and the outside firms behave strategicallyy (ÜJ2 is no longer independent of 1^2).
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renegotiatedd after specific investments have been made. Renegotiation occurss because a contingent contract can not be written, and because without
renegotiationn the parties will separate which is inefficient.11 In the renegotiationn process the non-investing party will often be able to capture part of
thee returns. Since the investor no longer receives the full marginal return on
hiss investment he will underinvest. Williamson (1985) has coined this phenomenonn 'hold-up' (see also Grout, 1984). Renegotiation therefore typically
hass adverse effects on investment incentives.
Too show this more formally suppose that, in the notation of this chapter,
ann enforceable contract specifying a specific investment s can not be written.. Moreover assume that it is the worker who invests and that the worker
andd the firm have the possibility to renegotiate the second period wage. In
aa bargaining situation it is important to distinguish between the payoffs the
partiess get during bargaining and the payoffs they receive when bargaining
breakss down and the parties take up other opportunities. The former type
off payoffs are called default payoffs or threat points, the latter type are called
outsidee options.
Bargainingg can be explicitly modeled as an alternating offers game (Rubinstein,, 1982). It has been shown that, when bargaining becomes frictionless,, the equilibrium outcome in this game is equivalent to the Nash Bargainingg Solution which tells us that bargaining will split the surplus (gains of
tradee relative to default payoffs) according to the parties' bargaining power,
exceptt if the outside options are binding (e.g. Binmore et al., 1986). Denote
thee worker's bargaining power by a, a e [0, 1]. If a = 0 then the firm has
alll bargaining power. This is equivalent to the firm-sets-wage contract in the
previouss section. If a = 1, the worker has all bargaining power and this is
equivalentt to the worker-sets-wage contract.
Iff the default payoffs for both parties during bargaining are normalized
too zero and outside options are not binding, then the worker's (renegotiated)
secondd period wage in the training firm will equal
ww22 = ay2
Sincee w2 > w2, the worker will not quit. Efficient investment s* equates
marginall cost to marginal return: c'(s*) = y'2(s*). To see what happens in
111

It may be impossible to write a contingent contract because investments may be too
complicatedd or multidimensional.
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thee case of renegotiation write down the worker's (indirect) utility function:
UU

=

W2 — C(S)

== <xy2(s) - c(s)
Inspectionn of the first order condition; c'(s**) = ay'2(s**), shows that if
thee worker does not have all bargaining power (a < 1) the investment level
inn the presence of hold-up s** is less than the efficient level s*.
Inn the previous example it was assumed that the outside options were not
binding.. Assuming that it is efficient for the parties to trade and that the
firm'ss outside option (W) is binding: JT = y2 — w2 = (1 — of)v2 < JT, then
thee wage will be renegotiated down to: wj = yi — TC. The worker chooses s
too maximize:
UU

=
==

U)2 — C(s)
y 2 ( s ) -7Ü-

C(S)

andd the first order condition, c'(s) = v2(.s), shows that the worker will
investt efficiently.12

1.5.11

Contractual solutions to hold-up

Whenn contracts can be renegotiated workers may have insufficient incentives
too collect firm-specific skills. If firms get a reputation for rewarding skill collectionn the hold-up problem might be less severe or even non-existent (given
thatt their discount rate is low enough). There is of course no guarantee that
thiss is the case.13 This does not imply that workers and firms have no means to
circumventt the hold-up problem. Sometimes it is possible to find a (contractual)) solution for hold-up by employing compensation schemes for workers
thatt are designed to induce them to collect nonverifiable firm-specific human
capital.. One example is the well known 'up-or-out' practice (Kahn and Huberman,, 1988), and another example is a credible 'up-or-stay' promotion rule
(Prendergast,, 1993). Both schemes depend on the assumption that, although
firmss cannot attach wages to skills they can attach wages to tasks.14
12

Seee MacLeod and Malcomson (1993a), MacLeod and Malcomson (1993b), and Malcomsonn (1997) for models featuring hold-up in this vein.
133
Note that reputation does not play a role in the two period models discussed in this
chapter. .
14
Thiss resembles the analysis of Carmichael (1983) discussed above, although in his analysiss wages could be attached to job titles whereas it is crucial here that wages are attached to
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Firstt consider 'up-or-stay'. There are two jobs, an easy (E) and a difficult
(D)) one. Instead of offering a uniform second period wage W2, the firm can
noww offer the worker a contract {wE, WQ}- Assume for ease of exposition that
trainingg is indivisible. If the worker accepts the contract he can either invest at
costt c or not (s e {0, 1}). Output in job D is denoted by y D (s) and yE(s) in
jobb E. The production technology is such that within a job a trained worker is
moree productive than an untrained worker. A trained worker is also assumed
too be more productive in the difficult job while an untrained worker is more
productivee in the easy job:
yyDD{l){l) > y£(l) > yE(0) > yD(0)

(l.l)

Ass usual, it is also assumed that training is efficient:
yyDDa)-ya)-yEE(0)>c (0)>c
AA worker will invest if (i) the wage increase on promotion is bigger than
thee cost of investment:
WDWD — WE > c
andd (ii) if the firm will promote him. The firm has an incentive to promote a
trainedd worker if:
)>D(1)) - VE(1) >

WD-WE

AA contract that satisfies these two conditions solves the hold-up problem:
thee firm has an incentive to promote the worker, who then has an incentivee to invest. The feasibility of the 'up-or-stay' promotion rule depends on
(i)) whether firms can assign wages to tasks, and (ii) whether the production
technologyy allows credible assignment of workers to tasks. Note that the latter
iss not necessarily true, even if investment is efficient, since this requires that
V
D O )) — V E ( 1 ) > c which is not implied by the efficiency condition.
Iff wages cannot (credibly) be assigned to different jobs which satisfy (1.1),
thee 'up-or-stay' rule cannot be implemented. This will happen if the two jobs
aree just job titles with the same production technology, or if they are quite
similar.. In this situation the hold-up problem might be solved through an
'up-or-out'' rule (see Kahn and Huberman, 1988). The idea here is that after
aa fixed period of time the firm either pays the worker a high wage w* or fires
him.. If the worker trains, the firm will promote the worker if y D ( l ) > w* >
yyEE(0).(0). This also insures that the worker will be fired if he does not train. The
tasks. .
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workerr on his part will train if w* > c. If investment is efficient such a wage
cann always be found. As a consequence all workers train and all workers are
promoted. .
Iff workers are heterogeneous then the 'up-or-out' rule performs not alwayss that well The reason for this is that if a worker can choose various
levelss of investment (training is no longer indivisible), some of the workers
whoo invested, but not 'enough', will be fired and specific investments are lost.
Moreover,, if uncertainty is introduced, for example if training is not necessarilyy successful, then the investment efficiency of'up-or-out' typically comes
att the cost of separation inefficiency.

1.66

Sources of imperfect competition

Thee previous sections reviewed human capital investment when there is only
onee buyer. This section shows that, more in general, it is the degree of market
competitionn for a particular skill that determines whether training is either
general,, specific, or somewhere in between. Consider the case where there is
moree than 1 buyer, but competition is less than perfect. Training is assumed
too be technologically general but, to illustrate the mechanism, assume that
frictionss (of a, for the moment, undefined nature) lead to a market wage lower
thann the worker's productivity: wzis) < yi(s). Moreover, suppose that the
workerr separates with exogenous probability q from the training firm, and
thatt the firm invests in training. Assuming that the firm has all bargaining
power,, it will pay the worker his market alternative wi = W2(s), and choose
ss such as to maximize its profits:
7TT = (1 - q)(y2(s) - w2(s)) - c(s)
Thee first order condition is (1— q)(y'2(s) -w2(s)) = c'(s), Ifitisthefirm
thatt invests in training, the left hand side of the first order condition must be
strictlyy greater than 0. This implies the following:
Propositionn 1.4. The firm invests in technologically general training if,
(i)(i) There is a positive probability that the worker stays with the training firm:
q<\. q<\.
(ii)(ii) As a consequence of imperfect competition in the market for skills, the
marginalmarginal increase in a worker's productivity is not fully reflected in his
bestbest opportunity in the market: y2(s) > w2(s).
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(Hi)(Hi) The firm makes a positive profit if it trains and employes the worker:
yy22(s)(s) - w2(s) - c(s) > 0.15
Proof.Proof. See text or Acemoglu and Pischke (1999b).
Soo if skills markets are non-competitive firms may pay for technologically
generall training. This is a strikingly different result compared to the competitivee model analyzed above. The non-competitive model differs also in a
secondd respect, highlighted by the following proposition.
Propositionn 1.5. Under imperfect competition training investment is inefficient
becausebecause of the 'poaching externality when
(i)(i) The worker has a positive probability of leaving the training firm: q > 1.
(ii)(ii) It is profitable for the poaching firm to employ the trained worker: y2(s) —
VL>2(S)VL>2(S) >

0.

ProofProof See Stevens (1994b).
Thiss is an important point. Becker argued that all training can be regarded
ass a sum of a general and a specific component. As a consequence there is
noo positive externality and under-investment does not arise. The analysis of
Stevenss (1994b) shows that this is potentially misleading and that imperfect
competitionn may cause training to have a 'transferable' character, meaning
thatt it is neither perfectly general nor perfectly specific, nor a convex combinationn of the two. If the market for skills is such that firms pay wages below
marginall productivity and if there is uncertainty about labor turnover then
outsidee firms earn a positive expected profit on training. But these are externalitiess that are not internalized by the worker and the training firm when
theyy decide on training since they maximize their own joint surplus and not
sociall surplus. Investment will therefore be inefficient, and the poaching externalityy reappears. Stevens does not discuss any specific market frictions,
shee notes that "any source of imperfect competition leading to wages beloww marginal product, combined with any source of uncertainty about labor
turnover,, gives rise to this externality" (p. 541).
Wee have seen how imperfect competition generates different results comparedd to the competitive model without being explicit about the specific markett frictions involved. The next subsections review, more in depth, particular
sourcess of market imperfection.16
15

Withh Inada conditions >2(0) - «^(0) > 0 is sufficient.
Seee also Acemoglu and Pischke (1999a) for a review of this literature.

16

G
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1.6.11

Asymmetric information

Informationn asymmetries between the training firm and the market are such
aa mechanism. Two main cases can be distinguished. Firstly, the case where
thee training firm is better informed about the training of its employees than
thee market. Secondly, the case in which the training firm is better informed
aboutt the abilities of its workers giving rise to adverse selection.
Trainingg not observable by outside employers
Katzz and Ziderman (1990) forwarded the argument that if incumbent firms
havee superior information about the training of their workers then it might
nott be possible for those workers to capture the full return to technologicallyy general training in the market. Potential recruiters, so they argued, are
unlikelyy to know very much about the extent and type of training workers receivedd with their current/previous employer(s). The result of this will be that
aa recruiting firm will place a lower (expected) value on a recruited worker
withh general training than the firm that trained him. The information asymmetryy between the training firm and outside employers renders general trainingg thus effectively specific.
Katzz and Ziderman discuss the implications of this information asymmetryy regarding liquidity constraints and certification. In the standard model of
generall training, if workers are liquidity constrained (either directly or indirectlyy when training can not be financed through wage cuts because of a bindingg minimum wage), they will not invest in general training. In the model
off Katz and Ziderman this underinvestment problem is actually less severe
sincee employers will be prepared to participate in the cost of training. Finally,
certificationn may overcome the information asymmetry and thereby reduce
firms'firms' incentives to pay for general training. As a consequence the underinvestmentt problem will be aggravated by certification if workers are liquidity
constrained.17 7
Changg and Wang (1996) present a formal model that borrows from Katz
andd Ziderman. 18 The timing of the model is shown in figure 1.4. The first
l7

Acemogluu and Pischke (2000) present a model in which workers have to exert effort for
trainingg to be successful. This creates a hold-up opportunity for the firm. The workers anticipatingg this will put forward suboptimal effort. Certification may be necessary to encourage
workerss to exert effort. Firms may then be willing to finance training.
18
Changg and Wang (1995) is a related model where future employers are also uninformed
aboutt workers' abilities.
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Figuree 1.4: Timing of events when training is not observed by outside employers s
thingg to note is that the first period wage w\ is not made contingent on s.
Changg and Wang (1996) make two other important assumptions: (i) they
assumee that y2 = s + e and ~y2 = 8s -\- r), which implies that in addition to a
generall investment 8s there is a complementary specific investment (1 — 8)s,
bothh s and r\ are random job match components, and (ii) w2 = HJ2-\-a(y2 —
ww22),), the worker and firm share the surplus through Nash bargaining.
Becausee outside firms do not observe the amount of training a worker
receivedd they cannot base their wage offer Uj2 on s but only on the expected
trainingg level E[s] (which equals the actual training level in equilibrium). As
aa consequence, the market wage is independent of the investment level that
thee firm chooses and the firm has an incentive to pay (part) of the general
componentt of training as long as there is a positive probability that the worker
stays.. The rational expectations equilibrium in the market is defined by
ww22 = 8E[s)
andd E[s] = s* where s* is the firms' optimal investment level. Note that
WW22(s)(s) = 0 < 1 = y'2(s).
Thee worker and the firm will separate if y2 < w2. The firm's (second
period)profitt therefore becomes
7i7i = —w\ + E[y2 — w2\y2 > w2]

Pr(y2 > ^2) — c(s)

whichh can be written as
(11 - a)(s - 8s* + E[e\e > 8s* - s])

Pr(e > 8s* - s) - c(s)

Thee firm maximizes profit subject to the worker's participation constraint,
W]W] + E[w2\yi > w2] Pr(y2 > w2) + w2 Pr(v 2

<w2)>U
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whichh is binding in the optimum. Substitution the binding participation constraintt in the profit function it can be show that the first order condition becomes s
(\-a)(\-q)(\-a)(\-q)
= c'(s)
wheree q = Pr(£ < 8s* — s) and s* solves (1.2). Like in Katz and Ziderman
(1990)) the most important result is that s* > 0ifq,a
< 1, which implies
thatt the firm invests in general training.
AA number of additional results follow. First note that the socially efficient
levell of investment se maximizes n + (1 — q)wi+q E[y2] and therefore solves
11 — (1 — 8)q = c'(s). Comparing this with (1.2) shows that there are two
sourcess of underinvestment. Firstly, the firm underinvests because of hold-up
iff a > 0.
Secondly,, the firm underinvests because of externalities. This is illustrated
byy the fact that the severity of the underinvestment increases with the degree
off generality of the human capital 8. To see this, suppose that the worker
hass no bargaining power (or = 0 and underinvestment because of hold-up
iss thus ruled out). The first order condition under asymmetric information
(1.2)) then becomes 1 — q = c'(s). If 8 = 0 and training is thus completely
specific,, then the firm's investment will be socially efficient. If 8 = 1 then
thee firm will underinvest. The intuition lies in the fact that the investment
hass positive externalities (if 8 > 0) that increase with 8. The training firm
doess not internalize these externalities and underinvests. This mechanism is
identicall to the one in Stevens (1994b).
Abilityy not observable by outside employers
Anotherr information asymmetry that may lead to firm-sponsored general
trainingg investment occurs if current employers are better informed about
thee abilities of their workers than potential future employers. Adverse selectionn then dampens the response of market wages to human capital investments.. This idea can be traced back to Greenwald (1986), who applied the
adversee selection problem described in Akerlof (1970) to labor markets. He
notedd that employers may find it beneficial to finance general human capitall accumulation of their workers since, "adverse selection with its entry-level
bonusess and tendency to tie workers to firms would rule out [these] possible
job-changess and rationalize such investments by firms."
Changg and Wang (1995) were the first to present a formal model with
adversee selection and training. The adverse selection model that follows can

(1.2)
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Figuree 1.5: Timing of events when ability is not observed by outside employers s
bee found in Acemoglu and Pischke (1999b). Figure 1.5 shows the order of
events.. Workers are heterogeneous in ability, with probability p a worker is
off low ability r\ = 0 and with probability 1 — p the worker is of high ability
777 = 1. Productivity of a worker after training equals y2 = rjs. Training and
abilityy are therefore complements in production. At the moment of hiring
abilityy is not observed by the firm or the worker.19 The firm offers a first
periodd wage that the worker can accept or reject. Because ability is unknown
att this point, the firm either offers training to all its workers or does not train
att all. After the training ends, the firm observes the worker's ability and makes
aa second period wage offer contingent on ability and training. The firm offers
loww ability workers a wage that equals their productivity (u>2 = 0) and high
abilityy workers the market wage {wi = TÜ2, assuming that the firm has all the
bargainingg power).
Outsidee firms observe only the worker's training level s and not his ability.. Their wage offer therefore depends only on s. The worker chooses to
workk for the party that offers him the highest wage. There is also exogenous
turnover,, with probability g (independent of ability) a worker quits the trainingg firm and enters the market. As a result there are at least some high ability
workerss in the market. The expected productivity of a worker in the market
iss therefore strictly greater than the productivity of a low ability worker. As a
consequencee all low ability workers will leave the training firm.
Assumingg that workers get trained, then a fraction p of these workers is of
loww ability and profits for them equal 0 — ÜJ2. These workers always separate
becausee the market wage is higher than the wage offer from the incumbent
firm.firm. A fraction 1 — p consists of high ability workers and profits for them
equall s — uJ2. These workers separate for exogenous reasons with probability
19

Otherwisee a signaling game could ensue as in Autor (2000).
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q.q. This gives the expected profit for an outside employer:
WW = p (0 - w2) + (1 - p)

q

(s - w2)

(1.3)

Itt is assumed that competition in the second period drives expected profits
inn the market to zero. This determines the equilibrium wage in the market for
skills.. Equating (1.3) to zero and solving for w2 gives the equilibrium market
wage e
__
(1 - p)qs
U)2U)2 =

(11 - p)q-V p
Thee training firm's profit function now becomes
JtJt =
(l-qKl-p)(y2-w2)-c(s)

== (\-q)(\-p)-

L_^_ c ( j )
(11 - p)q + p

Thee optimal investment level s* is again strictly positive. The firm investss in technologically general training because it is able to earn a positive
marginall return on this investment because the worker does not receive his
fulll marginal product in the market.
AA number of papers explore this information asymmetry and its consequencess for human capital investment. Acemoglu and Pischke (1998), Chang
andd Wang (1995) both present models where adverse selection creates firm
sponsoredd human capital investment, in Acemoglu and Pischke (1998) trainingg is contractable whereas in Chang and Wang (1995) this is not the case.
Acemogluu and Pischke (2000) show how hold-up in the presence of asymmetricc information may rationalize certification. Schlicht (1996) and Su (1996)
investigatee what happens if the firm is subject to a moral hazard problem in
trainingg provision. Finally, Autor (2000) presents an asymmetric informationn model where credit constrained workers can signal their ability through
trainingg choices, training therefore acts as a screening device and explains
firms'firms' (temporary help supply establishments in Autor's paper) investment in
apparentlyy general human capital.

1.6.22

Other sources of market imperfection20

Iff it is costly for an employee to change jobs, the firm has some monopsony
powerr and is able to capture part of the returns to training. If a worker quits,
20

Acemogluu and Pischke (1999b) give many examples of market frictions leading to firm
sponsoredd general training, this section discusses some of them.
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hee has to find a new match. Suppose that as a result of search frictions the
workerr succeeds but not always; he finds a new firm with probability A <
1.. If he finds a new job he bargains over his wage with the new firm and
u)2u)2 = ocyiis) (assuming Nash bargaining and bargaining power a). If the
workerr does not find a new job he is unemployed and receives unemployment
benefitss b(s). As a consequence his expected market 'wage' in the second
periodd equals

W2W2 = teyiis) + (I

-Vb(s)

Thiss serves as the worker's outside option when he bargains over his wage:
u>2u>2 — vol + Q?()>2 ~~ ^i)- The firms profit function therefore becomes n =
(11 — ci)(y2{s) — W2) — c(s)- The first order condition
(11 - a) ((1 - Xa)y'2(s) - (1 - X)b'(s)) = c'(s)
Thee marginal return to training for the firm is positive if b'(s) < y'2(s),
whichh implies that the worker does not receive the full marginal return on
hiss productivity in the unemployment benefits. This would imply full insurancee which seems to be a weak condition since most insurance systems are
regressive.21 1
Iff general training is complementary with specific capital the firm also has
ann incentive to invest in technologically general human capital. The complementarityy makes that the productivity of the worker increases more in the
incumbentt firm than in the market. Note that the specific capital does not
needd to be specific human capital. If the general skills of the worker are complementaryy with specific physical capital then the only requirement is that a
neww firm cannot buy additional physical capital and pay the worker his full
marginall product. This again requires frictions of some sort, in particular
creditt constraints on the part of the new firm. The capital market imperfectionn therefore has spill-overs on the labor market.
Ass mentioned in section 1.3, if labor markets are competitive then minimumm wages lower general human capital investment because it may preventt workers from taking a wage cut to pay for this training. Now suppose
thatt there are some frictions that in itself do not affect investment incentives:
wjwj = y2(s) — A, where A denotes, for example, fixed turnover cost. In this
casee the worker still gets the full marginal product in the market. But now
theree is a minimum wage wm. The second period wage that the training firm
21

Seee the appendix of Acemoglu and Pischke (1999b) and Acemoglu (1997) for more details. .
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payss is
iff 2 = m a x j u ; ^ , ^ }
Iff w2 < wm and y2 > wm then the firm employs the worker at a wage
ww22 = wm and therefore has an incentive to invest in general training becausee the minimum wage is independent of the workers productivity. Market
imperfectionss may therefore reverse the effect of minimum wages on general
trainingg investment.
AA final example concerns unions. The basic idea is that since unions compresss wages among covered workers this implies that the firm does not pay
thee most productive worker his full marginal product. The simplest case is
thee one in which all covered workers receive a uniform wage w2 == w. The
firmfirm will then invest the efficient level since TT = y2(s) - w - c(s), and the
firstt order condition is y2(s) = c'(s). Note that if the workers are the investing
partyy then union wage compression reduces their incentives to invest.22

1.77

Empirical implications and measurement problems s

Whatt is the empirical research agenda that emerges from the survey presented
above?? The most important postulate of the theory is that training makes
workerss more productive. It is not so much a prediction of the theory but
thee basic assumption. Any test of human capital theory would start with testingg this core assumption. The second main prediction is that the degree of
competitionn in the market for skills determines the extent to which these pro-ductivityy increases are reflected in the worker's wage. If the market for skills
iss competitive then firms do not pay for training and do not receive any returnss while workers pay for training and receive full returns. If skills markets
aree less than perfectly competitive then workers and firms share the costs and
returnss to training. For a given training course the worker's wage profile becomess steeper with increasing degrees of competition in the market for skills.
Thesee are the main predictions of the economic theory of training.
Thee specific models reviewed in this chapter add to our understanding of
trainingg to the extent that they provide descriptions of the channels through
whichh the above mechanisms may act. Testing these models (and any model
22

Boothh and Chatterji (1998) present an alternative model where the presence of a union
solvess hold-up of the workers by the firm. In this model the presence of the union decompressess the wage structure.
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off training for that matter) is difficult since the basic constructs on which
thesee theories depend are hardly ever measured.
Threee main measurement problems arise in the empirical training literature.. The first complication is that the productivity of the worker is hardly
everr measured. This complicates testing of the core of human capital theory
whichh states that training makes workers more productive. It also makes the
analysiss of the division of the increased productivity (the returns) unfeasible.
Usingg wages as an approximation of the value of the workers marginal productt is problematic because workers might pay for training by accepting lower
wages. .
Secondly,, empirical studies of training typically ignore that, as shown in
sectionn 1.6, the predictions of the theory depend on the degree of competitionn in the market for skills (or equivalently the degree to which training is
generall or specific). This too is hardly ever measured directly. Many efforts
inn the empirical training literature are aimed at estimating wage returns to
variouss types of training. If no statistically significant wage is found, it is not
uncommonn that this will lead the researchers to conclude that the training is
specific.. The problem is, of course, that there are too many degrees of freedom
andd that there is no alternative hypothesis that can be rejected: if a positive
wagee return would have been found, then the conclusion would have been
thatt the training was at least to some extent general. Whatever the finding,
thee theory is never rejected.
Somee would argue that the proper test is one that confronts competitive
withh non-competitive training theories. But these are not two mutually exclusivee theories, but two statements about the degree of competition in a particularr market. The theory to test is the economic theory of training. The predictionss of this theory are conditional on the degree of market competition.
Sincee any test in an empirical discipline is ultimately based on measurement,
onee would want to measure the degree of competition in the market. A test
wouldd then be whether, for example, the wage returns to training increase
withh competition. 23
Lastt but not least training itself and, more in general, the stock of human
capitall is difficult to measure. Initially, studies of training used labor market
experiencee as a proxy for general training and job tenure as a proxy for specific
training.. In the 1980s datasets containing self-reported measures of training
becamee available.24 These datasets were typically based on household surveys
23

Thee only study to date that follows this approach is Autor (2000).
Ann early attempt at measuring training more directly is found in the Michigan Panel
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(e.g.. CPS and NLSY) in which respondents were asked whether they participatedd in some form of training in a specific reference period. In the CPS this
iss the period since the start of the respondents current job (CPS), while in the
NLSYY this is the period since the last interview. Apart from these household
surveys,, employer based (EOPP, SBA-92) and matched employer-employee
surveyss (WCP) are also slowly becoming available. Finally there are a few
studiess that use administrative data from a single firm (e.g. Bartel (1995) and
Chapterr 3 in this thesis).
Trainingg questions in surveys often attempt to measure incidence, but
sometimess also other dimensions of training (such as duration). The responsess to these questions are sensitive to the period covered by the trainingg questions (e.g. Loewenstein and Spletzer (1997)), the longer the reference
periodd the more training will be reported. A factor that might introduce measurementt error is that these self-reported training measures are retrospective.
Respondentss might suffer from recollection problems which are expected to
increasee with the span of time between the training spell and the interview
andd the detail of the training questions.
Trainingg is almost inherently heterogeneous and some aggregation is thereforee inevitable. The aggregation implicit in the training questions varies betweenn surveys. The types of training measured by these surveys therefore vary
andd are typically derived from the institutional setting, and often combine
modee of delivery and provider. The NLSY, for example, asks about: training
followedd at business schools, apprenticeship programs, vocational or technicall institutes, but also about correspondence courses, formal company trainingg run by the employer, military training, seminars or training programs
runn at work by someone other than employer, seminars or training programs
outsidee of work, and training given by vocational rehabilitation centers. It is
nott immediately clear to what extent this is an economically sensible classification.. Apart from formal training there is a growing interest in measuring
informall training (e.g. Barron et al. (1997b),, Frazis et al. (1996), Loewenstein
andd Spletzer (1999)).
Sincee training is so heterogeneous, it is important to control for the size of
thee investment. The costs of training are, however, difficult to measure. First,
respondentss are unlikely to know the opportunity cost of training. To the
Studyy of Income Dynamics (PSID). Respondents were asked: "on a job like yours, how much
timee would it take the average new person to become fully trained and qualified?" This
seemss to measure a characteristic of the job instead of the amount of training the respondent
participatedd in.
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extentt that the employer paid for training, the respondents are also unlikely
too know the direct money cost of training. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph,, often training incidence is measured. But more and more surveys
alsoo try to measure the length of training spells in an attempt to measure
trainingg input. Finally, on a more conceptual level, there is the issue whether
too collect stock or flow measures. Most surveys collect flow measures, namely:
thee amount of training over a particular period. Note that (abstracting from
heterogeneityy issues) the reference period in the CPS covers the period since
thee start of the job. This implies that if all reported training is specific this
questionn would measure the stock of training .
Itt is not known to what extent these measurement problems concerning
trainingg lead to measurement error. The only study to date hinting at this
iss Barron et al. (1997b). These authors use data from a matched employeremployeee survey dataset to see to what extent employer and employee responsess are consistent. This approach has of course the drawback that both
thee worker and the establishment are likely to report training with error. The
'truth'' is therefore not observed and the extent of measurement error cannot
bee determined. Barron et al. (1997b) find that correlations between worker
andd establishment measures are less than 0.5 and that establishments report
255 percent more hours of training on average than do workers. On average,, incidence rates are similar between worker and establishment reports,
althoughh 30 percent disagree on whether on-site formal training occurred.
Thesee results suggest that training is measured with substantial error.

1.88

Stylized facts

Onee must conclude that the economics of training has a limited focus: its
mainn theme evolves around the division of costs and benefits and around
efficiencyy A second conclusion is that the driving factors in the theory pose
seriouss measurement problems to the empirical researcher. There are two
mainn themes in the empirical literature. The first is the incidence of training,
andd the second is the relation between training and wages. Most studies have
aa descriptive character and usually no effort is made to test the theory.

1.8.11

Participation

Itt is typically found that younger, more educated and male workers are more
likelyy to participate in training. These are relatively robust findings and have
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beenn found for many countries, samples and training measures (e.g. Duncan
andd Hoffman (1979), Altonji and Spletzer (1991), Barron et al. (1987), Lillardd and Tan (1992) for the US, Greenhalgh and Stewart (1987) for the UK,
Pischkee (2000) for Germany, and also chapter 4 in this thesis for Canada, the
Netherlands,, Switzerland, the UK and the US).25
Thee finding that training rates decrease with age is consistent with investmentt theory. The payoff period shortens with age and so will training rates.
Theree are of course other potential explanations of the same finding. Older
workerss may find themselves in jobs requiring less training. The reason for
decreasingg training rates may also lie on the cost side. Older workers might
bee more difficult learners therefore it can be more costly for them to learn a
particularr skill than for younger workers.
Thee second regularity is that more educated workers participate more in
trainingg than less educated workers. This suggests that the marginal revenues
too training are higher for more skilled workers and/or that their marginal
costss are lower. But workers with more educationn might also be sorted in jobs
inn which training is more important.
Mostt studies of the incidence and determinants of participation in workrelatedd training find that women receive less training than their male counterpartss (OECD, 1991; Bishop, 1996). There is, however, evidence that genderr differences are specific to the type of training considered. Women are
lesss likely to participate if only work-related adult education and training is
takenn into consideration. Miller (1994) finds for Australia (1989 data) that
womenn undertake more external training but less on-the-job training than
men.. Greenhalgh and Stewart (1987) find similar results using 1975 data for
thee United Kingdom and Veum (1993) for the United States (1986-91).
Whereass the evidence on training incidence is somewhat mixed there is
aa more consistent body of research suggesting that women receive less trainingg in terms of duration. Green (1991) finds for the United Kingdom (1984),
thatt men receive 40 hours more training than women ceteris paribus. Analyzingg US data Altonji and Spletzer (1991) and Veum (1993) find that men
receivee both more weeks of training (longer duration) and more hours per
weekk (higher intensity). Pischke (2000) finds similar results for Germany.
Variouss explanations have been put forward to explain these participation
patterns.. The arguments made in the economic literature are usually derived
fromm human capital theory. The most common argument points to the lower
laborr force attachment of women, which may cause employers to invest less
25

Thiss is just a small sample of the literature.
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(seee for example Royalty, 1996), Another explanation given among others by
Boothh (1991), points to discrimination as a possible source of gender differencess in training. Differences in preferences might also be at the basis of the
differentt training patterns of men and women.
Finally,, gender differences might also come about because women hold
jobss that require less training, for which there is some evidence (Duncan and
Hoffman,, 1979; Oosterbeek, 1996). One explanation that has been put forwardd is that employers might not select women into capital intensive jobs if
womenn are more likely to quit. Turnover is costly because of the underutilizationn of capital while searching for replacement and subsequent training
(Barronn et al, 1993).
Trainingg rates are also found to increase with firm size (e.g. Barron et al.,
1987).. This is a robust finding. There are various explanations at hand. Perhapss the main explanation lies in economies of scale in training provision
fromm which larger firms benefit. Larger firms are also more likely to have
aa well developed internal labor market where wages are relatively insulated
fromm the market and turnover is low. Training studies typically only measure
formall training. The use of more informal training modes by smaller firms
cann also explain the positive correlation between (formal) training and firm
size.. Barron et al. (1987) suggest that employers economize on their monitoringg cost by spending more on the screening of job applications, having a
smallerr and well trained workforce. A final explanation lies in a complementarityy between training and capital; larger firms have a higher capital/labor
ratio.. A problem with these correlations found in the literature is that they
aree difficult to interpret. Are older workers, the less education and women
trainedd less because they desire less training or because their employer trains
themm less? Chapter 4 in this thesis present an analysis that takes a first step at
answeringg these questions.
Chapterr 3 analyzes training patterns using administrative company data.
Thee emphasis of this analysis is not on the correlation of participation with
workerr characteristics but on the timing of training and its accumulation over
time.. It compares training patterns for the entry cohorts in this firm and
establishess new results.

1.8.22

Wages

Thee initial literature that estimated wage returns to training was based on indirectt training measures. These studies regress wages on labor market expe-
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riencee and job tenure (seniority). The coefficient on labor market experience
iss then interpreted as the return to general training, whereas the coefficient
off job tenure is interpreted as the return to specific human capital. Abraham
andd Farber (1987), Altonji and Shakotko (1987) and Topel (1986) are early
attemptss to estimate the return to seniority up and above the return to experience.. They find only small effects of seniority on wage growth. Topel (1991)
reexaminedd the data and concluded that the findings in these studies are biasedd because of measurement error and selectivity issues. He finds that 10
yearss of current job seniority raises the wage of a typical male worker in the
U.S.. by 25 percent.
Humann capital theory predicts upward sloping productivity profiles. Wage
profiless are assumed to proxy these productivity profiles. The first complicationn is that there are many other theories (e.g. deferred compensation, selfselection,, and matching theories) besides human capital theory that predict
upwardd sloping wage profiles and as such it is hard to argue that this is a
definitivee test. One would like to know to what extent wage growth correlatess with productivity growth. Medoff and Abraham (1981) and Medoff
andd Abraham (1980) use performance ratings among professional and manageriall employees in three U.S. corporations. Medoff and Abraham do not
findfind any statistically significant correlation between these ratings and wage
growth.. They conclude that the on-the-job training model explains only a
smalll part of the observed return to labor market experience. This result rests
onn the assumption that these ordinal performance ratings are unbiased measuress of productivity.
Subsequentt literature was based on direct measures of training collected
inn household surveys.26 These studies often find positive correlations with
wages.. Estimated returns are often very high compared to the returns found
forr initial education, and it is not always clear what effect is identified. As
ann example take the recent study by Frazis and Loewenstein (1999). They
estimatee various specifications using the EOPP and NLSY datasets. For the
NLSYY they find, for example, that the return to 40 hours of training is 8 percent,, which is a return that has about the same magnitude as the return to a
26

Thee following studies are a sample of the literature. Barron et al. (1997a), Barron et al.
(1999),, Altonji and Spletzer (1991), Autor (2000), Bartel (1995), Bishop (1994), Bishop
(1991),, Blundell et al. (1996), Booth (1993), Booth (1991), Duncan and Hoffman (1979),
Fraziss and Loewenstein (1999), Greenhalgh and Stewart (1987), Lengermann (1999), Lillard
andd Tan (1992), Loewenstein and Spletzer (1997), Loewenstein and Spletzer (1999), Lynch
(1992),, Blanchflower and Lynch (1994), Pischke (2000), Veum (1995)
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yearr of schooling. They interpret this number as the return to training for the
trained. .
Thesee results can be explained by heterogeneity in returns, selectivity and
measurementt error. Selectivity for example may bias the estimated return to
training.. If the researcher has information that arguably correlates with trainingg participation but not with wages, then instrumental variable methods
potentiallyy offer a way to obtain consistent estimates of the return to training.. Chapter 5 in this thesis presents such an application. Chapter 3 analyzes
trainingg participation and correlations with wages using a company dataset.
Itt discusses more at length the estimation issues involved and argues that administrativee data may add to our understanding of investment in training and
itss relation to wages.

1.99

Conclusion

Thiss chapter has presented a review of the economics of training. The theoreticall models focus on investment efficiency, finance, and turnover. The
empiricall implications of this literature, although limited, are difficult to test
becausee they are based on constructs that are not readily observed while measurementt is complicated if not impossible. This is reflected in the empirical
literature. .
Thee conclusion is inevitable that theorists should pay more attention to
thee empirical relevance of their models, while empirical researchers should
putt more effort in measurement in order to generate new facts and relations.

Chapterr 2

Wages,, uncertainty and
firm-specificc human capital
investment t
2.11

Introduction

Employmentt relationships typically involve the division of surplus. Surplus
cann be the result of a good match, a monopoly rent, or a quasi-rent that arises
becausee of a specific investment. The division of this surplus is of economic
interestt as it is a determinant of turnover, investment, and wages. Becker
(1962)) argued, in the context of specific human capital investments, that
thee employee and incumbent firm will share the surplus. This notion was
formalizedd in a prototypical model of surplus sharing as first proposed by
Hashimotoo (1981). The model has been studied extensively, among others by
Carmichaell (1983), Hall and Lazear (1984), and Parsons (1986).
Thee key feature of the model is the existence of transaction costs. Both
thee employee and the firm have (ex-ante uncertain) private information on
whichh they cannot write a contingent contract. This makes that they write
aa non-renegotiable contract that specifies a fixed wage. After this, the firm
learnss the value of the employee's marginal product whereas the employee
learnss the value of his outside option. Both parties then decide unilaterally
whetherr to separate or not and inefficient separations may occur. The wage is
sett in such a way as to maximize the expected total surplus.
Thee present analysis will consider the role of uncertainty in this model.
Thiss has not been done before in a rigorous way. Hashimoto considered only
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degeneratee cases. His analysis suggests that the wage will be low when the
uncertaintyy of the market conditions is small, and high when the uncertainty
off the conditions inside the firm is small. Parsons (1986) makes a claim that
thiss is actually the case without deriving the result. Becker and Lindsay (1994)
testt this prediction by comparing tenure profiles of men and women.
Thiss chapter shows that the comparative statics are ambiguous and may
welll be the opposite of those suggested by Hashimoto and claimed by Parsons.. It also provides the intuition that is behind this result, namely that uncertaintyy not only influences turnover but also the option value of the match
andd its opportunity cost.
Sectionn 2.2, briefly summarizes Hashimoto's model and shows that withoutt further assumptions the comparative statics are ambiguous. Section 2.3
derivess an explicit solution of the wage. Section 2.4 briefly considers alternativee wage setting schemes and section 2.5 concludes.

2.22

The model

Thee exposition here considers the division of an ex-ante uncertain surplus
andd is a simplified version of Hashimoto's (1981) formulation of the model.1
Theree are two parties, an employee and a firm, and two periods. In period
11 some specific capital has developed which represents a surplus with value
m+rjm+rj if trade takes place in period 2 (m > 0). At the start of the second period
thee firm receives private information concerning the state of product demand
denotedd by r/, whereas the employee receives private information about the
valuee of his market alternative which is denoted by £. Information is bilaterallyy asymmetric and as a consequence the employee and the firm cannot
contractt on the values of rj and e. Instead they write down in advance the
termss of employment in the form of a fixed wage for period 2(w). Renegotiationn is not possible. After having learned r], the firm has to decide whether or
nott to dismiss the employee. The firm will lay off the employee if the surplus
iss less than the wage that the employee will receive in case of employment.
Thiss gives:
T}T} < w — m
L

Inn Hashimoto (1981) the worker and the firm also choose the level of investment. The
modell is closed by imposing a zero-profit condition which implies that the parties' shares in
thee costs of training equal their respective shares in the expected benefits of training. The
sharingg decision is, however, independent of the investment level. The simplifying assumptionn made here that there is a surplus to be divided does therefore not affect the results.
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Similarly,, after learning e the employee has to decide whether to quit or to
stayy with the current firm. The employee quits if the value of his market
alternativee exceeds the wage:
ee > w
Dismissalss and quits are irreversible. Note that efficient separation takes place
if f
mm + rj < s
whichh means that the parties will separate if the size of the surplus m + 77 is
lesss than or equal to the gain of a separation e. Inefficient separations may
occurr since rj < w — m or e > w can hold while m -\-rj > e.
Althoughh the employee does not know r] and the firm does not know e,
theirr distributions are common knowledge, and E[e] = E[r]] = 0. It is
assumedd that 77 and e are independent. The probability of a quit can now be
writtenn as Q — Pr(£ > w) and the probability of a layoff as L = Pr(r] <
ww — m).
Thee employee and the firm share the surplus in such a way that they maximizee the expected total ex-post surplus. The surplus is shared through the
wage.. It is assumed that the parties are risk neutral, that there is no discounting,, and that capital and labor markets are perfect. The employee's expected
surpluss is given by
GGEE = (1 - L)(l - Q)(w - E[e\e < w])
whichh equals the probability that neither party separates, times the wage minuss the opportunity cost of the match. The expected return to the employee
inn case of a layoff equals zero.2
Thee firm's expected surplus is similarly given by
GGFF = (1 - L)(l - Q)(m + E[Ï]\Ï]

>w-m]-w)

Thiss is the probability that neither party separates, times the certain value of
thee match plus the option value of the match minus the wage. The wage is
chosenn to maximize the total expected ex-post surplus G which equals GE +
GGFF. .
2

Theree are in fact two possibilities: i) the firm lays off and the employee quits, and, ii)
thee firm lays off and the employee does not quit. The associated expected surplus equals
QLE[e\eQLE[e\e > w] + (1 - Q)LE[e\s <w] = LE[e] = 0.
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Thiss gives the following objective function:
maxx G = (1 - L)(l -Q)(m

+ E[r}\rf > w - m] - E[e\e < w])

(2.1)

ww

Thee expected total surplus equals therefore the probability that neither party
separatess times the certain value of the match plus the option value of the
matchh minus the opportunity cost of the match.
Lettingg lowercase subscripts denote partial derivatives, the first order conditionn of the optimization problem is (after some rewriting):
GGww

=
-Q-Qww(\(\

-Lw{\-Q){w-E[£\e<w])
- L)(m + E[T]\T] > w-m]-w)

= 0

(2.2)

Inspectionn of (2.2) shows that w is chosen such as to balance the losses from
aa suboptimal dismissal and a suboptimal quit.

2.2.11

The employee's sharing ratio

Althoughh the analysis up to here considers the wage one might argue that it is
moree interesting to analyze the share that the employee obtains. Hashimoto
(1981)) defined the employee's sharing ratio as the wage divided by the unconditionall expected value of the surplus:
ww
mm
Thee problem with this definition is that it is not a share. It can take on values
greaterr than one as well as less than zero (the employee pays for employment).
Thee reason for this is that the degree of uncertainty of, say, market demand,
determiness the size of the expected ex-post surplus G. If one is interested in
thee share that the employee obtains then it is necessary to correct for this fact.
Thee logical measure would be the employee's share of the expected ex-post
surplus: :
GEGE
w — E\e\e < w]
aaEE = — =
^—=—
(2.3)
GG
m + E[rj\r] > w — m] — E[£\e < w]
Rearrangementt of the first-order condition (2.2), gives the following equality

w*-E[e\e<w*]w*-E[e\e<w*]
mm + E[ri\ri > w* - m] - E[s\s < w*]

=

Lw/(\

- L) - Qw/(\

-QJjl-Q)
- Q)
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Itt must be emphasized that this is a first-order condition and that the
left-handd side as well as the right-hand side of the equality are functions of
w*.w*. This expression shows that aE lies between 0 and 1. It also illustrates
thatt the employee's sharing ratio depends on the local characteristics of the
distributionss of r] and e.

2.2.22

Comparative statics

Thee relevant literature has largely neglected comparative statics in this model.
Hashimotoo does not derive any explicit comparative statics. Instead he discussess three special cases. The first is when e and r\ are both degenerate at
zero;; in that case the firm will never dismiss the employee and the employee
willl never quit. Hence, how they share the surplus is immaterial. The second
speciall case is when s alone is degenerate at zero. In that case the employee
willl not quit but can be laid off, to minimize the probability of an inefficient
layofff the employee will not share the surplus. Similarly, w equals m if rj is
degeneratee at zero (the firm never lays off). In this case the the firm does not
sharee the surplus because the employee might inefficiently quit.
Thee last two special cases suggest that optimal w increases with the dispersionn of e and decreases with the dispersion r). Although Hashimoto is not
explicitt about this, Parsons (1986) writes, in his contribution to the Handbookk of Labor Economics, "it is easily demonstrated that...as the variance of
rjrj increases relative to that of E, the firm should optimally undertake an increasingg share of the investment.." (p. 826).
Beckerr and Lindsay (1994) base their empirical test on Parsons' conjecture.. They compare tenure profiles of men and women and assume that o£ is
thee same for workers of both sexes but that an is higher for women. Everythingg else equal this would imply that wage-tenure profiles of female workers
willl rise more steeply than those of equally qualified male employees.
Too see whether this is the case one should take the differential of (2.2).
Doingg this with respect to the variance of r\ shows that this does not give a
definitee answer.
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(2.4)

Increasingg an has three effects: there is an effect on the probability of an inefficientt layoff, an effect on the probability of an inefficient quit, and an effect
onn the loss in case of an inefficient quit. The signs under the braces give the
directionn of the term involved. Only the effect on the probability of a layoff
cann take on both a negative and a positive sign depending on the distributionn involved thereby making the sign of (2.4) indeterminate. This shows that
anyy comparative statics will depend on the distributions of rj and e. Since
thee comparative statics are ambiguous an empirical test is extremely difficult.
Thiss result also shows that the identifying assumption of Becker and Lindsay
(1994)) - on is higher for women than for men - is insufficient.
Thee next section gives a simple example for which (2.4) is always positive
andd provides the intuition for this seemingly counterintuitive result.

2.33 An example
Itt is possible to derive an explicit solution of the optimal wage after making
assumptionss about the distributions functions from which e and n are drawn.
Moree specifically, assume that e is drawn from a uniform distribution over the
intervall [—e,e]t and that rj is drawn from a uniform distribution over the intervall [—t, t]. We further assume that these distributions are non-degenerate
(e,(e, t > 0), and that there is a positive probability of separation (e > m — t).
Thee model can now be solved and this gives the following result:
Propositionn 2.1. Given the assumptions of Section 2.2 and the distributional
assumptions,assumptions, the optimal wage w*is given by the following expression:
** m + t
ww =

-e
(2.5)
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Proof.Proof. Using the distributional assumptions for e and r\ it follows that L =
Pr(r// <w-m)
= (w-m
+ t)/2t, Q = Pr(e > w) = (e - w)/2e. This
inn turn implies that Lw = l/2r, and Qw = -\/2e.
It is also easily shown
thatt E[rj\r) >w-m]~(t
+ w- m)/2, and E[E\E < w] = (w - e)/2.
Substitutingg these expressions in (2.2) gives:
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Thiss simplifies to
-{e-{e + w)2 + (t + m - w)2 = 0
forr which (2.5) is the unique solution.

Q

Thiss result shows that the optimal wage if* decreases with the uncertainty
inn the market, and increases with the uncertainty in the firm; dw*/de < 0 and
dw*/dtdw*/dt > 0. This finding is the exact opposite of what Hashimoto suggests
andd Parsons claims. What is the mechanism behind this finding?
Thee intuition is straightforward, the firm can avoid losses resulting from
aa bad draw of 77 by firing the employee. Losses are therefore truncated at zero.
Goodd realizations on the other hand can be captured as long as the employee
stayss with the firm and grow without bound as t increases (dE[rj\r{ > w* —
m]/dtm]/dt > 0). In order to lower the probability that the employee quits, w
iss increased. For dw*/de < 0, the intuition is similar. The employee can
capturee any good realization of £ by quitting. Bad draws of e on the other
handd are not taken as long as the firm does not fire the employee. To lower
thee probability of a layoff w* will be decreased.3
Forr the specific case considered in this section it turns out that the employee'ss share of the expected ex-post surplus aE = (w* + e)/(m + t + e).
3

Forr the degenerate cases t = 0 (e = 0), the results derived by Hashimoto continue
too hold. In this case the wage will be set to m (0) because the firm (worker) never lays off
(quits).. Consequently w is independent of e (/) and therefore the mechanism described in
thiss paragraph is no longer at work. If both / = 0 and e = 0 the wage will be indetermined
andd lies in the interval [0, m] because then no inefficient separations occur. The case where
ee < m — t is conceptually equivalent to the case where t = 0 and e = 0; by setting a wage
betweenn e and m - f n o inefficient separations will occur.
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Substitutionn of the optimal wage w* from (2.5) gives ÜE = 1/2. Hence the
expectedd surplus is maximized when the parties set a wage that splits this expectedd surplus equally.
Thee analysis here applies to the case of uniform distributions. It is not
possiblee to derive general results for the signs of dw*/daï], and dw*/dcr£.
Numericall analysis using normal distributions shows that both can be either
positivee and negative. For reasonable values of an and cr€, however, the comparativee static results are identical to those derived for the uniform case. More
importantly,, the main mechanism driving the results remains the same. If
\w\w — m\ < o^ then dLw/dan < 0 and therefore the sign of dw*/datl is alwayss positive. Only if an is relatively small, the option value of the match
loosess its importance and then it can be the case that the sign of dw* jdo^ is
reversed. .

2.44

Alternative wage setting schemes

Withh ex-ante wage setting the employee and the firm set a wage before they
observee the realizations of r\ and s. One can, however, imagine that a farmer
whoo sets out in the morning to hire farm-hands for the day knows quite preciselyy the value of the labor that he is getting or, in the language of the model,
hee knows rj.4 This situation corresponds to the "firm sets wage" contract analyzedd by Hall and Lazear (1984) where the firm announces a wage demand
afterr observing r\ (but not s) and the worker accepts that wage or does not
workk for the firm at all. In addition to this "firm sets wage" contract these authorss also analyze a "worker sets wage" contract. Here the worker announces
aa wage demand after observing e (but not rf) and the firm employs the worker
att that wage or not at all.
Thiss section analyzes the role of uncertainty under these two unilateral (ex
post)) wage setting contracts, maintaining the assumption that r\ and s follow
uniformm distributions. First consider the case where the firm is allowed to
makee a take-it-or-leave-it offer after having observed r,. The firm's offer will
bee such that it maximizes the difference between actual productivity and wage
timess the probability that the employee does not quit.
maxx (1 — Q){m + Ï] — w)
ww
4

Whenn the productivity of the workers depend for example on the weather conditions
andd the equipment they work with.
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Thiss gives the firm's optimum offer
++

m+

T)

—e

Likewise,, if the employee is allowed to make a take-it-or-leave-it offer, he will
choosee a value such that it maximizes the difference between the wage and the
markett alternative times the probability that the firm accepts this demand.
maxx (1 — L)(w — e)
ww

Thiss gives the employee's optimum demand as
mm
££

m +t + e
2

Sincee rj < t and s > — e, it is clear that like with ex-ante wage setting w* <
w*w* < w*E. That is: the employee's share of the investment in training when
thee parties maximize their joint gain lies between the shares which result from
situationss in which one of the parties is allowed to set the wage unilaterally.
w*w* is closer to wE iff exceeds e> and is closer to wF otherwise. Furthermore,
dw*dw*FF/de/de < 0 and dw*E/dt > 0 which shows that the main result of this
chapterr holds for ex-post wage setting schemes as well.
Unilaterall ex-ante wage contracts are not considered because they are
identicall to the contract that maximizes joint surplus analyzed above. Setting
thee wage such as to maximize joint surplus together with the appropriate side
paymentss Pareto dominates the maximization of private surplus. The wage
settingg party therefore maximizes joint surplus in return for the side payment
offeredd by the other party.

2.55

Conclusion

Thiss chapter shows that the employee's wage is high when the conditions
insidee the firm are uncertain relative to the employee's market alternative,
whereass the wage should be small when the employee's market alternative are
uncertainn relative to the conditions inside the firm. These results are intuitive.
Higherr uncertainty of the conditions in the firm increases the option value of
thee match. The firm can avoid losses resulting from bad conditions inside
thee firm by firing the employee. Losses are therefore truncated at zero. This
meanss that the returns increase with uncertainty. But good realizations can
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onlyy be captured as long as the employee stays with the firm. To lower the
probabilityy that the employee quits, he is given a higher wage.
Likewise,, the employee can capture any good market offer by quitting.
Badd market offers on the other hand are not taken as long as the firm does
nott fire the employee. More uncertain market alternatives for the employee
makee that the opportunity cost of the match decreases and, as a result, the
surpluss increases. To lower the probability that the match dissolves through a
lay-offf the wage is decreased.
Althoughh the explicit expression for the wage depends on simplifying assumptionss regarding the probability distributions of the conditions inside the
firmm and the conditions in the market, the mechanism that drives our result
iss more general and does not crucially depend on distributional assumptions
orr wage setting institutions.

Chapterr 3

Humann capital accumulation
andd wage outcomes in an
internall labor market
3.11

Introduction

Muchh of what is known about employer provided training is based on descriptivee analyses of survey data. These datasets are typically collected on
thee supply side of the labor market and are based on household surveys that
containn self-reported measures of training. The training questions in these
surveyss are retrospective and measure training flows. Training is defined implicitlyy by the survey instrument. Well known examples of these surveys are
thee National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NSLY) in the United States, the
Britishh Household Panel Survey (BHPS) in the United Kingdom, and the Germann Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP). There are also employer based surveys
suchh as the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project (EOPP), and matched
worker-firmm datasets such as the Survey of Employer Provided Training (SEPT)
Onee potential shortcoming of these datasets pertains to the measurement
off training. The analysis of Barron et al. (1997b) provides evidence that trainingg information collected through surveys is subject to considerable measurementt error. Another source of complications is the incomparability of trainingg spells between firms (Bartel, 1995). Administrative data from one firm
obviouslyy avoids these objections. The longitudinal character of this type
off data in combination with the precise measurement of training allows the
reconstructionn of complete training histories for the entrants, and the de-
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scriptionn of the accumulation of the stock of human capital of these workers.
Administrativee data have the additional advantage that wages are measured
veryy accurately.
Bartell (1995) is the only study to date that had access to a company personnell data file that contained information on training. Bartel focuses on the
wagee outcomes of training and less on the training process itself, which constitutess the first part of the analyses in this chapter. Like Bartel, Krueger and
Rousee (1998) also had company level data. They however look at the impact
off a workplace education program administered by a community college.
Thee present chapter exploits data taken from the personnel records of the
Dutchh aircraft manufacturing company Fokker. The data cover the period
19866 to 1996 which documents the start of the production of two new airplanes,, the expansion and subsequent contraction of the production capacity,, and the ultimate bankruptcy of the firm. The analyses use the data on
malee production workers (about 40 percent of the workforce). These are the
employeess that are directly involved in aircraft construction.
Ann analysis of these data is interesting for various reasons. First it indirectlyy contributes to the extensive literature on learning by doing in the aircraftt industry (e.g., Benkard (1999) for an overview and empirical analysis).
Learningg is defined as the decrease in labor requirements as a function of the
numberr of airplanes produced. It can be argued that this is an outcome of
learningg and that learning comes about through various channels. Formal
companyy training is one such channel and the training patterns described in
thiss chapter can be seen as a description of this dimension of learning for the
aircraftt production process.
AA second contribution of this chapter is that it describes training patterns
duringg periods of expansion and during periods of down sizing. Finally and
perhapss most importantly, it is the first analysis of the human capital accumulationn of different cohorts in a single firm and its relation with wages. As
suchh it adds to the literature on internal labor markets (Doeringer and Piore,
1971;; Bakeretal., 1994a,b).
Thiss chapter proceeds as follows. First, section 5.4 briefly describes how
Fokkerr commenced the production of two new airplanes and how it eventuallyy faced bankruptcy. This section also describes in some detail the data.
Inn section 3.3 training patterns are analyzed. It asks the question how trainingg accumulates over time and who is trained. The emphasis is here on the
entryy cohorts. For these workers accurate stock measures of training can be
constructedd since their whole training history is known. This section also
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investigatess whether training leads to more training and to what extent this
iss a causal effect or the result of unobservables. Section 3.4 links training to
wagess and provides estimates of wage returns for stock and flow measures of
trainingg for various commonly used specifications. This section also provides
aa description of the wage structure in the company. The concluding section
5.77 summarizes and discusses the main findings.

3.22

Company and data description

Aboutt Fokker
Thee data are taken from the personnel records of a Dutch aircraft manufacturingg firm called Fokker and cover the period 1986 to 1996. This period
iss particularly interesting because it documents a period of expansion and a
periodd of contraction. In 1986 the company commenced the production of
twoo new aircrafts, the F-50 and F-100. The development of these aircrafts left
Fokkerr with an large debt. When the aircraft market hit a slump in the early
nineties,, due to the Gulf War and high fuel prices, the number orders declined
inn 1991. Fokker saw itself confronted with the need to reduce production on
thee one hand and to control cost on the other hand.
Inn the meantime the debt position remained problematic. Fokker started
too look for a partner that could solve its cash flow problem. It seemed that
Fokkerr succeeded when it was taken over by Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG
(DASA).. This strengthened the financial position of Fokker. DASA, however,
demandedd further financial support from the Dutch government. When the
Dutchh authorities refused, DASA ceased its support of Fokker. The firm was
officiallyy declared bankrupt on March 15, 1996. The data can roughly be dividedd in an expansionary period; the years from 1986 to 1992, and a period
off contraction, 1992 to 1996.

Thee data
Thee data lack systematic function classifications. For the entire firm there are
closee to 7000 unique job description codes and aggregation independent of
thee wage data has proven to be problematic. Analysis of the organizational
structuree is therefore beyond the scope of this paper. The analysis focuses
insteadd on a relatively homogeneous subsample of the firm, namely the productionn workers. The reason for this choice is that the observation period falls
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togetherr with the start of the production of two new airplanes. Aircraft constructionn is a very labor intensive production process with important learning
effects.. It may come as no surprise that the workers constructing these airplaness received extensive formal training since this is a potentially important
channell of learning.
Thee analysis in this paper restricts itself therefore to the subsample of aircraftt assembly workers of Fokker Aircraft. These employees constituted about
355 percent of the workforce of the whole of Fokker in 1986. This quickly rose
too 40 percent at the end of 1989 and remained at that level until 1991. After
19911 the company had to decrease it's capacity and the share of aircraft assemblyy workers in the total workforce decreased to 33 percent. Fokker Aircraft
hadd three plants (X, Y and Z). About 50 percent of the sample was employed
att plant X, 35 percent in plant Y, and 15 percent in plant Z.
Too keep the sample relatively homogeneous, workers over 55 are omitted
fromm the data because during the down-sizing period there was a special early
retirementt plan for these workers. Only 3 percent of the production workers
aree women and it is not completely clear whether they perform similar tasks
ass men. The sample is therefore restricted to male production workers.
Apartt from date of hiring and separation, age, education, gender, marital
statuss and wages, the personnel files also provide information on the number
off internal and external training courses that the employees completed during
theirr employment. It was also possible to recover information on training
durationn for about 75 percent of the training occurances.
Figuree 3.1 shows how the workforce under consideration developed over
thee period 1986-1996. The number of workers steadily increased from about
27000 on January 1, 1987 to 3800 on January 1, 1991. During 1991 and 1992
thee number of production workers decreased to approximately 3700. During
thee final three years Fokker drastically reduced its workforce, often through
forcedd mass layoffs, and there were somewhat less that 1700 production workerss left on January 1, 1996.
Thiss development can also be read from the inflow and outflow graphed
inn figure 3.1. The number of new hires increased roughly until 1990 (in 1988
thee number of new hires dropped) after which it gradually decreased, and was
basicallyy zero from 1993 onwards. Outflow increases slowly until 1992, and
variess from about 2 to 6 percent. In 1993 the company starts reducing the
productionn workforce dramatically as is evident from the graph.
Tablee 3.1 shows descriptive statistics. During the period of expansion the
averagee worker is 31 years old and has 11.3 years of schooling. The average
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Figuree 3.1: Workforce production workers, Jan 1986-1996.
neww entrant is 24 years old, has about the same average educational attainmentt as the incumbent workers. The most prominent development, in terms
off observed characteristics, during the period of contraction is the increase of
thee average age, whereas the average years of schooling slightly drops.
Forr the subsequent analysis of training in the sample it is important to
verifyy that the cohorts do not display important differences in turnover behavior.. The reason for this is that turnover and training are not independent
decisions,, and composition effects may bias estimation results. In order to describee turnover for the different entry cohorts figure 3.2 shows Kaplan-Meier
survivall estimates for the 1986 to 1990 cohorts. These are unadjusted for cohortt characteristics and for business cycle effects.
Casuall inspection shows that the survival functions are similar straight
downwardd sloping lines until 1993. Although the survival estimates differ
somewhatt during this period the differences are small and, perhaps more importantly,, the profiles are very similar.1 During 1993, when the first reorgani'Basedd on the period until January 1, 1993 a log rank test rejects the null-hypothesis of
equalityy at the 5 percent but not at the 1 percent level. As mentioned above, the test does not
takee into account business cycle effects and differences in the cohorts' characteristics.
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Tablee 3.1: Individual
(standardd deviation)
NN
(1))
Alll workers
1987 7
2,733
3,056
1988 8
3,184
1989 9
3,607
1990 0
3,768
1991 1
3,695
1992 2
3,605
1993 3
2,653
1994 4
1,898
1995 5
1,688
1996 6
N e ww Entrants
1986 6
1987 7
1988 8
1989 9
1990 0

466
529
346
655
497

characteristics 1987-1996, means
Age
(2)

Education
ln(Wage)
(3)
~J4)
(5)

331.4
630.7
430.9
730.9
831.1
531.6
532.1
334.1
836.1
837.2

4
7
9
9
1
6
1
1
1
2

11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.3
11.2
11.2
11.2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

10.48
10.46
10.50
10.49
10.54
10.59
10.65
10.71
10.76
10.81

8(0.25)
6(0.25)
0(0.24)
9(0.24)
4(0.23)
9(0.23)
5(0.22)
1(0.19)
6(0.18)
1(0.17)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

624.0
924.0
624.7
526.4
726.4

0
0
7
4
4

10.9
11.2
11.5
11.3
11.4

9
2
5
3
4

10.19
10.19
10.24
10.28
10.32

9(0.18)
9(0.19)
4(0.21)
8(0.18)
2(0.20)

)
)
)
)
)
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Figuree 3.2: Kaplan-Meier survival estimates by year of entry
zationn with mass layoffs occurs, the slopes change abruptly. The kink is more
pronouncedd for the cohorts that entered the firm later which can be explained
byy last-in-first-out layoffs policies.

3.33

Training

Thee data used in this chapter not only measures training flows with high accuracyy it also allows the construction of precise measures of the stock of training
relatedd to this firm. This section first describes aggregate patterns of training
investmentt using both stock and flow measures of training. Then individual
trainingg patterns are analyzed. It will do so for the cohorts that entered the
companyy in the years 1986 to 1990. In the years 1991 and 1992 some workers
enteredd the company but these were workers the first to be hit by the reorganizationss and sample sizes are too small for the analyses. After 1992 inflow
ceased. .
Theree is a large literature that studies the determinants of training participationn (Altonji and Spletzer, 1991; Arulampalam et al., 1996; Lillard and
Tan,, 1992; Pischke, 2000, are a few examples). These studies typically relate
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workerr and firm characteristics to the probability of having received training
inn a particular reference period. In other words, they correlate the characteristicss with training flows. These studies do not address the question how
trainingg accumulates over workers' tenure, nor whether there are cohort effectss in training receipt.

3.3.11

Aggregate training patterns

Figuree 3.3 shows training incidence for the whole sample of production workers.. During the period of expansion incidence rates for both internal and externall training do not display a trend. From 1993 onwards, participation rates
decline.. These incidence flow rates for internal training courses are volatile
andd vary sometimes by as much as 17 percent from one year to the other. The
incidencee rates for internal training courses are on average 40 percent whereas
incidencee rates for external courses are much lower, 6 percent on average.
Inn order to get a better picture of human capital development figure 3.4
onn page 62 shows training flow and stock measures for a single cohort; those
workerss who entered the company in 1986. The 1986 cohort is chosen becausee its tenure spans the whole period of our sample and because it gives
aa good characterization of the patterns in the data (below the different cohortss will be compared). More importantly this cohort is the least affected by
reorganizationss in the period of contraction as can be seen from figure 3.2.
Consequentlyy potential bias because of compositional effects is expected to
bee less important for this cohort as for the others.
Inn panel (a) of figure 3.4 flow measures of internal training are graphed.
Flowss are measured in terms of incidence, number of courses followed, and
thee duration of these courses in terms of full time weeks. For this cohort
thee year 1986 only covers, on average, six months and flow rates will be accordinglyy lower. Flow rates decrease with tenure and are for the 1986 cohort
actuallyy highest in the first six months of tenure irrespective of the measure
used.. This is corroborated by the data (not shown here) for the 1987 to 1990
entryy cohorts. Flow rates decrease with tenure although they do not always
peakk in the first six months (due to the shorter reference period).
Panell (b) shows the development of the stock of internal training for this
cohort.. First note that stock measured as cumulative incidence and stock
measuredd in full-time weeks of training move in parallel. Stock measured in
numberr of courses is more steeply sloped than the two other stock measures.
Thiss suggests that the average course length decreases with tenure. In fact,
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Figuree 3.3: Training incidence over time, 1986-1996
forr the 1986 cohort the median length of courses followed prior to January
1,, 1987 is 40 hours. The median course length of courses completed in the
yearr that follows is 23 hours. After this the median course length decreases to
aboutt 10 hours.
Theree is some curvature between 1986 and 1987 but that is because the
cohortt entered in 1986 and the data for this year cover for the average cohortt member only six months and because of the high flow rates during early
tenure.. Stock, as mirrored by the constant flow rates in panel (a), increases
linearlyy in time (in the absence of depreciation).
Thatt stock and flow measures do not necessarily convey the same informationn is shown in figure 3.5 on page 63. It compares the development of the
stockk of internal training courses of the cohorts that entered the firm from
19866 to 1990. Panel (a) shows, like for the 1986 cohort above, some curvature
inn the beginning of the cohorts tenure. Again the stock of internal training
coursess develops linearly over time in the period of expansion and in fact
untill January 1, 1993. In the last three years human capital accumulation,
measuredd by the number of courses, slows down. This is however explained
byy composition effects as witnessed by the fact that for some cohorts in some
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Figuree 3.4: Internal training flows and stocks, 1986 cohort
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Figuree 3.5: Stock of internal training (averages), Cohorts 86-90
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yearss the stock decreases. This can only be explained by workers with above
averagee training stock leaving the company. The early cohorts 1986 and 1987
whichh are the least affected by the reorganizations in these latter years do not
displayy a slowdown in human capital accumulation. Finally, note also the
differencess in the levels of the human capital stocks between the cohorts.
Thee drop in the stock of internal training human capital of the latter cohortss are signs of what Benkard (1999) calls organizational forgetting. They
aree even more marked when the internal training stocks of the cohorts are
measuredd by training duration. Especially the cohorts that entered in 1989
andd 1990 experienced an exodus of well trained employees. Panel (b) shows
thatt the differences in human capital stocks found between the cohorts in
panell (a) are pronounced in the early years of a cohorts tenure but that once
thee stock of training is measured in hours input, differences disappear over
timee and stocks converges in 3 to 4 years.
Sincee there is no information on the length of the external training courses,
figuree 3.6 shows how the average stock of external training in terms of the
numberr courses followed develops over time for the various cohorts. Again
theree is no extreme curvature until 1993. The cohorts that entered in 1989
andd 1990 stand somewhat apart. The first three cohorts show that the stock
convergess in about 2 to 3 years. It is interesting to contrast the development
off the internal training human capital stock of the cohorts with the stocks of
externall training shown in figure 3.6. Where for the two last cohorts workers
withh above average internal training stocks leave the company this does not
seemm the case regarding external training stocks.
Too summarize, during the first 18 months of a cohort's tenure there is extensivee training. After this period human capital accumulation continues at a
lowerr but constant rate. The average duration of a training course decreases
withh tenure; new workers participate on average in longer training courses.
Theyy also participate in less training courses; senior workers participate in
moree courses that are shorter. There are cohort effects in the sense that cohortss receive their training differentially over time. There is also evidence that
differentt cohorts ultimately receive comparable amounts of training in terms
off duration. There are therefore cohort effects in terms of training flows but
theree seems to be some convergence of the human capital stocks of the co-
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Figuree 3.6: Stock of external training (average), Cohorts 86-90
horts. .

3.3.22

Individual training patterns

Thee previous paragraph described human capital accumulation on the cohort
level.. This section analyzes individual training patterns. More specifically it
focusess on the following issues: (i) the timing of first time training, (ii) serial
correlationn in training participation.
Timingg issues are rarely discussed in the literature on company training.. Exceptions are the papers by Bartel (1995) and Loewenstein and Spletzer
(1997,, 2000). Bartel analyzes data from a large manufacturing company. She
findsfinds that although new hires are trained most frequently, experienced workerss continue to face high training rates. Using the NLSY, Loewenstein and
Spletzerr (1997) and Loewenstein and Spletzer (2000) look at first time trainingg rates and find that there is substantial first time training after the early
yearss of workers' tenure. The advantage of the NSLY is that it represents a
moree representative sample of the US economy than data from a single company.. It should be emphasized that any analysis of the relation of tenure and
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trainingg can be confounded by unobserved firm heterogeneity. It is not unconceivablee that, by the nature of their business, there are high turnover/low
trainingg firms and low turnover/high training firms. Failing to take this into
accountt may bias estimates of the relation between training and tenure. Analysess of data from a single firm do not suffer from this potentially confounding
factor.2 2
Thee studies mentioned in the previous paragraph found that average trainingg rates remain high and are fairly constant later in workers' tenure. This can
bee explained by a non-discriminative personnel policy where training participationn is mainly driven by relatively short term technical considerations. But
perhapss longer term career considerations are important and a selective group
off workers participates in training. In the latter case one would expect to see
thatt the same workers repeatedly participate in training whereas in the first
casee training is expected to be less selective.
Thiss section approaches this question in two different ways. It start with
lookingg at when workers are trained for the first time. This is not only informativee with respect to the mechanics of the training process itself, it also sheds
moree light on the question to what extent training is selective. The second
partt of the analysis in this section investigates the extent of serial correlation
inn training participation. Serial correlation could be the result of unobserved
heterogeneity,, a pure selection effect, or training could lead to more training.
Firstt time training
Figuree 3.7 shows for both internal and external training the proportion of
eachh cohort that ever received training as a function of tenure. Take for examplee the cohort that entered in 1986. On January 1, 1987 about 67 percentt finished an internal training course. The next year 80 percent finished
aa course and ultimately 90 percent of the cohort that remains ever received
training.. For the 1987 and 1988 cohorts this latter number is more or less the
same:: about 10 percent of these cohorts never receives training. Of the 1989
andd 1990 cohorts 15 percent never receives training.
Comparablee proportions of the various cohorts ultimately participate in
anyy training. Some cohorts are however trained more quickly than others and
althoughh most workers receive training during the first year of their tenure
theree is first time training that takes place later in workers' tenure.
22

Within a single firm workers that differ in their turnover propensities may of course face
differentt training/tenure profiles.
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Figuree 3.7: Proportion of cohort that ever received training
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Iff a worker did not participate in any internal training during the first
twoo to three years of his tenure it becomes less likely that he ever will. For
externall training this is not the case. For the first period (the years up to
1993)) the profiles in panel (b) of figure 3.7 are fairly linear. The probability of
participatingg for the first time in external training is therefore independent of
tenure,, whereas it was decreasing in tenure for internal training.

Whatt can explain these finding? One would perhaps like to look at the
economicc theory of training for an explanation. Economic models of trainingg that inherit from Becker (1962) are typically two-period models where
trainingg takes place in the first period. It would however be inappropriate to
concludee from the above that these models fail to explain the training later in
tenure.. These models are typically developed to analyze investment and separationn efficiency and cost sharing issues and do not explicitly consider timingg (e.g. Acemoglu and Pischke, 1999b; Katz and Ziderman, 1990; Stevens,
1994b). .
Lifee cycle models like Ben-Porath (1967) do analyze human capital investmentt over the life cycle. These are however competitive and stationary
modelss and although convex cost functions can explain training to be spread
outt over time they are unlikely to be good descriptions of investments in companyy training. The literature on company training focussed instead on markett imperfections (specific training) and strategic behavior of workers and
firms.firms. Moreover, non-stationarities are also likely to play an important role,
especiallyespecially for the data analyzed here. An obvious explanation for recurrin
trainingg is depreciation, if new production techniques are introduced workerss need to be retrained.
AA simple explanation for first time training to be delayed until later in
tenuree can be found in high opportunity costs because of high work loads.
Loewensteinn and Spletzer (2000) argue that the cost function may not be invariantt over time; workers are perhaps more 'trainable' after an initial period
off informal learning and marginal training costs consequently decrease with
tenure.. This creates an option value which may induce the employer to train
workerss later in their tenure. A second argument that is consistent with deferredd training concerns job matching. By delaying training an employer may
avoidd investment in a bad match. These two explanations address mainly the
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issuee of delayed training (first time training later in tenure) and not recurring
training. .
Seriall correlation
Althoughh 10 to 15 percent of the cohorts that entered in the years 1986 to
19900 never receive training, this leaves open the question whether an individuall who participated in training in the past is more likely to participate
inn training in the future. Here one would like to distinguish between what
iss called "true state dependence" and so-called "spurious state dependence"
(Heekman,, 1978). In the latter case the observed serial correlation is the result
off serial correlation in the unobserved transitory errors and more in particularr the result of unobserved permanent individual specific effects. Whereas in
thee former case training leads to more training.
Onee can write down the following general dynamic choice model (omittingg for the moment additional covariates):
,,
[ 1 ifydij-i +ai+Uij
'•''' ~ J 0 otherwise

>0
(3 1}

'

wheree a, is an unobserved individual effect and ui<t is an error term that
iss possibly serially correlated. Chamberlain (1984, pp. 1278-79) argues that
inn general, in the absence of time varying regressors, identification relies on
functionall form restrictions. Honoré and Kiriazidou (2000) propose an identificationn strategy for a dynamic fixed effect logit model but their approach
precludess time dummies (p. 847).
Sincee identification in dynamic panel data models is problematic and some
assumptionss need to be made, this paper therefore follows Hyslop (1999) and
usess the following linear specification:
dudu = ydij-i

+ x[& + a, + uitt

(3.2)

Againn a, is a permanent unobserved individual-specific component but
w,iff is now a serially uncorrected error term. Regressors are denoted by JC,-.
Thiss specification has the advantage that is it robust to the form of unobserved
heterogeneityy and avoids the problem of the initial conditions of the dynamic
processs (Hyslop (1999, p. 1264)).
Estimationn of (3.2) using ordinary least squares (OLS) gives a biased estimatee of y. First differencing (3.2) gives
AduAdu = yAd{J_i

+ Ax[p +

Auu

(3.3) )
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Thee fixed effect a, drops out. Estimating this equation using OLS again
givess a biased estimate of y. In the absence of serial correlation of the error
termm uitt it follows that <i,v _2 is a valid instrument for Adf,if_]. The estimation
proceduree followed is Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) but using
onlyy the moment condition: E[Auittdiit-2]
— 0 (which is equivalent to the
estimationn procedure suggested by Anderson and Hsiao (1981)). The reason
forr using only this moment condition and not all available linear moment
conditions,, as suggested by Arellano and Bond (1991), is that Sargan tests
alwayss strongly reject the null hypothesis that the over-identifying restrictions
aree valid when all moments are used.3
Tablee 3.2 provides OLS and GMM estimates of y for various measures of
training.. The estimates are provided separately for the period of expansion
(untill 1992) and the period of contraction (after 1992). The estimations are
basedd on the cohorts 1986 to 1990 and are based on unbalanced samples.4
Panell A lists estimates for the measures of internal training. The first and
thirdd column show that there is statistically significant serial correlation in
trainingg receipt. This is the case for all measures and for both periods. A
secondd observation is that the serial correlation is more important during the
yearss 1993-1995.
Noww turn to the individual training measures and first consider training
incidence.. During the period 1989-1992 finishing an internal training course
inn a given year is associated with a 11 percent higher probability of finishing
aa course the next year. This number is about 13 percent for the period 19931995.. The second row of table 3.2 that training incidence measured by the
numberr of internal training courses also displays serial correlation. For the
bothh periods this is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Interpreting
thee coefficient is not as straightforward as for the participation dummy since
thee dependent variable is a count variable. For the first period, participating
inn about 18 courses is associated with 1 extra course the next year. In the
secondd period this number is substantially lower at 7 courses.
Becausee a straight count of training courses gives a very skewed distributionn the next row provides estimates for a log transformation (following
Fraziss and Loewenstein, 1999). Here the estimates are again significant for
3

AA related concern is that of so-called "weak" instruments (see for example Staiger and
Stockk (1997)). A weak instrument will attenuate the estimate towards zero. Regressions of
AdiAdi<t<t-\-\ on di}t-2 shows that the lagged level of the depend variable is a good instrument in
thee sense that it was always significant at the 1 percent level.
4
Tablee 3.8 and 3.9 report specification tests for the GMM estimations.
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bothh periods. The coefficients show that raising one plus the number of internall training courses this period by 1 percent raises next period's training
receiptt (in number of courses plus 1) by 0.12 percent in the first period and
0.155 percent in the second period. The last row of panel A gives these estimatess for a log transformation of hours of training. There it is found that
thesee elasticities are 0.13 and 0.14 for the period of expansion and the period
off contraction respectively.
Thesee results are all for internal training and uncorrected for unobserved
heterogeneity.. The second and fourth columns of table 3.2 provide GMM
estimatess that correct for this. It is then found that for the first period the
seriall correlation is no longer statistically significant. For the second period
thee serial correlation remains statistically significant and of the same order of
magnitude.. These results are much harder to interpret. Not only is the sample
periodd much shorter but more importantly because the panel is unbalanced
andd the reorganizations resulted in selective worker turnover.
Thee analyses in table 3.2 can also be performed on a sample of all workers,
nott only the cohorts that entered during the period of observation. Table 3.7
att the end of the chapter provides the results. The OLS estimates are typically
off the same order of magnitude as those of the entry cohorts. An exception
aree the results for external training courses. For the whole sample the seriall correlation is statistically significant (this was not found for the entrants).
Whenn controlling for unobserved heterogeneity through GMM the serial correlationn remains statistically significant and for all training measures.
Thee OLS and GMM estimates obtained for the whole sample are very sim-ilarr to those for the entrants with the exception of the measures for internal
trainingg based on the number of courses or hours in the first period. For
internall training courses in the period of expansion (1989-93) the following
cann be concluded. There is significant serial correlation in training participation;; participating in training raises the probability of training correlation
nextt year by about 10 percent points, two thirds of which can be attributed
too unobserved heterogeneity. For the variables that measure training in the
extensivee margin (number of courses and hours) the serial correlation can be
attributedd to unobserved heterogeneity for the entrants. In the whole sample
aboutt 50 percent of the serial correlation for these training measures can be
attributedd to unobserved heterogeneity. The results for the period of contractionn (1994-95) are more difficult to interpret. The estimates do not show an
effectt of unobserved heterogeneity but this may have been offset composition
effectss in the opposite direction.
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Panell B provides similar estimates but for external training. For the entrants,, serial correlation in training participation is only found for the second
period,, the period of contraction. This is the case for all training measures.
Forr this period the serial correlation does not seem to be due to unobserved
individuall heterogeneity. For the complete sample of production workers tablee 3.7 shows that serial correlation is found for both periods and is of the
samee order of magnitude once corrected for individual specific effects. For
thee whole sample there is therefore evidence that true state dependence plays
aa role in external training receipt.

3.44 Wage outcomes
Thiss section analyzes the wages returns to training using various measures,
bothh stock and flow, of training. The advantage of the dataset in this paper is
thatt it offers a unique possibility to construct stock measures of formal training.. A second advantage is that the statistical analyses will not be confounded
byy unobserved heterogeneity on the firm side since the data come from a singlee company. And finally it contains accurate wage data.
Econometrics s
Empiricall studies of training all basically follow the same approach; they estimatee Mincer human capital earnings functions augmented with the available
measuress of training. A first general (linear) specification would be the following: :
wwittitt = x'upt + Dittyt + MIV
(3.4)
wheree *, is a vector of individual characteristics, Dt is a measure of trainingg (or a vector with various training measures), uit is an error term, and Wj
denotess log wages. In the literature following this specification it is typically
assumedd that fit and y, are constant over time. OLS gives estimates of ft and
y.y. The latter estimate is then interpreted as the wage return to training. This
proceduree assumes that assignment to training is random.
Itt is however conceivable that more able workers select into training. If
trainingg correlates with some unobserved heterogeneity term then OLS estimatess of y are biased. This suggests that uit can be decomposed in a,-,
somee time invariant unobserved heterogeneity that potentially correlates with
training,, and eitt an iid error term. The following specification seems thereforee more appropriate:
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WijWij = x'utp + Duy

+ of,- + EU

(3.5)

Theree are various ways to tackle this selectivity problem. The first approachh is to estimate selectivity correction models in the vein of Heekman
(1979).. A second approach is instrumental variables (IV) (e.g. Imbens and
Angristt (1994)). Both these methods depend on additional identifying information:: something that correlates with training receipt but not with wages.
Inn the context of company training it is very difficult to find convincing instrumentss (see Chapter 5 in this thesis for an IV approach). A less demanding
alternativee is available if the researcher has access to longitudinal data. Then
thee selectivity problem can be solved because first differencing (3.5) eliminatess dj:
AwAwi!ti!t = Axl,p + ADuy + Aeiit
(3.6)
Thiss assumes of course that the selectivity is due to a time invariant specificc effect and leaves open a number of potential problems. First, as mentionedd by Blundell et al. (1996), training could be correlated with the transitoryy shock AEij which causes y to be biased. A second complication arises if
trainingg is general and workers pay for it by accepting lower wages. Abstractingg from the selectivity mentioned above this then implies that the wage in
periodd f of a worker who is trained equals the wage of a worker who does not
participatee minus the training costs: tu;,r-i|rf=i = tür,r-i|</=o — c- At time t
thee trained worker receives the wage of an untrained worker plus the benefits
generatedd by the training: Witt\d=\ — u)i,t\d=o + b. First differencing then gives
Au>,-,f|d=ii — A\i)ij\d=Q + b-\-c. The estimate of y obtained from the following
firstt differenced regression: Aw^ = A) + dity 4- Asiity is then an estimate of
bb + c and not of b.
Finally,, it is also possible that there is heterogeneity in wage growth and
thatt some correlation between wage growth and training remains (Pischke,
2000).. In this case the correct specification will be the following.
Atu,-fff = Ax'itfi + ADitty

+ at + As,-,,

(3.7)

Thiss equation can be estimated using fixed effects models or OLS after first
differencing;; at least three observations are needed and of course sufficient
variationn in D, j . 5
5

Pischkee (2000) notes that one way to assess whether there is sufficient variation is to
lookk at the autocorrelation matrix of A D , , . If these autocorrelations are positive there is
littlee identifying variation in the data.
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Figuree 3.8: Wage development
Wages s
Beforee turning to these results it is worthwhile to briefly describe the wage
data.. Figure 3.8 shows how the average nominal wage developed over the
periodd 1987 to 1996. The average wage is shown for all production workers
andd for the entry cohorts separately. As can be seen from the figure, nominal
wagess of the cohorts move in parallel which is clear evidence of cohort effects
sincee the cohorts start at different average starting wages. The level of the
startingg wage of a specific cohort therefore persists as time progresses.
Figuree 3.8 also shows that starting wages follow closely the movement of
wagess in the company as a whole (only 1990 stands somewhat apart). Taken
togetherr this suggests that the wage policy ties wages closely to tenure, and collectivee bargaining agreements treat entrants and incumbents similarly when
negotiatingg wage increases.
Theree is an abrupt change in the development of wages from 1993 onwards.. This is the first year of the final period in our data where the company
hadd to curtail cost and reduce capacity. This reorganization process was characterizedd by mass layoffs and salary freezes for large parts of the remaining
personnel.. It is evident that interpreting any correlation between wages and
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Tablee 3.3: Basic wage equations
Levels s
Differences s
Inflow w Alll employees Inflow w Alll employees
(2) )
(3) )
(1) )
(4) )
0.032 2
schooling schooling0.036 6
(0.000)** *
(0.000)** *
exp exp
0.084 4
0.078 8
(0.001)** *
(0.001)** *
exex p2/100
-0.379 9
-0.323 3 -0.381 1
-0.348 8
(0.006)** *
(0.005)** * (0.010)** *
(0.005)** *
expexp33/\0000 /\0000
0.553 3
0.422 2
0.549 9
0.453 3
(0.013)** *
(0.008)** * (0.021)** *
(0.008)** *
ten ten
0.029 9
0.017 7
(0.002)** *
(0.000)** *
tenten22l\00 l\00 -0.085 5
-0.023 3 -0.150 0
-0.041 1
(0.028)** *
(0.001)** * (0.016)** *
(0.002)** *
Y)
\{plant\{plant =-0.041
1
-0.027 7
0.005 5
0.003 3
(0.002)** *
(0.002)** * (0.001)** *
(0.000)** *
\{plant\{plant =-0.028
Z)
8
-0.030 0 -0.000 0
0.001 1
(0.003)** *
(0.002)** * (0.001) )
(0.001)* *
married married 0.010 0
0.026 6
(0.002)** *
(0.002)** *
NN
RR2 2

10083 3
0.84 4

23642 2
7504 4
18106 6
0.78 8
0.33 3
0.53 3
Notes:: All equations include unrestricted time dummies. signifi-cantt at the 5 percent level. ** significant at the 1 percent level.
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trainingg for this period will be extremely difficult. The analyses in this section
willl therefore only consider the period until 1993.
Too serve as a benchmark and to describe the wage structure in the companyy table 3.3 shows the estimation results of standard Mincer earnings equationss without measures of training. The wage equations are presented for
bothh the entry cohorts and the whole sample of production workers. Columns
(1)) to (2) show wage equations in levels. Wage returns to schooling and experiencee profiles of entrants are comparable to those in the whole sample. The
mainn difference lies in the wage tenure profile which is steeper for entrants.
Thiss is mirrored by the growth equations in columns (3) and (4).
Tablee 3.3 shows that within group variation in wage level is lower for the
entryy cohorts than for all production workers. This picture reverses when we
lookk at wage growth, there the R-squared is higher for all workers than for the
neww entrants. Apparently the wages of new entrants are largely determined
byy observables whereas their subsequent wage growth is largely determined
byy unobservables. For all workers this also holds but to a smaller extent. For
themm even wage growth is fairly well explained by observable characteristics.
Thiss is of course explained by the fact that workers realize a large part of the
totall wage growth in the firm in the beginning of their tenure. Finally note
thee high explanatory power of both the level and the growth regressions.

Estimationn results
Tablee 3.4 shows estimates of the wage return of internal training for the entry
cohorts.. Results from wage level equations using stock measures of training
aree reported in columns (1) and (2). The overall picture is that of zero or
evenn negative returns. The first row uses the stock measure based on a count
off the number of years in which the worker was trained (the stock measure of
didi).). The coefficient is negative and not statistically significant at the 5 percent
level.. Using a stock measure based on the number of training courses on the
otherr hand gives a negative and significant return. The third row is training
hourss measured as years of full-time training (rescaled hours) the point estimatee is 1.1 percent but not statistically significant. The table reports also log
transformationss of these training measures. Results are comparable. Since
hourss information was imputed for 25 percent of the training occurrences,
thee last row adds a control for the number of courses with missing hours data
too test for the impact of measurement error. The coefficient on this variable is
negativee and statistically significant but does not dramatically alter the point
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Tablee 3.4: Wage returns internal training courses, inflow cohorts only
Dependenl ::l variable
Awu Awu
(3)) (4)
(1) ) (2) )
™i,l ™i,l

Trainingg measure:0

-0.002 2 (0.001) )
0.0022 (0.001)**
nnt t
-0.001 1 (0.000)* * -0.0000 (0.000)
0.011 1 (0.007) )
hi hi
0.0111 (0.007)
-0.002 2 (0.001)* * 0.0011 (0.001)
Inn («/ + 1)
ln(/»// + 1)
0.012 2 (0.008) )
0.0122 (0.008)
b
0.015
5
(0.008)
)
0.0122 (0.009)
Intoo + \)
Note:Note: See table 3.2. (a) Stock measures are used in the levels
equationss and flow measures in the difference equations, (b)
Correctionn for the number of courses with missing hours data.
di di

estimatee on the hours measure.
Inn summary, the overall returns based on the level equations are on averagee either not statistically different from zero or negative depending on
thee specification. The point estimate of the Mincer type return to training
iss 1.1 percent but not significant. These are mixed results which may arise
becausee training negatively correlates with ability, or because training is generall and workers pay for this training by receiving lower wages. Since trainingg stocks correlate with training flows, recent entrants with higher training
stockss would find themselves on steeper but lower wage profiles.
Too test this latter hypothesis columns (3) and (4) reports the results from
wagee growth equations using flow measures of training. The differencing
wouldd eliminate time invariant unobserved heterogeneity for which the estimationss in the first two columns do not correct. Column (3) shows that
investmentt measured by incidence gives an average return of 0.2 percent. A
countt of training courses give an estimate that is zero. The point estimate
trainingg duration is identical to the one obtained in the levels equation: 1.1
percent. .
Thesee results for the entry cohorts suggest that even for the homogenous
samplee in this dataset heterogeneity matters although not to the extent in
surveyy data. Workers in this company in their early tenure have low or no
wagee returns to internal training courses. Having participated in more train-
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Tablee 3.5: Wage returns internal trainingg courses, all employees - difference
equations/floww measures
Awij Awij

(1) ) (2) )
Trainingg measure:
0.005 5 (0.000)** *
0.001 1 (0.000)* *
0.032 2 (0.005)** *
hi hi
ln(«,, + 1)
0.003 3 (0.001)** *
0.037 7 (0.005)** *
\n(ht\n(ht + 1)
a
0.028 8 (0.009)** *
Info-- + l)
Note:Note: See table 3.2. (a) Correction
forr the number of courses with missing
hourss data.
di di

rii rii

ingg courses does not seem to pay off in terms of wages on the short term.
Trainingg duration seems to matter although these estimates are not statisticallyy significant. Table 3.10 gives additional support for this finding. In that
tablee the results of fixed effect growth equations are shown. Again the return
too a year of fulltime training equals 1.1 percent. Moreover, now the point estimatee on this training measure is the same for both the inflow cohorts as for
thee sample of all employees.
Tablee 3.5 presents wage returns for the whole sample of productions workers.. Results are strikingly different from those of the entry cohorts only. They
aree higher, all coefficients are significant and have the expected positive sign.
Participatingg in at least one training course has an average wage return of
0.55 percent. The third column shows that participating in more courses pays
hardlyy off in terms of wages but more training in terms of duration does:
theree is a 3.2 return to a year of fulltime training. Again, the missing hours
dataa variable is significant and lowers the point estimate in the final row somewhatt but a significant and sizeable return remains.
Howw can these somewhat mixed findings for the entry cohorts and the
samplee of all employees be explained? First, training shortly after hiring might
addresss a worker's immediate skill needs that follow from his lack of certain
knowledgee or competences needed in the new job and training might be fairly
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Tablee 3.6: Wage returns external training courses - differencee equations/flow measures
Infloww cohorts
(1) (2)

All employees
(3M4)

_ _ ^^
Trainingg measure:
didi
-0.001 (0.002) 0.0033 (0.001)*
riirii
-0.003 (0.002) 0.0022 (0.001)
ln(mln(m + 1)
-0.004 (0.002)0.0011 (0.001)
Note:Note: See table 3.2.

specific.. Moreover, since a newly hired production worker earns a salary definedd by the wage scales for his function training would "only" bring the skills
off the worker on par with those of his colleagues and his wage will not react.
AA second explanation can be found in the high worker protection in the
Netherlands.. Fokker might want to wait with rewarding training until it
knowss for which workers the training pays off. Instead of delaying training
(Loewensteinn and Spletzer, 1997) it delays compensation.
Thesee two explanations are both based on market imperfections. The first
assumess that workers' wages are determined by predetermined wage scales
insteadd of a competitive market, and the second explanation assumes that
itt is (excessively) costly for the firm to fire the worker. The latter explanation
alsoo assumes that the firm is imperfectly informed about workers' skill and/or
abilities. .
Ass a first check on the latter hypothesis the wage growth regressions for
thee entry cohorts were augmented with lagged training measures. Results of
thesee estimates proved however to be inconclusive. The coefficients on lagged
trainingg were typically not statistically significant and otherwise erratic. The
secondd hypothesis thus fails this first test and the first explanation seems to
bee the most compelling. The fact that average duration of training courses is
foundd to decrease with tenure is suggestive in this respect and training early
inn tenure might be more specific than later on.
Tablee 3.6 presents wage returns for external training courses. For the
wholee sample there is a small positive return to participating in external trainingg courses once, but wage returns for additional training courses are negative.. This mirrors the estimates for internal courses for the entry cohorts in
tablee 3.4.
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3.55

Summary and discussion

Fokkerr Aircraft was a company that invested extensively in the training of its
productionn workers. A large majority of its employees participated in some
trainingg (ten to fifteen percent of the workers is never trained) and was trained
repeatedly.. Although training rates are highest for workers in the first 18
monthss of their tenure, training rates continue to be high. Workers participatee in more but shorter training courses as their tenure progresses. The
probabilityy of first time training decreases with tenure for internal training
butt is constant for external training.
Forr new entrants there is there is substantial serial correlation in internal
trainingg receipt For training incidence this can, for two-thirds, be attributed
too unobserved heterogeneity, whereas serial correlation for longer or more
trainingg courses is fully explained by unobserved individual fixed effects. For
externall training courses no serial correlation is found for the new entrants.
Forr the whole sample of workers serial correlation is found for all training
measures.. For internal courses half of this is due to unobserved heterogeneity,, for external courses training seems to lead to more training. These are
resultss for the period of expansion. For the subsequent period of contraction
selectivee turnover may have offset the selectivity effects in training since there
nonee of the serial correlation is found to be spurious.
Participatingg in external training has a small positive wage return. Wage
returnss to internal training are small or non-existent for the entrants. Returns
aree higher for incumbents. This can be explained if training in early tenure
teachess skills that are necessary to perform the new job but that the worker
doess not possess.
Startingg wages differ between cohorts and these differences are persistent
overr time. Wage levels are largely determined by observables whereas wage
growthh is largely determined by unobservables. Wages are closely tied to the
tenuree of the workers and training explains relatively little of wage growth
overr and above tenure for this sample of workers although workers differ in
thee rate at which they accumulate human capital.
Perhapss training was to a large extent specific, but section 3.3 has shown
thatt during years of reorganization especially those with above average trainingg stocks left. Moreover, Fokker training courses are still being offered by
trainingg firms started by former Fokker employees after the bankruptcy. This
suggestss that much training might have had a substantial general component.
Thee entry cohorts have very similar wage profiles and ultimately they also
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accumulatee comparable human capital stocks but differentially over time.
Onee interpretation is that the wage tenure profile as defined by the administrativee pay scales is calibrated to the accumulation of human capital of the
averagee worker. The wage policy at Fokker Aircraft therefore seems to be
closelyy tied to the training policy.
Whatt can be learned from this type of data that couldn't have been learned
fromm survey data? First it has been established to what extent serial correlation
inn participation is spurious. The results for the second period show that compositionn effects may hamper proper estimation of these effects. This would
alsoo be a problem in longitudinal survey data where people typically change
jobs,, training is poorly measured and different firms with different workers
offerr different training profiles. The absence of firm heterogeneity and relativee unimportance of measurement error are a first advantage of company
data. .
AA second advantage of this data relative to survey data is that it allows
thee comparison of wage and training patterns of cohorts. The results suggest
thatt training and wages are both part of a human resource management package.. Aggregate wage and training profiles correlate but individual wage and
trainingg profiles to a much smaller extent. Apparently Fokker offered its productionn workers a fixed wage/training package. It is tempting to extrapolate
thiss to the results found with cross-section data. Perhaps these surveys identifyy results on between company variation in these packages and not within
companyy variation as in the present application.
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Tablee 3.8: P-values of Sargan tests of overidentifyingg restrictions
1987-92 2
1993-96 6
Infloww All
Specification n Infloww All
A.. InternalTraining g
0.0655 0.134 0.8911 0.575
di di
0.0177 0.089 0.7222 0.490
ln(«,, + 1)
0.1566
0.223 0.9900 0.854
Hi Hi
0.0333 0.025 0.7544 0.984
ln(/z,, + 1)
B.. Externa]Training g
0.2822 0.006 0.9944 0.517
di di
ln(/iff + 1)
0.2622 0.040 0.8488 0.671
0.2566 0.007 0.9350.935 0.557

Tablee 3.9: P-values of Arellano-Bond tests that averagee autovariance in residuals of order two is zero
1987-92 2
1993-96 6
Specification n Infloww All
Infloww All
A.. InternalTraining g
0.1400 0.118
0.0044 0.007
di di
ln(«(( + 1)
0.3111 0.030 0.7544 0.718
Hi Hi
0.4999 0.033
0.1088 0.007
\n{hi\n{hi + 1) 0.9455 0.069
0.0100 0.001
B.. ExternalTraining g
didi
0.527 0.013
0.790 0.476
ln(rt;; + 1)
0.972 0.085
0.526 0.768
ritrit
0.727 0.020
0.770 0.580
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Tablee 3.10: Fixed effects growth equations, internal training
Infloww cohorts
(1)) (2)

Alll employees
(3)) (4)

Trainingg measure:
0.0022
-0.0000
0.0111
0.0011
0.0133
0.0144

(0.001)*
(0.000)
(0.009)
(0.001)
(0.011)
(0.001)

0.0033 (0.001)*
0.0000 (0.000)
0.0200 (0.005)**
Intoo + 1)
0.0022 (0.000)**
Intoo + 1)
0.0233 (0.006)**
Intoo + l ) a
0.0211 (0.006)**
Note:Note: See table 3.2. (a) Correction for the number of courses
withh missing hours data.
ni ni
hi hi

Chapterr 4

Demandd and supply of
work-relatedd training:
Evidencee from five countries
4.11

Introduction

Ass discussed in chapter 1, there is an expanding literature that studies the
relationshipp between training incidence and intensity on the one hand and
workerr and firm characteristics on the other. These studies reveal a fairlyconsistentt picture even across countries. Most results indicate that training
increasess with firm size and level of formal schooling, decreases with age, and
iss lower for women than for men.
Althoughh the same relationships are repeatedly found, there is still much
lackk of clarity as to why a particular variable is associated with high (or low)
trainingg incidence or intensity. Different theories are equally consistent with
thee evidence. For instance, Booth (1991) argues that the finding that women
havee lower training levels than men is caused by employer discrimination.
Opposedd to this is the finding by Royalty (1996) who points to the higher
turnoverr rates among women as the underlying factor. Different also, is the
resultt reported by Oosterbeek (1996) who finds that the gender effect disappearss once the analysis controls for job characteristics. Similar reasoning
appliess to other determinants of training. Are higher training levels in larger
firmss caused by different technologies, different turnover patterns or differentt characteristics of the work force? And also, is the training level of more
highlyy educated workers higher becausee firms find these workers more attrac-
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tivee trainees, or because these workers are more eager to engage in training
activities? ?
Thesee competing explanations for the observed findings illustrate that the
usuall analyses relate to reduced form models while the underlying structural
formm model remains unknown. Arulampalam et al. (1996) state this clearly
wheree they say that: "The experience of work-related training is the result of
optimizingg decisions made by both an individual worker and an employer...
Sincee the data preclude it, we do not model the structural framework for the
trainingg decision" (our italics). In this sense the empirical training literature
hass not been able to bridge the gap between it and the theoretical literature,
wheree explicit attention is given to the interaction of supply and demand as
hass been shown in the review of this literature in chapter 1.
Thiss discrepancy is partially due to lack of data allowing separation of
workerr and firm preferences. But besides the lack of proper data, most studiess tend to focus on the firm in their explanations of training incidence. The
implicitt assumption typically found in the interpretations of these 'reduced
form'' equations is that the employer provides training whereas the employee
receivess training. This is in practice, however, not automatically; focusing
onn the employer side might be justified in the case of general training 1 but
wheree specific investments are concerned cost-sharing and bargaining will
occurr (Becker, 1962; Hashimoto, 1981). Moreover, market failures related to
liquidityy constraints and imperfect and asymmetric information make bargainingg between the worker and the firm more relevant. In short, the interestss and possibilities of workers and firms will not necessarily coincide, and
itt is unclear how they are reflected in the reduced form equations mentioned
above. .
Thee main contribution of this chapter is to draw attention to the differentt contributions of supply and demand. Firstly, it presents descriptive informationn about employer and employee behavior with respect to financing,
provision,, methods and initiating of work-related training. Secondly, it exploitss information from employees who report that they wanted to receive
moree training than they actually did. A simple demand and supply model of
trainingg is developed which uses information from rationed and unrationed
workerss to estimate this model.
Thee analyses in this chapter use data from the International Adult Literacyy Survey (IALS). This data source contains comparable training data for
Althoughh the observation that employers pay for general training seems to point in the
oppositee direction.
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aa number of different countries. Comparative descriptions and analyses are
presentedd for two North-American countries (Canada and the United States),
twoo continental European countries (the Netherlands and Switzerland), and
thee United Kingdom. To the best of our knowledge, no such coherent analysis
hass ever previously been presented for different countries. International comparisonss of (determinants of) training levels are important since the competitivenesss of countries depends heavily on the relative quality of their workforces. .
Thee remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 starts
withh a brief introduction to the IALS dataset. Then it presents descriptive
statisticss about who initiates training, how it is financed, who provides it
andd which methods of instruction are used in the five countries. Section 4.3
presentss estimation results from multivariate specifications of training participationn and training intensity. These results are interesting in their own right
becausee they offer a close comparison of training determinants in different
countries,, but also serve as benchmarks for the findings of the demand and
supplyy model. Section 4.4 gives descriptive information about the reasons
forr being constrained, and reports probit results to detect the characteristicss which may explain rationing of training choices. Section 4.5 describes a
modell for demand and supply of training and presents estimation results for
thiss model. Section 4.6 summarizes and concludes.

4.22

Characteristics of work-related training

4.2.11

The Data

Thee International Adult Literacy Survey is the result of a unique initiative
too collect comparable data about the literacy of adult populations in seven
countries:: Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland
andd the United States. Data for the United Kingdom come from the second
wavee of the survey. Researchers and statistical offices in these countries developedd an instrument that is believed to be capable of comparing individual
performancee in literacy tests between countries with different languages and
cultures.. In each of the countries, between 2,000 and 6,700 individuals participatedd in the survey. The dataset includes individual sampling weights, which
weree used for all analyses in this chapter. Consequently, results are representativee for the populations in the respective countries.
Inn addition to the literacy tests, all participants completed a questionnaire
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gatheringg information about attitudes and behavior relevant to performance
inn the literacy tests. This questionnaire also included questions about labor
markett status, participation in training, education and demographic characteristics.. Besides the comparable information about literacy, a unique feature
off the dataset is that the questions in the background questionnaire were intendedd to be the same in all countries and also that the coding of the answers
iss comparable.2
Althoughh the original IALS sample contains information from seven differentt countries, suitable information about the training variables is available
forr only four countries. Germany is deleted from the analysis because the
phrasingg of the training questions in that country were slightly different, leadingg to under-reporting of employer training activities. Sweden could not be
includedd because that country did not include the detailed training supplementt in the questionnaire.3 Finally, Poland is excluded from the analysis. The
mainn reason is that training incidence there is very low and very few workers
reportt constraints on their training choices. This makes the sample size overly
restrictive. .
Sincee results may be sensitive with respect to the exact phrasing of the
trainingg question, it is useful to give the question here in verbatim form.
Whetherr a person participated in any work-related training is deduced from
aa combination of the following questions: "Did you receive any training or
educationn since August 1993?" and "What was the main reason you took this
trainingg or education?" (Respondents are only counted if they give 'career or
job-relatedd purposes' as the main reason), and "Were you taking this training
toward..."" (where those courses leading to a formal education qualification
weree not counted). Respondents could then report, for up to three trainingg episodes, the number of weeks the training lasted, the average number
off days per week, and the average number of hours per day.4 This informa2
Forr a more extensive description of the IALS data and for first results, see OECD and
Statisticss Canada (1995).
3
Ass a consequence, it is impossible to distinguish in the Swedish sample between workrelatedd training and training for other purposes (leisure-related training). Simple probit
modelss for the other countries were estimated to see whether results differed between "workrelatedd training" and "all training" as dependent variables. For all countries, the restriction
thatt the coefficients for the two models were equal had to be rejected. In addition, even if that
testt had shown that equality of coefficients could not be rejected, it would have been impossiblesible to construct the variable "amount of training" as the question concerning the average
numberr of hours per day was not asked in Sweden.
4
Threee is the maximum number of episodes which respondents could report. Since very
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Tablee 4.1: Participation rate and intensity (fulltimee weeks) by country
Can n Nld d Swi i UK K US S
(1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (4) ) (5) )
Participationn rate 0.34 4 0.32 2 0.29 9 0.52 2 0.40 0
Trainingg intensity
-Alll workers
0.91 1 1.26 6 1.41 1 1.14 4 0.75 5
-Trainedd workers 1.97 7 3.42 2 2.31 1 1.58 8 1.46 6

tionn was employed to calculate the actual number of training hours. (Which
wass divided by 40 so that training intensity could be measured in full-time
weeks.)) The questionnaire also asked whether the respondent had participatedd in training in the course of the previous five years. The information
fromm this question was discarded for two reasons. First, the question does
nott allow a distinction to be made between work-related training and trainingg undertaken for other purposes. Second, since five years is a rather long
periodd relative to the duration of a short training episode, respondents might
havee forgotten short periods of training (cf. Bartel 1995, p. 402; Loewenstein
andd Spletzer 1999; Pischke 2000, p.3).
Tablee 4.1 gives summary information about participation rates and length
off training. Participation rates range from 29 percent in Switzerland, through
322 percent in the Netherlands and 34 percent in Canada, 40 percent in the
Unitedd States, up to a high 52 percent in the United Kingdom.5 This order
iss roughly reversed when training is measured in full-time weeks of training:: in the United States and the United Kingdom, where incidence rates are
highest,, length of training spells are shortest, about one and a half week. In
thee Netherlands and Switzerland where incidence rates are the lowest, average
trainingg spells last 3.4 respectively 2.3 weeks.

feww people report a third spell, truncation is unlikely to be a problem.
5
Thee percentage for the United States is higher than in previous studies. Loewenstein and
Spletzerr (1999) compare incidence rates from different samples and find in the 1991 CPS a
trainingg incidence of 44.1 percent for the United States. There, however, the reference period
iss the current job, as opposed to the previous 12 months in our sample. Their table suggestss that reducing the reference period to the year prior to the interview would substantially
reducee the incidence rate, probably to afigurein the region of 20 percent.
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4.2.22

Characteristics of Work-Related Training

Thee IALS background questionnaire includes a detailed section on training.
Thiss includes questions on important characteristics of the delivery of trainingg such as financing and provision (for a maximum of three training episodes)
Tablee 4.2 presents descriptive information about these characteristics. The
unitt of measurement in this table is training episodes and not respondents.
Therefore,, If a respondent provides information about two or three different
trainingg episodes, both or all three will be included separately in table 4.2.
AA prerequisite for any training to occur is that someone initiates it. The
actuall question included in the survey reads: "Who suggested you should take
thiss training or education?" Possible categories of response to this question
aree given in the first panel of table 4.2. The figures in the table are percentages
off training episodes that have the characteristic. For instance, 42.6 percent of
trainingg in Canada was initiated by the worker. Since the questionnaire allows
multiplee answers (pointing to joint initiatives), the sum of the percentages per
columnn may exceed 100.
Clearly,, the two main parties involved in the process of initiating training
aree the worker and the firm. In Switzerland the worker's own initiative is as
importantt as that of the firm. In the other countries, the likelihood of the employerr initiating training is more than twice that of the worker doing so. The
gapp between employers and employees in this respect is largest in the United
Kingdom:: UK employers top the list of initiative-takers while UK workers
rankk lowest. All the other possible initiators, including colleagues, collective
agreements,, unions and legal requirements, seem relatively unimportant.
Thee pattern and percentages found seem to suggest that workers and firms
coordinatee training decisions more in Switzerland than in the other countries.. Cross tabulations (not reported here) show that one in four training
coursess in Switzerland was the result of a joint initiative by both the worker
andd the firm, whereas in Canada the figure was one in seven (13 percent), in
thee United States one in ten (10 percent), and one in twenty (4 percent) in the
Netherlandss and the United Kingdom. To sum up, it seems that both workerss and firms take the training initiative. Firms do so more often than their
employees,, but the demand side is definitely not negligible.
Thee second part of table 4.2 shows how training is financed. The exact
phrasingg of the question is: "Was this training or education financially supportedd by...?" Possible categories are listed in the table. Two remarks are in
orderr here. First, the question is not explicit about the types of costs to which
itt refers. It is not clear whether it relates only to direct costs such as tuition
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Tablee 4.2: Characteristics of work-related training
Cann Nld Swi UK UiP
(1)) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Initiative: :
Firm m
63.1 1 58.0 0 62.5 5 75.2 2 71.7 7
Worker r
42.6 6 35.1 1 58.8 8 24.1 1 33.4 4
Collectivee Agreement 2.0 0 0.2 2 1.5 5 1.3 3 0.1 1
Colleagues s
4.8 8 5.7 7 2.6 6 1.6 6 2.2 2
Friends/Family y
3.4 4 2.0 0 1.6 6 0.2 2 0.9 9
5.5 5 2.7 7 7.9 9 2.3 3 5.2 2
Legall Requirement
Sociall Services
0.9 9 0.0 0 0.1 1 0.2 2 0.0 0
Union n
1.2 2 0.8 8 0.4 4 0.2 2 0.1 1
Other r
0.9 9 2.8 8 1.2 2 1.7 7 1.1 1
Finance: :
Firm m
Worker r
Government t
Union n
Noo fees
Other r

80.9 9 85.8 8 72.6 6 91.8 8 85.3 3
15.5 5 12.2 2 22.8 8 2.1 1 9.6 6
10.2 2 4.9 9 15.1 1 4.4 4 5.8 8
3.1 1 0.6 6 1.7 7 1.9 9 1.0 0
2.6 6 0.5 5 0.9 9 0.7 7 3.1 1
0.2 2 1.7 7 1.5 5 0.9 9 1.7 7

Provider: :
52.2 2 40.2 2 45.0 0 52.5 5 45.0 0
Firm m
Commerciall Org.
19.1 1 22.2 2 11.3 3 23.3 3 22.2 2
Supplierr of equipment 5.7 7 6.0 0 9.5 5 6.4 4 8.8 8
Furtherr Education
6.4 4 8.5 5 n.a. . 6.3 3 3.8 8
Higherr Education
8.1 1 8.1 1 12.1 1 3.2 2 10.6 6
Non-profitt Org.
9.0 0 0.9 9 10.9 9 4.4 4 11.5 5
Other r
4.0 0 14.9 9 60.5 5 6.2 2 7.4 4
Method: :
Class s
On-the-jobb Training
Reading g
Software e
Video/tape/disc c
Radio/TV V
Other r

88.1 1 77.8 8 90.5 5 83.1 1 86.6 6
39.4 4 30.8 8 29.5 5 27.8 8 22.4 4
71.4 4 74.1 1 61.5 5 36.8 8 29.5 5
21.0 0 26.5 5 28.4 4 12.0 0 11.1 1
42.4 4 31.4 4 25.1 1 20.2 2 20.7 7
4.1 1 11.0 0 6.6 6 1.5 5 1.1 1
2.3 3 5.0 0 11.5 5 1.6 6 2.0 0
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fees,, books and other materials, or also to opportunity costs in terms of productivityy foregone. Second, not all cost-bearing is explicit: when a worker
bearss part of the cost of training in the form of a lower wage rate, he may not
perceivee that this is the case and thus not report that he supports the training
financially.. Since more than one financial source is possible, the sum of the
percentagess per column in this part of the table may exceed 100.
Itt is quite clear that the main source of funding for training is the employer,, followed by the worker and the government. This ranking holds for all
countriess except the UK, but the absolute figures differ. In the UK 92 percent
off the training episodes are funded by the employer. The Netherlands follows
thee UK with 86 percent. In Switzerland the percentage is the lowest, only 72
percentt of the courses is funded by the employer, while Canada and the US
aree closely behind the Netherlands with 81 and 85 percent. The percentage of
coursess which workers report that they themselves helped to fund is highest
inn Switzerland which is consistent with the earlier finding that workers more
oftenn initiate training in Switzerland than in the other countries. The higher
thee rate of worker initiative the higher the rate of worker finance. With the
exceptionn of Dutch employers who finance 85 percent of the courses but take
onlyy in 35 percent of the cases the initiative, this pattern is also found for firm
initiativee and finance.
Governmentt seems to be a more important source of funding in Canada
andd Switzerland than in the Netherlands, the UK, and the US. Here again,
theree may be some difference between the actual situation and workers' perceptionn of it. If firms receive government subsidies or tax deductions when
theyy train their workers, financial support is actually from the government
ratherr than from the employer, although workers answering the question may
nott realize this. A similar remark holds for the costs paid by the worker. If
trainingg expenditures by workers are tax-deductible, the government contributess to the training costs. Again, it is unclear whether respondents will
takee this into account.
Althoughh there is no information about the exact share of the costs of
trainingg that employers bear, the percentages in table 4.2 suggest that employerr involvement is widespread. According to the standard human capital
approachh to training, this is only possible if training is firm-specific. Based on
cross-tabulationss of'source of financing' and 'party that initiated training', the
topp panel in table 4.3 shows that courses where the worker initiates the trainingg and the firm supports it financially are frequent: percentages range from a
loww 64 per cent in Switzerland to a high 77 percent in the US. The breakdown
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Tablee 4.3: Source of finance by initiative and provider
A.. Source of finance by initiating party
Can n Nld d Swi i UK K
US S
(5) )
(1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (4) )
Workerr initiative
76.5 5
65.7 7 76.2 2 63.8 8 84.7 7
Firmm finance
29.3 3 26.4 4 36.2 2 6.9 9
22.0 0
Workerr finance
Firmm initiative
90.8 8
92.7 7 96.5 5 88.4 4 95.3 3
Firmm finance
3.6 6
7.9 9 2.0 0 7.9 9 0.5 5
Workerr finance
B.. Firm finance by type of])rovis] ]
Can n Nld d Swi i UK K
US S
(5) )
(3)
)
(4)
)
(2)
)
(1) )
Provider: :
91.3 3
95.0 0 91.1 1 91.7 7 97.0 0
Firm m
86.2 2
83.3
3
93.8
8
86.5
5
Supplierr of equipment 81.4 4
76.9 9 85.2 2 56.9 9 92.6 6
88.2 2
Commerciall Org.
43.2 2 92.7 7 72.5 5 87.3 3
Higherr education
81.9 9
80.2 2
49.1 1 68.2 2 n.a. . 72.6 6
Furtherr education
74.5 5
78.8 8 48.0 0 65.8 8 85.7 7
Non-profitt Org.
75.9 9
59.6
6
79.5
5
58.0 0 78.3 3
Other r
85.3 3
80.9 9 85.8 8 72.6 6 91.8 8
Alll courses
byy initiative suggests that it is not the Swiss employers who are different but
thee Swiss workers, who finance more of the training they initiate than workerss in other countries. This seems to suggest that Swiss workers initiate more
generall training than workers in other countries.
Furthermore,, a cross-tabulation of 'source of financing' and 'provider of
training'' shows that employers often provide financial support for training
providedd outside the company (the second panel of table 4.3 is based on this
cross-tabulation).. Although the percentages for external training are lower
thann for training provided by the firm, they remain substantial. While firmspecificc training may in principle be initiated by the worker and provided
outsidee the company, this seems unlikely.
Itt is, therefore, concluded that the results tend to indicate that firms fund
generall training. This conclusion is not new; others have found similar indicationss (cf. Bishop and Kang, 1996). A number of recent theoretical papers
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havee attempted to explain this phenomenon (see Chapter 1). A common featuree of the models in these papers is that some kind of labor market imperfectionn is introduced. Finally, the patterns match the hypothesis that employers
aree more likely to initiate specific training and employees are more likely to
initiatee general training.
AA third characteristic of training is the way it is provided. Here the questionn reads "Was this training or education given by...?" Again the categories
aree given in table 4.2. In all countries, the provider with the highest frequency
iss the company. The percentage ranges from 40 percent in the Netherlands
too 52 percent in Canada and the UK. A majority of training is therefore not
providedd by the company itself. Consequently, there are many other sources
off provision; commercial organizations and higher and further education institutionss all train considerable numbers of workers. Training by equipment
producerss and by non-profit organizations is not very common. The unspecifiedfied category of'other' providers is far from absent. Especially in Switzerland,
aa high percentage of workers report this category. This high number is possiblyy explained by government provided training courses.
AA fairly wide variety of methods of instruction are used in education and
training.. Traditional methods of class instruction (including seminars and
workshops)) may be used, but so may other modes using non-traditionall mediaa such as computer software, television and videos. Instruction on the job
iss another possibility. The question asked was "whether the training or educationn was provided through...?" The fourth part of table 4.2 lists the differentt categories of response and their frequencies in the five countries. Again,
becausee multiple answers are allowed, the sum of percentages of all methodss may exceed 100. Clearly, frontal instruction in classes, seminars and
workshopss is the method most often used in all countries. The proportion
off training episodes for which this method was used ranges from 78 in the
Netherlandss to 90 percent in Switzerland.
Veryy substantial differences between the countries can be observed as regardss the frequency of media use. Use of computer software is two to three
timess as popular in Canada, Switzerland and the Netherlands as it is in the
UKK and the US. The UK and the US also lag behind regarding the use of
readingg materials. While reading materials were used for 74 percent of the
trainingg episodes in the Netherlands, in the US the figure is only 30 percent.
Thee Netherlands also ranks highest with regard to use of television/radio and
(togetherr with Canada) videos, tapes and discs. Note that specific training is
mostt likely to take the form of on-the-job training and that this was used for
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upp to 40 percent of the reported episodes (Canada).
Thee main findings of this section are as follows. First, there is a strong
indicationn that employers fund training which is not entirely firm-specific.
Inn all the countries in the sample, employers finance about 90 percent of the
trainingg episodes that they initiate and about three-quarters of those which
workerss initiate.
Second,, work-related training is more often initiated by employees in
Switzerland.. Swiss employees are also more likely to share the costs of this
training.. The findings suggest that workers are more likely to initiate generall training and to contribute financially to the costs of this form of training.
Firmss are more likely to initiate specific training and are less likely to pay for
generall training. Nevertheless, employer investments in general training are
veryy frequent.
Third,, a notable difference between countries with respect to the method
off instruction is observed. In the UK and the US much less use is made of
computerr software and reading materials than in the other three countries.
Finally,, there is clear evidence that training is the result of the interaction
off workers and firms. Firms are the main initiators and funders of training
butt there is considerable room for employee initiative and where employees
takee the initiative they are more likely to share the costs.

4.33 Determinants of training
Thiss section presents estimation results from probit and OLS equations to
explainn training participation and intensity. These models can be seen as the
reducedd form of an underlying structural model that incorporates demand
andd supply factors. The reason for reporting these reduced form findings is
twofold.. First, these results may serve as benchmarks for the analysis of supply
andd demand in the next section. Secondly, the results are interesting for their
ownn sake, because of the unique degree of comparability across the countries
inn the sample.
Thee regressors used are variables common to the empirical training literaturee and available for all countries included in the analysis. Some of the usual
determinants,, like firm-size, are available for some countries but not for others;; because of comparability between countries only those variables that are
availablee for all countries are used. Variables included are gender, age, education.. Also included are indicator variables for: short tenure (less that 1 year),
livingg in an urban area, migrant status, having a temporary contract, and the
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industryy and occupation the respondent is in.6
Inn addition to levels of formal schooling, the IALS dataset also contains
informationn about direct skills measures of literacy and numeracy. Although
thee availability of these measures is an attractive feature of the dataset, it is
unclearr how to deal with such variables in an analysis of training. The reason
iss that skills levels have been measured after the training took place and may
thereforee be considered the result rather than the cause of the training. On
thee other hand, however, it is unlikely that the skills levels are greatly affected
byy the training programs (most of which are rather short-term). A positive
correlationn between skills and training can therefore be interpreted in two
differentt ways: either that the more highly skilled have higher training probabilities,, or that training raises skills levels. For this reason the skills scores are
nott included in the list of regressors.7
Comparedd with other studies dealing with the determinants of training,
thee analysis in this chapter contains most of the usual explanatory variables
butt excludes marital status, trade union affiliation, firm-size and a more informativee measure of job tenure. It is hoped that the union and firm-size
effectss are effectively captured by the inclusion of industry dummies, but obviouslyy this may not be the case. More detailed information on job tenure
iss not available, and as a result the effects of job tenure on training decisions
willl now be included in the effects of other variables related to tenure; more
particularly,, this may bias the coefficients of age, gender, schooling levels, possessionn of a permanent contract, and having a full-time job.

4.3.11

Results

Too analyze the amount of training (measured in full-time weeks), ordinary
leastt squares (OLS) is used to estimate a log-linear specification. For the participationn equation, a probit model is estimated. For participants in training
thee dependent variable equals unity and for non-participants it equals zero.8
6

Unfortunately,, the data do not allow us to refine the industry and occupation classificationn beyond the one-digit level.
7
Thee information on test scores will be used in Chapter 6 in a demand and supply analysis
off skills and wages.
8
Insteadd of estimating separate probit and OLS equations, one can also estimate a model
thatt simultaneously explains participation in training and, conditional on participation, the
intensityy of training. Identification of such a model requires at least one explanatory variable
too be included in the participation equation and not included in the intensity equation. This
purposee could be served by variables relating to the fixed costs of training. The information
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Withh the probit structure, predicted values are between zero and one, and
cann be interpreted as the probability that a particular worker participated in
training.. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present the estimation results. Although they are
nott reported in the table, all equations also include dummies for one-digit
industriess and occupations.
Qualitatively,, most results of the probit and OLS specifications are quite
similarr to earlier findings in the literature. In the US and the Netherlands
womenn have lower training rates than men, while in Canada and Switzerland
theirr training intensity is lower. In the United Kingdom women experience
higherr training rates but participate in shorter courses. In Canada, Switzerlandd and the Netherlands, training participation and/or training levels decreasee with age. Only in the UK and the US the strange pattern is found that
thee youngest workers have lower training rates than other workers, although
inn the UK younger workers participate longer training courses.
Inn all five countries, participation rates increase with the worker's level of
formall schooling. Training intensity, on the other hand, does not vary greatly
withh the level of formal schooling in Canada, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.. In the US more highly educated workers participate in longer training
spellss whereas in the UK they participate in shorter spells. With the notable
exceptionn of the Dutch case, training rates are lower among immigrants than
amongg natives. In both the Netherlands and the UK immigrants participate
inn longer courses.
Inn Canada, the Netherlands, the UK, and the US, full-time workers participatee more frequently in training or in longer training episodes than parttimers,, while in Switzerland part-time and full-time workers have similar
trainingg patterns. In all countries, workers on temporary contracts are as
likelyy to receive training as workers on permanent contracts, but their training
intensitiess differ; in Canada, temporary workers have shorter spells of training,, while in the Netherlands and the US their training episodes are longer.
Perhapss this finding is related to different types of temporary contracts in differentt countries. In the Netherlands, temporary contracts are typically used
duringg a one-year probation period for new hires. The finding may thus
reflectt the fact that new workers obtain more training. Which is found in
Canadaa and the UK.9
inn the IALS dataset is, however, not specific enough to identify such variables.
Thee results for the industry and occupation dummies not reported in the table can be
summarizedd as follows. In all countries, training is more frequent the "financing, insurance,
reall estate and business services" sector than in "manufacturing". For other industries, results
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Tablee 4.6: Predicted participation rates and training intensity
Trainingg probability
Predictedd using weights:
Actuall Can Nld Swi UK US
(1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (4) ) (5) ) (6) )
Canada a
0.34 4 0.34 4 0.34 4 0.35 5 0.56 6 0.42 2
0.32 2 0.34 4 0.32 2 0.27 7 0.55 5 0.36 6
Netherlands s
Switzerland d
0.29 9 0.35 5 0.34 4 0.29 9 0.56 6 0.36 6
Unitedd Kingdom 0.52 2 0.30 0 0.30 0 0.23 3 0.52 2 0.31 1
Unitedd States
0.40 0 0.42 2 0.37 7 0.32 2 0.58 8 0.40 0
Mediann training intensity (weeks)
Predictedd using weights:
Actuall Can Nld Swi UK US
(1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (4) ) (5) ) (6) )
Canada a
0.9 9 1.06 6 1.36 6 1.10 0 0.62 2 0.65 5
Netherlands s
1.4 4 0.92 2 1.24 4 0.95 5 0.65 5 0.62 2
Switzerland d
1.0 0 0.91 1 1.35 5 1.11 1 0.66 6 0.61 1
Unitedd Kingdom 0.6 6 0.92 2 1.33 3 0.67 7 0.62 2 0.66 6
Unitedd States
0.8 8 0.86 6 1.24 4 1.17 7 0.59 9 0.67 7
AA convenient way to compare the estimation results from the different
countriess is to perform the kind of decomposition analysis which is standard
inn discrimination analysis. This enables us to see whether a high or low trainingg level in a particular country can be attributed to the characteristics of the
workerss and jobs in that country, or to the weights attached to these characteristics.. The predicted training levels for workers with characteristics of
countryy j are calculated using the weights of country k> separately for the
participationn rate and for the intensity of training.
Thee top panel in table 4.6 gives the results for the participation rates. The
tablee reads as follows: with characteristics of the row country and weights of
thee column country, the predicted participation rate equals the figure in the
correspondingg cell. So for instance, with Canadian characteristics and Dutch
weights,, the predicted participation rate is 34 percent.
AA usual interpretation of the weights in this kind of exercise is that these
aree mixed. For all countries, the occupation dummies reveal that training rates are lower in
thee group of "plant and machine operators and assemblers" than in the reference group of
"technicianss and associate professionals".
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relatee to preferences and institutions (for instance Gomulka and Stern, 1990,
p.. 172). Adopting this interpretation, if follows that training incidence in the
UKK is higher than in other countries because of different institutions or differentt training preferences of workers and/or employers. It does not seem to be
causedd by different characteristics of workers or jobs or a different industrial
structure. .
Inn general, differences between rows within columns are more important
thann differences between columns within rows. This suggests that, for the
countriess in this sample, differences in institutions and preferences are more
importantt than differences in characteristics to explain the differences in participationn rates. The predicted training intensities in the bottom panel of
tablee 4.6 point in the same direction. Likelihood ratio tests rejected the null
hypothesiss that coefficients are the same at the 1 percent significance level for
alll pairs of countries, excluding the United States for the top panel and the
pairr Canada-the Netherlands for the bottom pane.

4.44 Rationed workers
Beforee developing a demand and supply model of training that disentangles
firmm and worker preferences with regard to training intensities, some descriptivee information about the reasons workers report for being constrained is
given.. Furthermore, this section presents results from probit equations which
havee been estimated to detect which characteristics may explain rationing of
trainingg choices.
Ann unusual question included in the IALS survey asked respondents whether
"theree was any training or education you wanted to take for career or jobrelatedd purposes but did not?" The proportion of workers who, according
too this criterion, considered themselves constrained in their training choices
variess from one country to another. Table 4.7 shows that the lowest percentagee is found in the Netherlands, where 1 in 5 workers (21 percent) wanted to
receivee more training than they did. Rationing is most prominent in Canada
withh 33 percent, while Switzerland, the UK, and the US occupy the intermediatee positions with 28, 26, and 25 percent respectively.
Whenn workers are rationed, does this mean that they are less likely to participatee in training? Table 4.7 shows that training probabilities for rationed
workerss are no lower than those of their non-rationed counterparts (not controllingg for characteristics). In fact, the situation is actually reversed: rationed
workerss are more likely to have participated in training. Only in Switzerland is
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trainingg incidence among rationed workers lower than among non-rationed
workers.. For training intensity, however, this picture changes: the training
intensityy is typically lower for rationed workers than for those who report
thatt they are not constrained. This measure of rationing seems to reflect real
differencess in training intensity.
Thee IALS survey asked respondents what the reasons were for not receivingg the training they wanted. Up to 11 different categories of reasons were
available.100 As the results in table 4.7 show, the reason most often reported is
"lackk of time": in all countries, between 34 and 50 percent of the constrained
workerss give this reason. Other reasons often given in all countries are that
thee training was too expensive or that the respondent was too busy at work.
Thee order of these two reasons differs between countries. The cost of training
orr education (too expensive) is more often given as a reason in Canada, the
UKK and the US than in the two continental European countries. Pressure of
workk (too busy) is slightly less important in the Netherlands than in the other
countries.. Lack of employer support seems to be less important in NorthAmerica,, than in the European countries in the sample and especially in the
UK.. Where in Canada and the US 4.5 to 7.5 percent of the rationed workers
mentionn this reason, 10 percent report this in the Netherlands and Switzerland.. In the United Kingdom 1 out of 5 (20.9 percent) rationed workers claim
thatt they did not participate in training because of insufficiënt support from
theirr employer.
Itt is important to note that the reasons listed in the first six rows could all
bee eliminated by employers. Employers could subsidize the training so that
itt would not be too expensive for workers. Likewise, they could free workers
off tasks in order to eliminate the problems of "lack of time" and being "too
busyy at work". The same holds for the provision of courses and the times at
whichh they are offered. Even where "family responsibilities" are concerned, it
iss not hard to imagine ways in which employers could facilitate training (e.g.
childd care facilities). Moreover, it is unknown whether the "other" reasons
mentionedd by up to 18 percent of the constrained workers relate to problems
whichh employers could resolve. The explicit and concrete private reasons of
"lackk of qualification", "language reasons" and "health reasons" are, taken
together,, mentioned by at most 6 percent of the constrained workers. It seems
safee to say, therefore, that constrained workers are constrained because their
l0

Notee that this question differs crucially from a similar question in the survey employed
inn Pischke (2000). There, the question was why respondents did not participate, irrespective
off whether they themselves wished to do so.
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Tablee 4.7: Rationing characteristics

Rationingg rate

Can n Nld d Swi i UK K US US
(1) ) (2) ) (3) ) (4) ) (5) )
0.33 3 0.21 1 0.28 8 0.25 5 0.26 6

Participationn rate:
Rationedd workers
Non-rationedd workers

0.38 8 0.35 5 0.25 5 0.61 1 0.51 1
0.32 2 0.32 2 0.31 1 0.49 9 0.37 7

Intensityy (median weeks) among trained:
Rationedd workers
0.88 8 LOO O0.80 0 0.60 0 0.80 0
Non-rationedd workers
0.95 5 1.50 0 1.20 0 0.60 0 0.80 0
Whyy rationed (percent)?
Busy/lackk of time
Busyy at work
Inconvenientt time
Tooo expensive
Nott offered
Lackk of firm support
Lackk of qualifications
Language e
Health h
Familyy responsibilities
Other r

50.5 5 44.9 9 45.6 6 33.8 8 50.1 1
16.9 9 15.7 7 19.5 5 23.4 4 18.8 8
10.8 8 6.4 4 5.9 9 14.4 4 9.8 8
28.4 4 13.0 0 10.4 4 23.4 4 29.6 6
10.7 7 7.2 2 14.1 1 14.6 6 6.3 3
4.5 5 10.1 1 10.2 2 20.9 9 7.5 5
2.0 0 1.3 3 1.6 6 1.7 7 0.6 6
0.0 0 0.0 0 1.4 4 0.2 2 0.9 9
0.7 7 2.0 0 1.9 9 3.8 8 0.1 1
21.8 8 5.9 9 7.6 6 9.6 6 14.5 5
11.9 9 12.2 2 18.0 0 10.0 0 6.5 5
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employerss show insufficient interest in the particular worker taking the workrelatedd training that he or she wants.
Too investigate whether there is any systematic relationship between being
constrainedd in training choices and characteristics of the worker or his job,
probitt equations are estimated where the dependent variable equals one if the
workerr considers herself constrained. The estimation does not differentiate
betweenn the different reasons reported for constraints. As explanatory variables,, the same regressors are included as in the analyses of participation and
intensity.. Results are reported in table 4.8.
Fivee conclusions can be drawn from these findings. First, in all five countries,, older workers are less likely to feel constrained in their training choices
thann younger workers. Whether this finding is due to the fact that older
workerss are less interested in training or that firms are more responsive to
thee training demands of older workers is at this stage unknown (but see below).. In the UK young workers are more likely to feel constrained. Second,
inn Canada and the Netherlands, women have a higher probability of being
constrainedd than men. Third, again in both Canada and the Netherlands,
full-timee workers have higher probabilities of being constrained than parttimee workers. Fourth, in Canada, Switzerland and the United Kingdom immigrantss are more likely to report that they are constrained. Finally, and perhapss most surprisingly, is that workers with higher education (tertiary) seem
too be more often constrained in their training choices than lower educated
workers.. This is the case in all countries. Although the results in Section
4.33 show that more highly educated workers are more likely to participate in
trainingg than lower educated workers, they are less satisfied with the amount
off training they receive.
Heree too, it is possible to decompose the different constraint rates betweenn countries into effects of different characteristics and effects of different
weights.. The results of this exercise are given in table 4.9. Again, it seems
thatt different rates between countries are caused by different weights rather
thann by different characteristics. With given characteristics, rationing rates
aree lower in the US and the Netherlands than in Canada, Switzerland, and the
UKK while differences between predicted constraint rates within a column are
veryy small.l ]
11

likelihood ratio tests rejected the null hypothesis of equality of coefficients for every pair
off countries for all countries but Canada.
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Tablee 4.9: Predicted average constraint rates
Actual l
(1) )
0.33 3
Canada a
0.21 1
Netherlands s
0.28 8
Switzerland d
Unitedd Kingdom 0.25 5
0.26 6
Unitedd States

Predictec cusing gweights: :
Can n Nld d Swi i UKK US
(6)
(2) ) (3) ) (4) ) (5))
0.33 3 0.25 5 0.27 7 0.299 0.23
0.27 7 0,21 1 0.26 6 0.266 0.20
0.30 0 0.22 2 0.28 8 0.288 0.23
0.26 6 0.21 1 0.23 3 0.255 0.17
0.29 9 0.23 3 0.27 7 0.277 0.26

4.55 Unraveling demand and supply
4.5.11

Econometric Specification

Itt was argued above that the usual approach to studying the determinants of
trainingg is based on a reduced form model. In the absence of very specific
assumptionss about functional forms or arbitrary exclusion restrictions, it is
usuallyy impossible to identify demand and supply factors separately. One approachh might be to specify the usual univariate probit model as a bivariate
probitt model with partial observation. By allotting some explanatory variabless to the vector of regressors that determine supply and others to the demandd equation, identification could be achieved. In the context of unions,
suchh an approach has been undertaken by Abowd and Farber (1982). The
drawbackk to this approach, which has not been applied in the field of training,, is that the exclusion restrictions are often arbitrary.
Givenn the new information about workers being constrained or unconstrainedd in their training choices, a different approach is feasible. This section
proposess a model based on a bargaining approach. It is assumed that both
partiess have their own preferences for the amount of training. Instead of assumingg a specific fixed value for the parties' relative bargaining power, it is
alsoo assumed that all bargaining power is on the side of the party with the
lowestt preferred level of training. The assumption implies that a firm will
neverr offer more training than it thinks is optimal, and also that a firm cannott force the worker to participate in a training program if the worker does
nott want the training.
Thee assumption is thus that a party can never be obliged to offer or receive
moree training than it wants. For a firm this seems obvious: if a firm has
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noo interest in providing more than a certain amount of training, it simply
willl not offer, organize, fund, or facilitate it, whatever the level of worker
demand.. There is also a rationale for the assumption that a worker cannot be
forcedd into a training program. Under perfect competition, there will always
bee an outside option with similar conditions but without the obligation to
participatee in training. Moreover, it is doubtful whether it is efficient to train
aa worker who does not want to be trained. Such workers are unlikely to be
veryy motivated.
Inn a more general framework, the observed level of training would be
somewheree in between the amounts preferred by the firm and the worker.
Thee exact location of the observed level relative to the two preferred levels
wouldd depend on the relative bargaining power of the parties and their threat
points.. Without fixing the parties' relative bargaining powers at a specific
value,, empirical estimation of this more general model requires more informationn about parties' preferred training levels than simply the information
aa worker is constrained or not. Hence, while more general models may improvee the model outlined above, the approach presented here is an important
firstfirst step in the process of gaining more insight into the underlying structural
decisionn framework.
AA very general specification distinguishes each party's decision to invest
fromm its decision about the optimum amount of training. Two equations
aree then specified for each party, producing a full model of four interrelated
equations.. The following equations specify this model in a linear form.

rr = XaXaww
ww

I*I*
qqww

+ uw
XaXaff + uf
-X0X0WW + EW
-XfifXfif + ef

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)

= indicating the net return to the worker
wheree ƒ£ and If are latentififvariables
andd the firm; qw, q/ are the efficient levels of training for the worker and
thee firm (marginal cost equals marginal return); X is a vector of exogenous
variables;; aw,<Xf, fiw, and /J/ are vectors of parameters to be estimated; and
uuww,, Uf, ew and e f are error terms.
Afterr making assumptions about the joint distribution of the four error
elementss of the variance-covariance matrix, this model could in principal be
estimated.. Obviously it is very demanding not only computationally but,
mostt of all, in terms of data requirements. First, the covariance of ew and
ee f cannot be identified because realizations of qw and q ƒ are never observed
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simultaneouslyy for the same worker. Second, the variances of uw and uf are
nott identified because one typically observes only whether the net returns are
positivee or not. Third, identification of ctw and fiw (af and ftf respectively)
requiress at least one explanatory variable to be included in (4.1) and not in
(4.3)) (or (4.2) and (4.4) respectively). A more general data requirement is a
sufficientlyy large sample size. Since the samples available in the IALS survey
aree relatively small, a simplifying estimation strategy must be followed.
Onee possibility would be to estimate a hurdle-type model. The model
abovee would then be split into two parts, the training decision (the hurdle)
andd the quantity equations. The quantity equations could then be estimated
conditionallyy on the hurdle equation, or independence could be assumed
conditionall on the regressors (cf. Arulampalam et al, 1996). Applying this
modell to the ÏALS data revealed that the sample sizes are too small.
AA feasible strategy is to estimate a bivariate tobit model. This transforms
thee two equations for the worker into one tobit equation, and the same for
thee firm. Moreover the error terms of a selection equation and a quantity
equationn are compressed into a single error term. The assumption that all
bargainingg power is in the hands of the party who wants the lowest level of
trainingg means that the agreed/observed level of training will be equal to the
minimumm of the optimum level of the firm qy and the optimum level of the
workerr qw. Essentially, the model is a demand and supply model with endogenouss rationing. This model is described in a different context in Pudney
(1989)) (p.275-8).
Itt should be noted that the tobit model is an ad hoc modification of a
regressionn model. As such it is a convenient approximation of a more complicatedd data generating process. When using a tobit model to estimate a
demandd function, zero expenditures are modeled through censoring of negativee values of a latent variable even though these negative values do not make
economicc sense. The bivariate tobit model presented here is a similar pragmaticc approximation to the more complicated model outlined by equations
(4.1)-(4.4).. Non-participation in training is modeled through negative valuess of the latent variables <?*, q*f. This means that qw = max{#*, 0}, and
qjqj = max\qj, 0}. Combined with the assumption that all bargaining power
iss on the side of the party with the lowest preferred level of training, this
meanss that observed training q — min{gw, qj}.
Withh the information about the level of training and the existence of rationing,, the sample can be divided into four categories: (i) workers who did
nott receive training and also did not want it; this implies that <?* < 0, (ii)
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workerss who did not receive any training but did want it; <?* > 0, q*f < 0 (iii)
workerss who did receive training and did not want more; q = #*, q* > q*w,
andd finally (iv) workers who received training and wanted more; q — q*
#** > q*f. Each observation belongs to one, and only one, category.12
Usingg a linear specification as in (4.3) and (4.4) and assuming normality,
thee following likelihood function can be derived:

LL

x

= n °(-^-) n *(xPw,-xpf;p)

T=0,R=0T=0,R=0
XX
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Notationn is used where T stands for training, R for rationing, O stands
forr the cumulative standard normal distribution function (ct> = 1 — <J>), and
<p<p denotes the standard normal density.

4.5.22

Estimation Results

Tablee 4.10 reports the estimation results for the training intensity equations
off the worker and the firm. Since the discussion focuses on the three variabless of gender, age and formal education, the table only contains coefficients
pertainingg to those variables.
Overall,, both workers' and firms' preferences matter, although this varies
too some extent across countries. In the UK, for example, firms' preferences regardingg the amount of training does not vary systematically with worker characteristics.. This is somewhat surprising given the fact that UK workers frequentlyy report that they were rationed because of lack of firm support. Firms
couldd of course discriminate workers on unobserved characteristics. For the
reportedd coefficients, workers' preferences seem more important in all countriess but Switzerland. This confirms the earlier finding that in Switzerland
12

AA third simplified version of the model (4.1-4.4) is simply to ignore the quantity equationss (4.1) and (4.4) and estimate a bivariate probit model. This has been done with the
Dutchh I ALS data in Oosterbeek (1998). A problem with that approach is that all trained
workerss are allotted to the category I * > 0 & IJ > 0. The information that some trained
workerss are constrained and others are not is not used in this setup.
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workerss and firms tend to coordinate their training decisions more than in
thee other countries. Table 4.10 only reports the coefficients on personal characteristics.. The estimations included also industry and occupational controls.
Thesee effects, and particularly the industry effects, are more often significant
onn the side of the firm than on that of the worker.
Thee common finding that females receive less training than males is also
foundd for the countries in the present sample with the exception of Switzerlandd and the UK. This is the main effect due to firm preferences (with the
exceptionn of the industry effects). Firms in Canada, the Netherlands, and the
Unitedd States tend to prefer lower training levels for their female employees
thann for their male counterparts. This suggests that women are not less likely
too invest in human capital because they have, for example, less opportunity
too reap the benefits due to higher opportunity costs. Whether employers have
lowerr preferred training levels for women because of discrimination, higher
turnover,, or job characteristics remains an open issue.
Withh respect to age, results are somewhat mixed. A consistent result in all
countriess is that workers aged 56 to 65 desire less training than the reference
groupp of middle-aged workers (36-45). There are some age effects on the firm
sidee (except in the UK) although these are not very consistent. In the United
States,, firms have lower training preferences with respect to young workers
agedd 16 to 25, and slightly higher for those aged 46 to 55. In the Netherlands
firmsfirms prefer higher training levels for the young (16-25), and in Canada for
thee 26 to 35-year-olds. It seems that, except in Switzerland, firm preferences
doo not differ much across age groups. Apparently age as a proxy for the payofff horizon matters for workers but not for firms. This can be explained in
partt by the fact that age is a very imperfect statistic for expected tenure, which
iss the pay-off horizon of the firm.
Forr education, some general patterns can be distinguished. Education
tendss to be a significant determinant of workers' preferences and a less significantt one of firms' preferences. Switzerland stands, as before, a little apart.
There,, education tends to matter more for firm than for worker preferences.
AA problem here is that the Swiss sample size is relatively small, which may
explainn the weak worker effects. The typical finding in the training literature,
thatt training incidence increases with education, seems to depend on worker
preferencess (with a slight firm effect in the United States for college/university
education).. For those with primary education, both firm and worker preferencess matter (but note that these are predominantly older workers). The
lowerr training levels of workers with a lower secondary education (9th grade),
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andd upper secondary education (12th grade) depends on their own lower
preferences. .
Thee bivariate tobit specification also produces an estimate of the correlationn of the error terms of the worker's and firm's preferred training levels. For
bothh Northern American countries and the UK, these correlations are positivee and significantly different from zero (0.23 for Canada, 0.47 for the UK,
andd 0.37 for the US): unobserved factors that have a positive impact on workers'' training preferences affect firms' preferences in the same direction. For
thee two European countries, these correlation coefficients are not significantly
differentt from zero.
Manyy countries now wish to promote lifelong learning activities, of which
work-relatedd training is a specific form OECD (1996b). The kind of results
reportedd here have potentially important implications for the choice of policy
instrumentss in this field. For instance, instruments to increase training levels
amongg lower educated workers should influence the training preferences of
thesee workers. Instruments directed toward firms will be less successful becausee there is no indication that firms prefer shorter training spells for their
lowerr educated workers.
Itt should be mentioned, however, that the demand and supply model proposedd in this chapter is based on some fairly strong assumptions. Firstly, it is
assumedd that the observed level of training equals the minimum of the levels
preferredd by the worker and the firm. This is equivalent to assuming a bargainingg approach where all bargaining power is in the hands of the party who
preferss the lowest training level. The possibility of a different decision-making
frameworkk (for instance, a model where the firm determines the amount of
trainingg and the worker either concurs or leaves the firm) or a different divisionn of bargaining power can not be precluded. Secondly, the econometricc specification was a parametric model that makes distributional assumptionss which could be relaxed. Finally, within the specific demand and supply
model,, the implicitly assumption is that the only choice variable is the quantityy of training, while in fact the degree of specificity of the training or the
divisionn of the costs and benefits may also be part of the training package
openn to negotiation.
Duee to data limitations the more general form of the model could not be
estimatedd and more stringent assumptions were therefore necessary. Hopefully,, larger labor market surveys will at some stage become available which
includee the same training questions asked in the IALS survey. The results in
thiss chapter show that, with one additional question, progress in identifying
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thee demand and supply factors underlying observed training data has been
made. .

4.66

Conclusion

Thiss chapter documents aspects of demand for and supply of training in
Canada,, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK, and the US. The first part presentedd descriptive information about the initiation, financing, provision and
methodss of work-related training. In Switzerland employees occupy a more
prominentt position in initiating and financing training than in the other
countries.. In all countries, the company is most often identified as the provider
off the training, but many other providers also play a role. Firms also provide
financialfinancial support for training initiated by the worker and for courses providedd outside the company. This suggests that firms pay for general training.
Anotherr notable finding is that training methods used in the UK and the US
relyy far less frequently on reading materials and computer software than those
usedd in the other countries.
Thee estimations include probit and OLS equations to analyze the determinantss of participation in training and intensity of training. The findings are
inn accordance with other work in this area. Comparing the findings for differentt countries shows that training levels between these countries differ mainly
becausee of differences in the weights attached to worker and job characteristicss and not because the characteristics of workers and jobs differ between
countries. .
Thee main novelty of this chapter is the information it includes concerningg workers who say that they wanted to receive training but did not do so.
Mostt constraints mentioned by the respondents as being responsible for not
receivingg the training that they wanted could have been lifted by the employer.
Reasonss relating to time or financial constraints are most important. Regardingg the determinants of being constrained a remarkable finding is that
moree highly educated workers more often felt constrained than lower educatedd workers, despite the fact that their training levels are much higher.
Finally,, information from workers who wanted to receive more training
thann they actually got was used to identify demand and supply factors in training.. The results indicate that different training levels by schooling level can be
attributedd to workers' preferences. The same holds for the age effect on training,, though the causes of the gender gap can be attributed to firm preferences.
Thesee results illustrate the usefulness of this approach. With one simple addi-
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tionall question, more insight has been gained into the factors that determine
trainingg decisions. This can be helpful in policy-making decisions aimed at
eliminatingg barriers to training. However, as indicated above, there remains
roomm for improvement.
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Chapterr 5

Evaluatingg the effect of tax
deductionss on training
5.11

Introduction

Inn chapter 1 it was shown that underinvestment in work-related training may
occurr for several reasons. With regard to general training, the so-called poachingg externality is often mentioned as a source of underinvestment (see for examplee Stevens, 1994b). Regarding specific training, underinvestment is likely
too occur because of the hold-up problem (Williamson, 1985). As it is widely
believedd that workers' skills levels are important for the economic developmentt of a country, governments typically regard such underinvestment as a
problemm and design policies to combat it. Training levies have been introducedd in several countries (e.g. Brazil, France, Singapore, Turkey) as one of
suchh policies. Another way to stimulate investment in work-related training
iss to create facilities for the deduction of training costs from taxable profits.
Inn 1998 the Dutch government implemented a new tax law which introducess three tax deductions for firms' expenditures on work-related training.
Thee first deduction is general and gives all firms an extra deduction of their
trainingg expenditures from their taxable profits. (Training expenditures are
alreadyy deducted when profits are calculated.) The second deduction, gives
alll firms spending less than a specified amount on worker training an additionall deduction of their training expenditures. The third applies to training
costss made for employees aged 40 years or older. Firms are allowed to deduct
ann additional 40 percent of these costs.
Thee first deduction is meant to stimulate training participation in general,
thee second intends to stimulate worker training in small and medium sized
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firms,firms, while the purpose of the third deduction is to enhance training participationn of older workers. The last two deductions reflect the many empiricall results which show that training rates increase with firm size and decrease
withh a worker's age (see for example Barron et al., 1987; Lillard and Tan, 1992;
Royalty,, 1996, and chapters 3 and 4).
Thee structure of the age-dependent tax deduction is discontinuous at age
40.. All workers younger than 40 are excluded from this additional deduction,
whilee all workers aged 40 or older are included. This structure constitutes a
perfectt example of a so-called "regression discontinuity (RD) data design" (cf.
Campbell,, 1969). In this chapter this feature is used to identify two effects: (i)
thee effect of the age-dependent tax deduction on the probability that a worker
participatess in training, and (ii) the effect of training participation on wages.
AA maintained assumption in most (quasi-)experimental studies is the absencee of external effects of the treatment. That is: there are no effects from
thee treatment on the controls (or to the treated). As Philipson (2000) points
out,, in many cases this assumption is unlikely to be met and ignoring this can
seriouslyy bias the evaluation results. We explicitly take this into account in
ourr estimations and show that this substantially alters the conclusions. Externall treatment effects can take on two forms in the present application. Firstly,
thee treatment may lead to postponement of training participation until the
workerr is 40. Secondly, the employer may substitute training participation of
aa younger worker by training participation of an older worker. We propose a
methodd to identify the combined magnitude of these external treatment effects.. This method requires data from the period before the introduction of
thee new tax law, and the identifying assumption that young workers (below
agee 30) are not affected by the externality.
Thee standard RD estimate shows that training participation is substantiallyy higher for workers just above 40 years than for workers just below 40
years.. As it turns out, however, the identification of external treatment effects
iss crucial for the interpretation of this finding. Using data from two crosssectionss to account for these effects, it is found that the estimated effect is
almostt entirely due to a training dip in the control group.
Finally,, the discontinuity of training participation at the age of 40 is used
too create an instrumental variable which enables us to locally identify the
causall effect on training participation on wages. As it turns out, the effect
iss not significantly different from zero. This finding does not depend on
whetherr the estimation procedure takes the endogeneity of training into account. .
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Onee would also be interested in the effects of the other two tax deductions
onn training incidence. Unfortunately there are some serious problems involvedd with their evaluation. Regarding the general tax deduction, the problemm is that this deduction applies to all workers and hence there is no crosssectionall control group. An alternative would be to compare training incidencee over time, but this requires comparable time series data on training
participation.. Such data have not been collected for the Netherlands. And
evenn if that would have been the case, data for a fairly long period would be
neededd as there are numerous other factors that potentially affect training incidence.. The problem with evaluating the measure targeted to smaller firms
iss that it requires information from the tax files of individual firms. While we
triedd our very best, we did not succeed in getting access to these data.
Obviouslyy the other two tax deductions are likely to increase training participation.. As workers of different ages may be affected differently, these deductionss may change the age-training profile. We argue that this does not
affectt the estimate of the local effect of the age dependent tax deduction nor
thee instrumental variable estimate of the wage effect of training. It may, however,, weaken our strategy to identify the external treatment effects. Section
5.55 discusses how this issue is addressed.
Thee analysis proceeds as follows. The next section provides more details
aboutt the new tax law. Section 5.3 discusses the strategy for the identification
off causal effects. This section briefly discusses the regression discontinuity
designn and its identifying assumptions. In addition it discusses the approach
takenn in this chapter to take external treatment effects into account. In section
5.44 the data are described. Section 5.5 presents the estimates of the effect of
thee tax deduction on training participation and the subsequent estimates of
thee external treatment effects. The wage effects of training are presented in
sectionn 5.6. Finally, section 5.7 concludes.

5.22

The new tax law

Duringg the 1990s there was a growing awareness in the Netherlands (like elsewhere)) that the skill level of the workforce is an important determinant of economicc prosperity. In 1996 and 1997 the Dutch government launched broad
discussionss about the concept of lifelong learning, after which it came up with
aa national action program. This program consisted of two main components.
Thee first is to spend an additional one billion guilders per year to reduce class
sizee in the first three grades of primary education. The second is the introduc-
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tionn of a new tax law which gives firms the opportunity of additional tax deductionss of their training expenditures. Both components got broad support
inn Dutch parliament as well as from unions and employers' organizations.
Thee new tax law was introduced January 1st 1998. Three parts are distinguished.. The first part is general and gives all firms an extra deduction of 20
percentt of their training expenditures. The second part applies to firms that
spendd less than 250,000 NLG. These firms can deduct 40 percent instead of
200 percent of the first 60,000 NLG they spend on training.1 Finally, all expendituress relating to the training of workers aged 40 years or older permit
ann additional deduction of 40 percent. The maximum deduction for a firm is
5,000,0000 NLG.
Nott all training costs are deductible. First of all it must concern the trainingg of an employee and/or owner of the firm. In addition, the training must
bee relevant for the current function of the trainee. If the firm has its own
trainingg department, only the time employees (trainers) spend teaching is
deductible.. This means that preparation, development, and other overhead
costss are not deductible. Finally, it applies only to formal training and only
directt training costs qualify for tax deduction; that is: opportunity costs in
thee form of productivity foregone are excluded.
AA numerical example illustrates the working of the new tax law. Consider
aa firm that spent 200,000 NLG on training expenditures during a fiscal year.
Halff of these expenditures concerns older workers. The firm's total tax deductionn is now equal to: 200,000 (the total training costs) + 40,000 (20 percent
off the total training costs) + 40,000 (40 percent of the costs of training older
workers)) + 12,000 (20 percent of the first 60,000 since the firm's total training
expendituress do not exceed 250,000).
Inn the Netherlands profits are taxed at 35 percent. This implies that, in
general,, 42 percent of training expenses are subsidized (35 percent of 100 +
200 percent). If the trained worker is older than 40, 56 percent of the training
expensess are subsidized (35 percent of 100 + 20 + 40 percent).
Iff C*(t) are before tax training costs in 1000 NLG, then after tax training
'Thiss may have perverse effects on firms' incentives to offer their workers training. Firms
thatt would otherwise spend slightly more than the threshold amount on training now have
ann incentive to reduce their (reported) training expenditures. Since there is no information
availablee regarding the distribution of firms' training expenditures it is hard to tell how seriouss this effect may be.
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costss equal

C ( 00 =

if C*(t) < 60
(0.511 - 0.14 • 1M^>40}) • C*(t)
(0.588 - 0.14 • lMge>40}) • C*{t) - 4200 if 60 < C*(t) < 250
(0.588 - 0.14 • l{^e>40}) • C*{t)
if C*{t) > 250

Heree 1 {xj is an indicator variable taking on the value 1 if X is true and
zeroo otherwise. Hence, the age-dependent tax deduction leads to a reduction
off the marginal training costs of older workers of 14 percent.

5.33

Empirical framework

5.3.11

Regression-discontinuity design

Ass stated in the introduction, this chapter provides estimates of the effect of
thee tax policy on the training participation rate of older workers and, in addition,, estimates the causal effect of training on wages. In both cases the fact
iss used that the new tax law creates a discontinuity at the age of 40. In the first
case,, being 40 years or older completely determines whether a worker qualifiesfies for the treatment of the extra tax deduction; this treatment in turn affects
thee probability of training. In the second case, being 40 years or older is expectedd to increase the probability that someone is exposed to the treatment
off training; this treatment in turn may affect wages. These are both applicationss of the regression-discontinuity method. The first case is an example a
"sharp"" regression discontinuity (RD) data design, while the second case is
ann example of a "fuzzy" design Campbell (cf. 1969). The two designs are presentedd following Hahn et al. (2001), who discuss identification issues, but the
notationn adapted is specific to the application in this chapter.
Thee RD design exploits a known discontinuity in the treatment assignmentt to identify the treatment effect. In the sharp design, assignment to
treatmentt depends in a deterministic way on a variable at with a known discontinuityy at point a (in our case at is the age of worker /). This is the case for
thee assignment of workers to the treatment "age-dependent tax deduction".
Alll workers of 40 years and older are treated, while all younger workers are
nott treated. Using di as indicator for assignment to the deduction treatment,
thee assignment rule is
, _ ((
11

1 if a, > a = 40
0 otherwise
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Thee outcome is the probability of receiving training (/,) and can be describedd as follows
E[ti]=aE[ti]=a + fidi
wheree a. = £•[%] is the training probability without extra tax deduction, and
j3j3 = E[t\i] — E[t0i] is the change in training probability due to the extra tax
deduction,, the (common) treatment effect.
Iff there is no reason to believe that persons close to a are different then
comparingg persons just below this threshold with persons just above will give
ann unbiased estimate of the treatment effect:
pp = t

+

-r

(5.1)

wheree t+ = \ima ^ E [t\a] and t~ = l i m a ^ E[t\a]. The major identifying
assumptionn is that there are no other discontinuities around a:
Assumptionn RD. E [fa |a ( ] is continuous in a, at a
Unlikee in a structural model and/ or standard instrumental variable analysis,, üi maybe correlated with the outcome variable ti in which case assignment
willl not be random and a simple comparison of treated and non-treated will
givee a biased estimate of the treatment effect.
Iff training is taken as the treatment and the employee's (log) wage as the
outcome,, the setup corresponds to a fuzzy design. In a fuzzy design, assignmentt to treatment is not deterministic but probabilistic because it may dependd as well on unobserved factors and genuine randomness. The probability
off treatment therefore becomes a function of a, with a discontinuity at a
Pr(tPr(tii)) =

f(aitl[ai>a})

Ass above, the outcome can be written as follows:
E[wi]E[wi] = (o + ytj
wheree a> a> = E[woi] is the (log) wage rate without training, and y = E[w\j] —
E[wo(]E[wo(] is the change in (log) wages due to training. It can be shown (again
underr the assumption of a common treatment effect) that y can be identified
by y

Becausee of the discontinuity at a the denominator does not equal zero. This
formulaa is a local version of the Wald estimator and shows that RD is an IV
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estimatorr (this was first noted by Van der Klaauw (2001), see also Angrist and
Lavyy (1999)). Note that RD, contrary to IV, does not require that the outcome
off interest (u;,-) is independent of a,. Therefore the traditional exclusion restrictionn does not apply. All that is needed is the local continuity assumption
(whichh is in fact an exclusion restriction regarding the discontinuity), and
welll defined limits in (5.2).

5.3.22

External treatment effects

Thee framework presented above (implicitly) assumes that members of the
controll group are not affected by the treatment, and that members of the
treatmentt group are only affected by their own treatment and not by the treatmentt of others. In others words: it is assumed that external treatment effects
playy no role. In many applications this assumption can be disputed. An examplee concerns the estimation of returns to schooling using increases in the
compulsoryy school leaving age as an instrumental variable (e.g. Harmon and
Walker,, 1994). Those who are just too old to be included in the treatment
groupp belong - as an external effect of the increase in compulsory school leavingg age - to a group of low skilled people with relatively few competitors. This
supplyy condition may increase their wage level relative to what their wages
wouldd have been without the change in the the compulsory school leaving
age.. Since this wage level is the wage level of the control group, this mechanismm would lead to a downward bias of the estimated effect of an extra year
off schooling.
Philipsonn (2000) discusses the example of evaluating the effects of HIVpreventionn trials. For such trials, external effects emerge when the infection
ratee of the control group in a trial depends on the share of treated. Another
examplee mentioned by Philipson are spill-overs from R&D subsidies. Considerr the extreme case where all firms that do not receive the treatment of
thee subsidy are, as a result of knowledge spill-overs, just as innovative as the
firmss that belong to the treatment group. Naive program evaluation would
thenn indicate that R&D subsidies have no effect on firms' innovations while
inn reality the effects exceed the purely private benefits.2
22

Philipson (2000) proposes a two-stage randomization scheme to disentangle the private
effectss and the external treatment effects. In thefirststage the units within which the external
effectss occur are sampled and randomly assigned to different intensities of treatment. In
thee second stage, individuals within these units are randomly assigned to the treatment and
controll groups. This assumes the ideal situation in which the researcher can develop the
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Thee age-dependent tax deduction studied in this chapter is another examplee of a treatment that might have effects on the (quasi-)control group. The
reductionn of training costs of older workers makes it relatively more expensivee to train workers younger than 40. This might induce two different reactionss from firms. The first is substitution. An employer who wants to train
aa worker in order to acquire some new skills or knowledge and who would
send,, in the absence of the treatment, a young worker to training, may now
decidee to send an older worker to training. This implies instantaneous substitutionn of training an older worker for training a younger worker. The training
ratee of younger workers would decrease while the training rate of older workerss would simultaneously increase. The second reaction to the tax deduction
mayy be the postponement of training. Knowing that (direct) training costs
willl fall once workers turn 40, firms may delay training until this date. This
impliess intertemporary substitution of training. In steady state this would
alsoo lead to a drop in the training rate of younger workers and an increase of
thee training of older workers.
Althoughh the consequences of the two mechanisms seem fairly similar,
theree are two differences. The substitution mechanism leads to an immediate
increasee of the training rate of older workers. For the postponement mechanismm it will take some time to lead to an increase of the training rate of older
workerss (they first have to turn 40) out of steady state. Furthermore, while
thee substitution mechanism may lead to an increase of the training rates of
alll workers older than 40, the postponement mechanism leads only to an increasee of the training rate of workers who just turned 40.

5.3.33

Counterfactual assumptions

Inn the sharp design the causal effect of the policy can be estimated through
equationn (5.1). This does not tell us, however, to what extent the estimate
reflectss a decrease of training for the younger group due to the negative externall treatment effect or a net increase of training for the older group. The
externall treatment effect of the intervention for younger workers (effect<40)
cann be defined in the following manner:
effect<400 = E99[t\a < 40, TT = 1] - E99[t\a < 40, n = 0]

(5.3)

experimentall design. Most often this is not the case, and other sources of identification are
needed. .
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wheree iz equals unity if the policy is in place and zero otherwise. Similarly,
thee total effect of the intervention for older workers (effect>40) is defined in a
similarr way:

effect>4oo = E99[t\a > 40, iz = 1] - E99[t\a > 40, n = 0]

(5.4)

Too identify these effects estimates are needed of training rates in 1999 in
thee absence of the age dependent tax deduction: £99^ | a < 40, n = 0] and
EE9999[t\a[t\a > 40, 71 = 0]. For this purpose we use information on training participationn by age from a period before the introduction of the new tax law.
Wee use data for 1994. For this year data are available that contain comparablee information about the relation between training participation and age.
Suchh data are not available for other years. Moreover, in 1994 the policy interventionn was not in place, nor were there any plans for it, thereby ruling out
possiblee anticipation effects.
Betweenn 1994 and 1999 the overall training rate increased from 0.34 to
0.46.. It is likely that this increase is (at least) partially due to the other two
componentss of the new tax law; the general deduction and the deduction
aimedd at small firms. As these two components may also influence the agetrainingg profile, we are not certain whether changes in the profile between
19944 and 1999 are only due to the age-dependent component or also to these
otherr components. A general tax deduction lowers the costs of training for the
firm,, which will make it worthwhile to provide more training. This probably
flattenss the slope of the age-training profile. But since this is not certain, we
constructt three different counterfactuals which accommodate a flatter profile,
aa steeper profile and a parallel shift of the profile. How the deduction aimed
att small firms affects the age-training profile depends on how workers of differentt ages are divided over firms of different size. In our 1999 data we find no
relationn between firm size (measured in five level dummies) and workers' age
(p=0.2651).. Consequently this component has - from our perspective - the
samee impact as the general deduction and does therefore not require separate
attention. .
Itt is important to note that as long as assumption RD (p. 124) is not
violated,, both (5.1) and (5.2) are unaffected. This implies that while the other
twoo deductions may change the age-training profile, this does not affect our
identificationn of the local treatment effect nor the wage effect of training. The
reasonn is that no feature of the other two deductions cause a discontinuity in
thee age training profile at age 40.
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Thee next three assumptions resemble a flatter age-training profile, a steeper
age-trainingg profile and a parallel shift of the profile, respectively.
Assumptionn la. £99[t\a, n = 0] = c
Assumptionn lb. Egg[t\a, n — 0] = c' • £94 [?|a, n = 0]
Assumptionn lc. E99[t\a, n = 0] = E94[t\a, n = 0] + c"
Assumptionn la implies that without the age-dependent tax deduction but
withh the general tax deduction, the age-training profile would be completely
flat.. Although this is an extreme case (since it is more likely that the profile
remainss downward sloping) there is not much reason to consider other cases
wheree the profile becomes less steep. The reason for this is that our inferencess with regard to external treatment effects are fairly similar for all three
assumptions.. Assumption lb reflects an equiproportionate shift of the agetrainingg profile from 1994 to 1999. Such a shift results in a more pronounced
downwardd slope. Finally, assumption lc implies a parallel shift of the agetrainingg profile between 1994 (the base year) and 1999. Combining (5.3) and
assumptionn lc, it now follows that:
effect<400 = E99[t\a < 40, n = 1] - E94\t\a < 40, it = 0] - c"
Similarlyy (5.4) now becomes:
effect>400 == E99[t\a > 40, n — 1] - E94[t\a > 40, n = 0] - c"
Comparablee expressions follow when combining (5.3) and (5.4) with assumptionn la or lb. The 'only' thing needed to identify effect<4o and effect>4o is an
estimatee of the parameters c, c' and c". To identify these we need a control
groupp that will be unaffected by the age-dependent tax deduction. The best
candidatess for this are young workers, and the estimations will use the assumptionn that workers aged 25-30 are not affected by the age dependent tax
deduction.. This assumes that there are no external treatment effects for this
agee group. Considerations supporting this assumption are, first, that the periodd of postponement would be very long, and second, that workers below 30
aree unlikely to be close enough substitutes to 40-year-old workers to replace
themm in a training spell.3 Assumptions la, lb and lc are therefore augmented
withh the following assumptions:
33

We tested for the sensitivity of the results for the use other brackets for the young age
group.. It turned out that this does not make much of a difference; see table 5.10 in the
appendix. .
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Assumptionn 2a. c — f 25-30
Assumptionn 2b. c' — ?25-3o/*25-3o
* -// -99
-94
**
Assumptionn 2c. c = 125_30 — ? 25-30
Wheree f25-3o anc * r25-30 a r e t n e average training rates for 25 to 30-yearoldss in 1994 and 1999 respectively.
Estimatorss for the effects on the workers above and below 40 can now be
derived.. To illustrate the procedure under the three alternative assumptions,
theyy are written out for workers younger than 40 (changing the subscript to
>400 gives the other estimators). Under counterfactual assumptions la and 2a,
thee following estimate of the effect on workers younger than 40 results:4
effect<400 = t<40 - 1

(5.5)

Underr assumptions lb and 2b the following estimator results:
~~ '

-99

*/

-94

effect<400 = f < 4 0 - c ' . f < 4 0

(5.6)

Andd under assumptions lc and 2c the estimator becomes:
effect"^^ = ^<40 ~ '<40 " c"

(5.7)

Finally,, note that the availability of the 1994 data also provides us with an
alternative,, difference- in-differences, estimator for P as well:
P'P' = (E99[t\a > 4 0 , T T = \]-E94[t\a
> 40, TT = 0])
-{E-{E9999[t\a[t\a < 40, JT = 1] - E94[t\a < 40, TT = 0])
comparingg p to P' can serve as a test of the assumption that there are no other
discontinuitiess at 40 that affect training participation.
Itt is straightforward to derive the variance of (5.6):

uar(effect<4o)) = var(f*40) + varif^)
i__

-99

-94

-99

+ varüH_30) +

1 ^94

vartf^^)

assumingg that t25_30yf25-30»x<40> a n d > ?<40 a r e independent. Similarly the
variancee of (5.7) follows after some manipulation:

4

Thee appendix gives the expressions for the variances of (5.6) and (5.7).
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where e

((

_999

\ 2 /

f25-30\\

var

_<J9

('25-X>

_94

\

, "'"•('25-30) \

r

25-30// \ ^ 25-30>'
^f25-30^ /
again,, assuming independence of 725_30, *25-30> *<40> an(^»^<40 ( s e e f-e- Mood
etal.,, 1974, p. 180-81).

5.44

Data

Thiss chapter uses cross-section data from 1994 and 1999. The analysis rests
mainlyy on the 1999 data which were collected from October to December
1999.. Interviews were held by telephone using computer-aided techniques.
Usingg sample weights, the data are a representative sample of the Dutch populationn aged 16-64. The employed persons were asked questions concerning
theirr employment characteristics, wages, and they also responded to a set of
questionss addressing the training activities they undertook in the 12 months
priorr to the interview. Training participation is measured as an affirmative
answerr to the question whether the respondent participated in any training
orr course related to work or career during the last 12 months. Notice that for
ourr purposes it is better to have data from a survey among workers than from
administrativee sources. While employers have reason to misreport the age of
thee workers who participated in training, workers have no such reason.
Thee analysis here focuses on employed persons aged 25 to 55. The age
brackett is narrowed to avoid complications concerning education and retirementt decisions. Restricting the sample this way ensures that most have made
thee transition from school to work, and in the Netherlands early retirement
becomess an issue for workers over 55. The data contain information about
thee worker's age at the moment of the interview. This implies that workers
agedd 40 pose a problem for the analysis since it is not known whether or not
theree was a training opportunity they missed when they were 39. In the analysess they are therefore excluded.
Too apply an RD design to evaluate the age-dependent tax deduction, one
needss to compare observations just below the threshold age of 40 with observationss just above that level. To secure that there are sufficient observations
closee to the point of discontinuity, there has been oversampling in the age
bracketss of 35-45 and 38-42. These are 2 respectively 5 years at each side of
thee point of discontinuity. The observations in the 35-45 bracket are used
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too create 5 so-called "discontinuity samples". Discontinuity sampleil (abbreviatedd as
) consists of the treatment group of 41-year-olds and the
controll group of 39-year-olds;
2 includes the treatment group of 41- and
,
4
42-year-oldss and the control group of 38- and 39-year-olds.
andd
5 are defined in a similar manner.
Tabless 5.5 and 5.6 in the appendix to this chapter report some descriptivee information of the sample. Table 5.5 gives the (weighted) sample means
andd standard deviations for the whole sample and for men and women separately.. Table 5.6 provides some information about the differences between
thee treatment group and the control group in the various discontinuity samples.. This shows that differences in observables are not important for narrow
bandss around 40 but that it is necessary to control for them as the window
increases. .
Thee 1994 data are needed to obtain estimates for c, c', c" and E[t\a,n =
0]] defined in assumptions la-c. These data were collected as part of the Dutch
wavee of the so-called International Adult Literacy Survey (see chapter 4 for
details).. The important advantage of this dataset is that the phrasing of the
trainingg question in this survey is identical to the phrasing used in 1999. Barronn et al. (1997b) argue that existing measures of training show considerable
differencess and that this might be due to, among others, the survey instruments. .

5.55

Evaluation of the effects of the tax deduction

5.5.11

Incidence

Thee probability of training participation conditional on age, £[>, |a,], can be
estimatedd using local linear regression (Cleveland, 1979). Following Hahn
ett al. (2001), this is done by stratifying the sample on whether individuals
weree younger or older than 40 before doing the local linear regression.5 Figure
11 plots, separately for 1994 and 1999, age against the estimated training participationn rate. The small circles in the figure show the actual average training
ratess by age. For 1999, the figure reveals a jump in these rates at age 40. The
graphh for 1994 shows that no such jump exists before the introduction of the
neww tax policy. There appears to be a difference in behavior comparing 1994
too 1999.
5

Thee bandwidths are calculated using the plug-in approach of Ruppert et al. (1995).
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(a)) 1999

(b)) 1994

Figuree 5.1: Training incidence in 1999 and 1994
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Tablee 5.1 provides estimates of the discontinuity for the 5 discontinuity
subsampless around age 40. Column 1 gives the number of observations in the
specificc DS-subsample. Although the sampling scheme was designed to oversamplee the age cohorts close to the point of discontinuity,
1 and
2
stratifiedd by gender contain relatively few observations which may lead to a
loww level of.precision of the estimates based on these subsamples. Columns
22 and 3 provide actual incidence rates for those younger and older than 40,
respectively.. Columns 4 to 7 report estimates of the jump shown in figure
l-(a)) with differing combinations of controls for age, age squared, education,
firmfirm size and tenure. These estimates are obtained from OLS-regressions with
aa dummy variable for training participation as the dependent variable and a
dummyy for age older than 40 as (one of the) explanatory variable(s).
Thee estimates in column 4 give the difference in training incidence betweenn different age groups without any controls. These estimates are thereforee equal to the difference between the incidence rates in columns 3 and 2.
Forr men and women together these estimates are all positive and decline when
thee range around age 40 is widened. The estimate that is conceptually closestt to the one obtained using local linear regression is the estimate for
,
whichh is simply the difference in training rates between 41 and 39-year-olds.
Forr men and women together this gives us a statistically significant estimate of
177 percent. For males this estimate is about 19 percent and is on the border of
significance.. For women the estimated effect of the training deduction equals
133 percent, but lacks precision. These results are evidence of the working of
thee tax intervention since in the absence of the intervention, incidence rates
wouldd be decreasing in age and the estimates therefore negative.6
Columnn 5 adds controls for education, firm size and tenure to the regressionn equations. The estimates remain virtually identical to those in column
4.. Columns 6 and 7 are based on regressions that are analogous to those in
columnss 4 and 5, but now age and age squared are added as regressors. For
thee
1 subsample this specification cannot be estimated as it is impossiblee to identify 3 age-related coefficients with only 2 age levels. For all other
DSS subsamples the estimates of the effect of the tax deduction, go up by a
factorr 2 or more relative to the estimates without controls for age and age
squared.. This reflects what is already apparent from Figure 1, namely that exceptt for the intervention - training incidence declines with age. As a result,
thee effect of the tax deduction is in the vicinity of 25 percent. For the
2
6

Tablee A3 in the appendix reports comparable estimates for the 1994 sample, and shows
thatt this is indeed the case.
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subsamplee the estimate is significant at the 10 percent level only, but notice
thatt for this subsample only 4 age levels are used to identify the coefficients
off 3 age-related variables. For the separate subsamples of men and women,
thee picture is more erratic, but in almost all cases the point estimates are positivee and point to substantial differences between the treatment groups and
thee control groups.
Thee results in table 5.1 reveal that if the width of the discontinuity sample
increasess it becomes important to control for differences in age. For DS 1
andd
2 the estimated effects are significant without controls for age and
age-squaredd (columns 4 and 5), while for
3 to 5 the estimated effectss are only significant when controls for age and age-squared are included
(columnss 6 and 7). The controls for age correct for the downward sloping
training-agee profile.
Ass an alternative the 1994-sample can be used to calculate difference-indifferencess estimates. Table 5.2 presents the results. The first two columns
givee the difference in training rates between 1999 and 1994 for the control
andd treatment groups of the various discontinuity subsamples. For instance,
thee first row in the first column shows that between 1994 and 1999 there
iss an insignificant 4.7 percent fall in the training rate of 39-year-old workerss (the control group in the
1 subsample). The final column gives the
difference-in-differencess estimates, that is: the difference in training rates betweenn 1999 and 1994 for the treatment group minus the difference in training
ratess between 1999 and 1994 for the control group. The estimates in column
33 of table 5.2 are somewhat smaller than the estimates in the top panel of table
5.1,, but clearly the effect is still very substantial, ranging from 10 percent for
55 to 20 percent for
. Due to the small number of observations in
19944 the estimate for the
1 sample lacks precision, but the point estimate
iss in the same range.

5.5.22

Estimation of external treatment effects

Thee results presented so far establish that there is a substantial difference in
trainingg rates between workers below age 40 and workers of 40 years or older.
Thiss difference can be attributed to the reduction of training costs of older
workerss caused by the age-dependent tax deduction. These results do not
discriminate,, however, between alternative interpretations of this difference.
Att one extreme, the whole difference can be interpreted as a stimulating effect
off the tax deduction. At the other extreme, the difference can hide a drop in
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Tablee 5.2: Difference-in-differences estimates
A <4 ())
(1))

A>40
(2)

1 1 -0.047 7

0.154 4
(0.100) )

(0.084) )

2 2 0.045 5
(0.061) )

3 3 0.077 7
(0.050) )
44
55

A=(2)-(l)
(3)

0.201 1
(0.130) )

0.201 1
0.246 6
(0.068)*** *(0.091)** *
0.216 6
0.139 9
(0.054)*** *(0.073)* *

0.098
0.209
0.111
(0.042)*** (0.047)*** (0.063)*

0.100
0.194
0.095
(0.038)**** (0.043)*** (0.057)*
Notes:: Individuals aged 40 are excluded from
thee estimations. Standard errors in parentheses;; * significant at 10 percent level; ** significantt at 5 percent level; *** significant at 1
percentt level.
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trainingg rates of younger workers and a rise in training rates of older workers,
bothh resulting from substitution and/or postponement. In the first case the
nett effect - in terms of an increase in training participation - equals the estimatedd difference. In the second case the net effect equals zero (or can even be
negativee in the short run).
Columnn 1 of table 5.3 provides estimates of the external treatment effect
forr workers younger than 40 based on equation (5.5) and column 2 gives the
equivalentt estimate for workers older than 40. For all 5 discontinuity subsampless a significantly negative effect for workers younger than 40 is found,
rangingg from 7.5 to 19 percent. This is a clear indication of the presence of
negativee external treatment effects. Without such effects, workers younger
thann 40 would not be affected and the estimated effect would equal zero.
Thee fact that these effects are larger for the narrower discontinuity samples
indicatess that the negative treatment effects are mostly concentrated among
workerss with ages just below 40. Although this shows that there are indeed
externall treatment effects, it does not allow us to determine whether this is
causedd by substitution or postponement.
Forr workers older than 40 none of the estimated effects in column 2 is significantlyy different from zero. Since the substitution mechanism leads to an
immediatee increase of the training rate of older workers, these results rule out
thiss explanation. By definition it will take some time for postponed training
too be catched up. The policy has only been implemented recently (January
1998),, and it may take firms some time to adjust their training policy to the
neww rules. This implies that for workers whose training was postponed not
enoughh time has elapsed to observe the catching up in our sample. This explanationn is corroborated by the results of column 3 which reports the total
effectt of the intervention. For all DS samples it is found that this sum is significantlyy negative. This can only occur in case of postponement. Notice that
thiss inference does not depend on the exclusion of the 40-year-olds from the
analysis.. As panel (b) of figure 1 shows, the training rate of 40-year-olds lies
betweenn the training rates of 39- and 41-year-old workers.
Columnss 4-6 and 7-9 give alternative estimates based on equations (5.6)
andd (5.7), respectively. These give qualitatively fairly similar results. For
youngerr workers the point estimates are almost the same and remain statisticallyy significant for the narrow DS samples. For older workers the point estimatess are larger except for
1 and remain statistically insignificant. Where
thesee point estimates are larger they result in smaller net effects. The differencess between the results for the three different counterfactuals are typically
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nott statistically significant.

5.66 Wage effects
Previouss studies have investigated wage effects of employer-provided training;; examples include Bishop (1994), Lynch (1992), Pischke (2000), Lillard
andd Tan (1992). The basic problem in estimating these effects is that selectionn into training is likely to be non-random and might depend on nonobservabless that correlate with wages. Comparing the wages of trained workerss with wages of non-trained workers either directly or through regressing
wagess on training will then give a biased estimate. Two approaches may solve
thiss problem. If the researcher has access to longitudinal data it is possible
too eliminate time-invariant individual characteristics through a fixed effects
regression.. This will eliminate the bias arising from selection on these timeinvariantt unobservables. A second solution would be to find instrumental
variabless for training; variables that affect wages only through training. As
discussedd in section 5.3.1, the discontinuity around age 40 can be used to
identifyy the wage returns to training exploiting the fuzzy design of the data.
Thee IV estimation exploits the variation in training intensity between the
treatmentt group and the control group caused by the age dependent tax deduction.. An important feature of this deduction is that only training for
whichh the employer contributes at least some positive amount to the direct
costss qualifies for the deduction. As a consequence we identify wage effects
off training for which employers are prepared to pay. According to the standardd human capital approach such training must be specific. Otherwise the
employerr would not be able to recoup her investment.7 But if the employer
reapss part of the benefits of the training then this reduces the potential wage
gainn for the worker.
Theoryy gives little guidance as to how the firm and the worker will share
thee returns to specific training. Hashimoto (1981) analyzes the sharing rule
forr a situation in which there is uncertainty about the worker's future productivityy and about the value of his future outside option, in which renegotiations
aree not possible, and in which parties choose a fixed future wage such that it
maximizess their expected joint surplus. The worker's share in the benefits of
7

Recently,, Acemoglu and Pischke (1999b) have shown that market imperfections may
renderr general training effectively specific and thereby give firms an incentive to pay for this
typee of training as well.
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thee training depends on the distribution of thee worker's future productivity
withinn the firm and the distribution of the worker's future outside option. If
bothh distributions are the same, the parties split the benefits equally. Withoutt further knowledge about these distributions, both very low and very high
returnss to specific training are consistent with the theory.
Hashimoto'ss model, however, also implies that the benefits of training are
sharedd in the same way as the costs are shared. Our datasets contain some
informationn about how parties divide the direct costs of training. It has been
askedd who paid these costs. Possible answers are: only the firm, only the
worker,, both parties, or some other party. Because this question only pertains
too the direct costs and not to the (possibly more sizable) opportunity costs,
thee information from this question does not match the relevant theoretical
conceptss perfectly. The frequency distributions are nevertheless suggestive.
Inn both years it is most often the case that the firm bears the full direct costs;
inn 1994 this happens for almost 70 percent of the observed training spells, in
19999 this has even increased to 84 percent. Only for 21 percent of the observed
trainingg spells in 1994, the full direct costs were born by the worker; in 1999
thiss has decreased to 12 percent. (In the remaining 10 respectively 4 percent
off the spells, the direct costs are paid by the two parties jointly, or by some
otherr party.) To the extent that the pattern for the total costs is similar to
thee pattern for the direct costs, and to the extent that the sharing rule of the
benefitss equals the sharing rule of the costs, this suggests that the wage effects
off training analyzed in this chapter are expected to be fairly small.
Ann interesting feature emerging from the figures just mentioned is that
firms'firms' contribution to the direct costs of training has increased between 1994
andd 1999, while workers' contribution has decreased. An (albeit somewhat
speculative)) interpretation of this change is that the introduction of the new
taxx law has crowded out worker expenditures on training in favor of firm
expenditures. .
Tablee 5.4 reports OLS and 2SLS estimates for the various DS samples. For
alll 5 DS samples, OLS estimates of the wage returns to training are not significantlyy different from zero. This is also the case for the entire sample of 25 to
55-year-oldd workers. All wage regressions include the covariates sets Age and
Otherr (cf. Table 5.1). The same conclusion emerges from the 2SLS estimates.
Thee point estimates are much larger in absolute size, but so are the standard
errorss and as a result none of the estimated wage effects differs significantly
fromfrom zero
Althoughh the theoretical considerations mentioned above suggest that wage
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Tablee 5.4: Wage returns to training OLS and 2SLS estimates

11
33
44
55

coef. . s.e. .
(1) ) (2) )
0.053 3 (0.091) )
-0.014 4 (0.061) )
0.001 1 (0.055) )
0.006 6 (0.046) )
0.002 2 (0.046) )

OLS S
N N RR1 1 FF d40=0 Prr > F
(5) )
(3) ) (4) )
(6) )
149 9 0.42 2
275 5 0.27 7
391 1 0.25 5
503 3 0.25 5
626 6 0.25 5

(7) )

25-55 5 0.030 0 (0.027) ) 1627 7 0.26 6
2SLS S
11
... .
2 2 -0.495 5 (0.654) ) 275 5 0.13 3 3.868 8
3 3 -0.315 5 (0.426) ) 391 1 0.19 9 7.154 4
44
0.107 7 (0.431) ) 503 3 0.25 5 6.636 6
55
0.283 3 (0.545) ) 626 6 0.20 0 5.202 2

0.050 0
0.008 8
0.010 0
0.023 3

25-55 5 -0.063 3 (0.481) ) 1627 7 0.25 5 5.140 0

0.024 4 0.115 5

0.099 9
0.013 3
0.003 3
0.003 3

Notes:: Controls include age and age squared, 7 education dummies,, 5 firm size dummies, (job) tenure, # children, migrant, female,, temporary, single. Individuals aged 40 are excluded from
thee estimations. Heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors in
parentheses.. They have been corrected for generated regressors.
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returnss might be low, one should note that the finding of a negligible wage
returnn to company training participation is not uncommon. In addition to
thee theoretical considerations mentioned above, two factors seem to matter
inn this respect. Firstly, returns tend to be lower in Europe than in the US
whichh may be explained if market imperfections play a greater role in Europe
thann in the US. Secondly, most US studies estimate returns for younger workerss whereas this chapter builds on a sample of older workers. Examples of
studiess with low or zero returns are Booth (1993) for the UK, and Pischke
(2000)) for Germany. Lynch (1992), and Veum (1995) report returns to companyy training incidence not statistically different from zero for US (NLSY)
data.. Loewenstein and Spletzer (1999) find positive returns using more recentt waves of the NLSY data.
Thee findings indicate that the zero wage return is not the result of any
unobservedd heterogeneity. It should be noted, however, that the IV estimates
presentedd in table 5.4 identify the wage returns for a fairly specific group of
workerss and based on fairly specific training spells. For the the DS 1 subsamplee for example, the wage returns are identified by (see equation 5.2) the
differencee in wages between 41- and 3 9-year-old workers divided by their differencee in training rates.

5.77

Conclusion

Thee new tax law implemented in the Netherlands in January 1998 causes a
discontinuityy in firms' direct costs of training as a function of the age of a
worker.. These costs are 14 percent lower for workers who are 40 years or
olderr than for workers who are younger than 40. This feature of the tax law is
exploitedd to identify two effects. Firstly, the effect of a 14 percent cost reductionn on the probability that a worker participates in training. Secondly, the
effectt of training participation on the worker's wage rate. Since both effects
aree identified only locally, the participation effect of a cost reduction pertains
too 40-year-old workers. Similarly, the wage effect is measured as the wage
effectt of training participation by a 40-year-old worker.
Withh regard to the effect of a cost reduction it is found that the training
ratee of workers somewhat older than 40 is about 15-20 percent higher than
thee training rate of workers who are slightly younger than 40. This difference
cannott entirely be attributed to the stimulating effect of the cost reduction.
Onn the contrary. The estimates of the external treatment effects on workers
youngerr than 40 indicate that these effects are so substantial that the net effect
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off the age-dependent tax deduction is negative. Since the data were collected
lesss than two years after the implementation of the new tax law, this negative
(short-run)) effect is supportive of the view that the age-dependent tax deductionn has led to postponement of training participation. Had the potential of
spill-overr effects in this study been ignored, we would have concluded that the
age-dependentt tax deduction has increased training rates of older workers in
thee region 15-20 percent.
Regardingg the effect of training participation on wages, both the OLS and
2SLSS estimates show that they are not significantly different from zero. This
findingg indicates that the zero wage return is not the result of unobserved
heterogeneity.. These low wage returns are not unexpected. Our analysis concernss training for which the firm bears at least some of the costs. In our
datasett we even find that for a vast majority of the training spells, the firm
payss the full direct costs. The firm will only be prepared to do so if it receives
somee share of the returns. This reduces the potential wage effects. It should
furtherr be noted that the wage effects identified in this chapter are also short
termm effects. This estimate relates wage rates measured at the end of 1999 to
trainingg participation that occurred at some time during the 12 months prior
too the date of the interview. Perhaps it takes more time for wages to respond
too training participation.
Fromm the perspective of the policy-makers who intended to stimulate trainingg participation of older workers the results in this chapter are discouraging.
Moree in general, reservations can be made regarding the effectiveness of trainingg subsidies. Holzer et al. (1993) note that a potential risk of these subsidies is
thatt these are merely windfall gains for the recipients and that the only result
iss a substitution of public for private spending. This concern is also relevant
inn the context of the tax rule studied in the current chapter.
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Tablee 5.5: Sample descriptives (weighted), 1999
All l
mean n s.d. .
(1) ) (2) )
38.6 6 (8.6) )

Men n
mean n s.d. .
(3) ) (4) )
39.1 1 (8.7) )

Women n
mean n s.d. .
(5) ) (6) )
37.8 8 (8.4) )

115.7 7 (107.0) )
79.5 5 (86.7) )
0.97 7 (1.13) )
3.375 5 (0.58) )
6.822 2 (0.74) )
3.440 0 (0.42) )
0.170 0 (0.38) )
0.067 7 (0.25) )
0.076 6 (0.27) )
0.405 5 (0.49) )

133.4 4 (115.7) )
87.1 1 (93.6) )
0.95 5 (1.15) )
3.482 2 (0.56) )
7.084 4 (0.56) )
3.612 2 (0.22) )
0.189 9 (0.39) )
0.067 7 (0.25) )
0.056 6 (0.23) )

89.7 7 (86.5) )
68.4 4 (74.0) )
1.00 0 (1.10) )
3.206 6 (0.59) )
6.408 8 (0.80) )
3.189 9 (0.51) )
0.143 3 (0.35) )
0.067 7 (0.25) )
0.105 5 (0.31) )

0.036 6 (0.19) )

0.038 8 (0.19) )

0.033 3 (0.18) )

0.113 3 (0.32) )
0.121 1 (0.33) )

0.128 8 (0.33) )
0.094 4 (0.29) )

0.091 1 (0.29) )
0.160 0 (0.37) )

0.278 8 (0.45) )
0.063 3 (0.24) )

0.264 4 (0.44) )
0.063 3 (0.24) )

0.299 9 (0.46) )
0.063 3 (0.24) )

Age e
Tenuree (months):
Att company
Inn function
## Children
ln(hourlyy wage)
ln(weeklyy wages)
ln(hours) )
Single e
Migrant t
Temporary y
Female e
Education: :
Primary y
Lowerr secondary:
Vocational l
General l
Upperr secondary:
Vocational l
General l
Tertiary: :
Nonn university
University y
Missing g
Firmsize: :
1-10 0
11-50 0
51-100 0
101-200 0
>200 0
Don'tt know

0.258 8 (0.44) )
0.110 0 (0.31) )
0.021 1 (0.14) )

0.264 4 (0.44) )
0.126 6 (0.33) )
0.022 2 (0.15) )

0.249 9 (0.43) )
0.087 7 (0.28) )
0.018 8 (0.13) )

0.106 6
0.217 7
0.119 9
0.126 6
0.391 1
0.041 1

0.087 7 (0.28) )
0.205 5 (0.40) )
0.127 7 (0.33) )
0.152 2 (0.36) )
0.405 0.405
(0.49) )
0.025 0.025
(0.16) )

0.135 5 (0.34) )
0.236 6 (0.42) )
0.107 7 (0.31) )
0.088 8 (0.28) )
0.371 1 (0.48) )
0.064 4 (0.24) )

NN
NN (weighted)

2326 6
2326 6

(0.31) )
(0.41) )
(0.32) )
(0.33) )
(0.49) )
(0.20) )

1178 8
1383 3

1148 8
943 3
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Tablee 5.6: P-values for equality of treatment and control groups in various DS
samples s
11
(1) )
0.307 7
Tenuree (months)
Tenuree in function (months) 0.983 3
0.634 4
## Children
0.296 6
Inn (hourly wage)
0.274 4
Inn (weekly wage)
0.503 3
Inn (hours working week)
0.919 9
Single e
0.543 3
Migrant t
0.715 5
Temporary y
0.448 8
Female e
0.986 6
Education n
0.995 5
Firmsize e

22
(2) )
0.073 3
0.259 9
0.027 7
0.069 9
0.079 9
0.608 8
0.404 4
0.353 3
0.282 2
0.350 0
0.260 0
0.440 0

33
(3) )
0.008 8
0.023 3
0.006 6
0.005 5
0.015 5
0.732 2
0.234 4
0.528 8
0.096 6
0.115 5
0.103 3
0.193 3

44
(4) )
0.000 0
0.000 0
0.000 0
0.004 4
0.019 9
0.642 2
0.657 7
0.830 0
0.106 6
0.047 7
0.140 0
0.087 7

55
(5) )
0.000 0
0.000 0
0.000 0
0.001 1
0.005 0.005
0.511 1
0.136 6
0.514 4
0.056 6
0.016 6
0.114 4
0.330 0

Notes:: All reported p-values are from t-tests. For this purpose education
iss measured in years and firm size in number of employees.
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Tablee 5.8: Wage returns to training OLS and IV estimates, men
coef f
(1) )

se e
(2) )

OLS: :
25-55 5 0.022 2 (0.035) )
1 1 -0.089 9 (0.123) )
2 2 -0.074 4 (0.085) )
3 3 -0.092 2 (0.073) )
4 4 -0.056 6 (0.061) )
5 5 -0.004 4 (0.052) )
2SLS: :
25-55 5 -0.013 3 (0.641) )
11
... .
... .
-0.187 7 (0.335) )
3 3 -0.237 7 (0.413) )
44
0.164 4 (0.494) )
55
0.696 6 (0.786) )
Notes:: See table 5.4.

N N RR2 2 FF d40=0 Prob>F F J?2 2
(3) ) (4) )
(5) )
(6) ) (7) (7)
851 1 0.26 6
84 4 0.45 5
139 9 0.33 3
199 9 0.31 1
260 0 0.27 7
334 4 0.26 6
851 1 0.26 6 2.491 1
... . •• >•
139 9 0.32 2 10.014 4
199 9 0.30 0 7.756 6
260 0 0.24 4 5.446 6
334 4 0.26 6 2.776 6

0.115 0.115
0.223 3
0.002 2 0.014 4
0.006 6 0.001 1
0.023 3 0.008 8
0.097 7 0.001 1
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Tablee 5.9: Wage returns to training OLS and IV estimates, women
11
N N RR1 1 FF d40=0 Prob>F F p'p'
coef f se e
(1) )

(2) )

OLS: :
25-55 5 0.037 7 (0.042) )
1 1 0.093 3 (0.116) )
2 2 -0.029 9 (0.101) )
3 3 0.003 3 (0.088) )
4 4 -0.032 2 (0.077) )
5 5 -0.056 6 (0.083) )
2SLS: :
25-55 5 -0.092 2 (0.726) )
... .
11
2 2 3.004 4 (6.206) )
3 3 -0.396 6 (0.601) )
4 4 0.063 3 (0.647) )
5 5 -0.011 1 (0.890) )

(3) ) (4) )

(5) )

(6) )

(7) )

776 6 0.20 0
65 5 0.62 2
136 6 0.28 8
192 2 0.25 5
243 3 0.26 6
292 2 0.26 6
776 6 0.19 9
136 6 0.29 9
192 2 0.17 7
243 3 0.25 5
292 2 0.26 6

2.772 2
... .
0.288 8
3.022 2
2.197 7
1.465 5

0.096 6 0.002 2
0.592 2 0.140 0
0.084 4 0.004 4
0.140 0 0.018 8
0.227 7 0.015 0.015

Notes:: See table 5.4.

Tablee 5.10: Sensitivity of the estimates of c, c' and c" for
thee choice of age brackets
s.e. .
cc
(2) )
(1) )
25-25 5 0.585 0.585
(0.060) )
25-26 6 0.597 7 (0.041) )
25-27 7 0.566 6 (0.033) )
25-28 8 0.563 3 (0.028) )
25-29 9 0.575 5 (0.025) )
25-30 0 0.567 7 (0.023) )
25-31 1 0.555 5 (0.021) )
25-32 2 0.557 7 (0.019) )
25-33 3 0.554 4 (0.018) )
25-34 4 0.549 9 (0.017) )
25-35 5 0.543 3 (0.016) )

c' c'
s.e. .
(4) )
(3) )
0.193 3 (0.089) )
0.225 5 (0.064) )
0.191 1 (0.052) )
0.164 4 (0.044) )
0.191 1 (0.040) )
0.185 5 (0.037) )
0.177 7 (0.034) )
0.185 5 (0.032) )
0.180 0 (0.030) )
0.173 3 (0.028) )
0.168 8 (0.027) )

c" c" s.e. .
(5) )
(6) )
1.533 3 (0.291) )
1.632 2 (0.233) )
1.528 8 (0.181) )
1.419 9 (0.137) )
1.505 5 (0.134) )
1.493 3 (0.123) )
1.475 5 (0.114) )
1.503 3 (0.109) )
1.488 8 (0.101) )
1.463 3 (0.093) )
1.453 3 (0.089) )

Chapterr 6

Explainingg international
differencess in male wage
inequalityy by differences in
demandd and supply of skill
6.11

Introduction

Duringg the past decades, many developed countries have experienced growingg wage inequality. Several studies describe this development extensively for
thee United States. Based on CPS-data, Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997, p.
645)) report that between 1975 and 1992 the ratio of wages at the 75th percentilee and the median increased by 10 percent. For the 10th and 25th percentiless these ratios decreased by 3.2 and 5.1 percent. Similar trends have
occurredd in other developed countries, but changes in these countries have
beenn (much) smaller. Only developments in Great Britain are of the same
magnitudee as those in the United States.
Thiss increased wage inequality was found to be to a large extent the result
off an increase in the skill-premium. In most countries this increase of the skill
premiumm has been accompanied by an increase in the supply of skilled labor
(dennedd in terms of experience and education). This led to the hypothesis,
supportedd by many empirical results, that rising demand of skilled labor has
out-pacedd the increase in the supply of skilled labor. Developments explainingg this demand shift include changes in international trade patterns and skill
biasedd technological change.
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Itt seems that many developed countries experienced similar shifts in relativee demand and supply of skills. There are however important differences
betweenn countries, both in terms of the size of the changes in inequality as
inn terms of the level of inequality. A number of studies try to explain these
differencess with a demand and supply framework (see for example Katz et al.,
1995).. If demand and supply fail to explain these between country differences
inn wage inequality a logical alternative explanation might be found in differentt institutional constraints. Available evidence is however not clear-cut.
Gottschalkk and Smeeding (1997) observe that countries which have more
centrall wage setting institutions (Germany, Italy and Sweden) have witnessed
smallerr increases in wage inequality than countries where wage setting is more
decentralizedd (the United States and Great Britain). It is tempting to interpret
thiss in terms of a causal relation: centralized wage setting institutions limit
ann increase in wage inequality. This view is expressed in for instance Freemann and Katz (1995). This view is challenged by Gottschalk and Smeeding
(1997)) and Gottschalk and Joyce (1998), who address the question whether
relativee supply patterns differed across countries in a way that makes a demandd and supply explanation consistent with the observed wage changes.
Inn other words: did countries with more centralized wage setting rules (and
smallerr wage increases) also have larger shifts in the relative supply of high
skilledd labor? An affirmative answer to this question tells that it may after all
bee market forces rather than institutional constraints that govern the across
countryy differences in the patterns of wage inequality.
Gottschalkk and Joyce (1998) present some evidence suggesting that this
iss indeed the case. They plot the annual change in the age premium against
thee annual change in the proportion of the work force aged 45-54. They find
aa significantly negative relation: the age premiums rose faster in countries in
whichh the supply of older workers declined most. A similar finding is reported
withh respect to the relation between the supply of educated workers and the
returnn to schooling: the change of the return to schooling is negatively related
withh the change in supply of educated workers. Hence, Gottschalk and Joyce
(1998)) conclude that "market forces can be used to explain much of the crossnationall differences that have been attributed in the literature to differences
inn labor market institutions"
Anotherr recent study, by Blau and Kahn (1996), reaches an exactly oppositee conclusion. These authors argue that the large degree of wage inequality
inn the United States relative to other countries is primarily attributable to the
moree decentralized labor market institutions in the United States rather than
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too market forces. Their rejection of the demand and supply explanation is
basedd on an analysis in which levels of wage inequality rather than changes in
wagee inequality are compared across countries.1
Itt seems therefore that the studies of Gottschalk and co-authors on the one
handd and of Blau and Kahn on the other hand lead to contradicting results. A
possiblee problem of an analysis that compares levels of wage inequality is that
thiss setup requires a skill measure that is comparable across countries. The
skilll measure used by Blau and Kahn is based on years of schooling and years
off work experience. It is argued at some length in the next section that years
off schooling and years of work experience may be difficult to compare across
countries.. The purpose of the present chapter is to investigate whether the
'level'' analysis of Blau and Kahn can be reconciled with the 'change' analysis of
Gottschalkk and co-authors after accounting for the different problems related
too the skill measure used in the 'level' analysis.
Thee chapter proceeds as follows. Section 6.2 describes a simple demand
andd supply framework that can be used to analyze differences in wage differencess between skill groups across countries. This section also discusses the
necessaryy conditions for using this method with respect to the skill measures
employedd after which attention is paid to the problems that may arise when
acrosss country comparisons are based on a skill measure that depends on
yearss of schooling and experience. Section 6.3 briefly outlines the data set
usedd in this chapter. In somewhat more detail it describes the different skill
measuress available in the data set as well as the relations between these differentt measures. Section 6.4 presents the empirical results of the chapter. It
startss with presenting results on wage inequality. It then continues with linkingg differences on wage inequality between skill groups with differences in
demandd and supply of different skill levels. Section 6.5 discusses results from
variouss sensitivity tests to investigate the robustness of the findings. Section
6.55 summarizes and concludes.

6.22

Methods

6.2.11

A simple demand and supply model

Katzz and Murphy (1992) developed a simple framework of demand and sup11

Apart from this direct rejection of demand and supply as an explanation for international
differencess in relative wages, they also provide some additional indirect evidence in favor of
institutionss as an explanation for these differences.
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plyy of skill to analyze change in wage inequality in the U.S. over time. Based
onn a skill index Sy J populations are divided into K different groups. The cutoffss levels between these K categories are determined by the skill distribution
inn a baseline population (b). A person is assigned to skill group k = 1,..., K
iff his level of skill is between the 100 * (k — 1) / K th and 100 * k / K th p ercentiles
off the baseline distribution of skills.
Thee demand index for skill group k is defined as ln(l + ADemand^),
where: :
Cok—Cok———

(6-1)

EEkb kb
cc00kk is the share of skill group k in occupation-industry cell o in the baseline,, AE0 is the difference of population y"s and the baseline shares of total
laborr input employed in cell o, and Ekb is the share of total labor input accountedd for by skill group k in the baseline population. The demand index is a
measuree for the degree to which the occupation-industry structure in populationn j favors skill group k relative to the baseline population. The expression
off the supply index for skill group k in population j is:
ASupply^^ = In Ekj - In Ekb

(6.2)

wheree Ey and E^ are the shares of population y"s and the baseline population'ss total labor input consisting of skill group k, based on the skill group
cutoffss in the baseline population. The supply index expresses the relative
sharee of each skill group in a population's work force relative to the baseline
population.. Combining the two indexes gives the net supply index for skill
groupp k as:
ANett Supply^ — ASupplyfc - ln(l + ADemand^)

(6.3)

Thee net supply indexes are then confronted with information about the
wagee spread between skill groups in the different populations. This confrontationn shows whether the patterns are consistent with a demand and supplyy model of skill.
Iff for instance the wage spread between skill groups k\ < &2 in the baseline
populationn is larger than in population j , then the demand and supply model
predictss that the net supply of workers in skill group k\ relative to ki is larger
inn the baseline population that in population j . If that is not the case then
thee differences in wage inequality (by skill) cannot be explained by a demand
andd supply model.
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6.2.22

Choosing a baseline population

If,, like in Katz and Murphy (1992), the framework outlined above is applied to
analyzee changes in wage inequality within a particular country over time then
thee baseline population is the population within that country in a reference
yearr %. In this case workers are typically assigned to different skill groups on
thee basis of their level of schooling (S = Ssch) and/or experience (5 = SExp).
Thee assumption is then that a particular schooling level reflects the same skill
levell in year t\ as it does in year fc. This implies that schooling is comparable
inn all pairwise comparisons tt ^ tj\ /,, tj = 1,..., T. The same condition
mustt hold for a specific amount of work experience. Hence it is necessary that
thee schooling and experience metrics remain constant over the period under
consideration.. If this period is not too long, this seems a fairly reasonable
assumption. .
Itt is clear that the choice of the baseline population, which in the context
off a cross country analysis is a baseline country, should be made carefully in a
frameworkk that compares skill levels between different countries at a point in
time.. If this baseline country is an outlier in the data (in the sense that skill is
measuredd on a different metric) then all pairwise comparisons with the baselinee country are meaningless. In this case the necessary condition from the
previouss paragraph might not hold. Yet, if the baseline country is an outlier
thenn this does not mean that pairwise comparisons between the remaining
countriess are meaningless as well, nor does it mean that the hypotheses of
demandd and supply can be rejected on the basis of a comparison with the
baselinee country only.

6.2.33

How to measure skill in international comparisons

Whilee using years of schooling and/or experience to construct skill measures
forr within country analyses seems appropriate, this is less obvious in a cross
countryy analysis. As argued in the previous subsection it is a necessary conditionn for the analysis to be valid that these variables are measured on the same
skilll metric in the different countries.
Inn the field of education, international comparability of schooling is a
controversiall issue (Steedman, 1996; Healy and Nordin, 1995, see for example).. The problems with comparing years of schooling across countries are
illustratedd by the following quote from a special issue of The Economist: "Up
too now, education professionals have tended to resist comparisons even of
apparentlyy similar schools within neighborhoods. Such are the subtleties of
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theirr craft, they say, that exercises of that sort are meaningless. In Britain,
wheree the government has begun to publish league tables of schools' results,
teacherss and local-authority bureaucrats remain intensely sceptical of such
information.. To go further, and compare a school in Manchester with one in
Tampa,, say, or Seoul, would strike them as simply ridiculous." (The Economist,
Marchh 29th 1997).
Evidencee on this matter comes from the so-called Third International
Mathematicss and Science Study (TIMSS) and its predecessors, which consistentlyy reveal substantial differences among countries in the average achievementt of students in eighth grade in the subjects mathematics and science
(OECD,, 1996a; Nickell and Bell, 1996). For instance, for achievement in
mathematicss in eighth grade, the median pupil in Korea or Japan has a score
whichh is higher than the 75th percentile scores in The Netherlands, Germany
andd Canada. And the 25th percentile score in the Korean or Japanese mathematicss achievement distribution is higher than the median score in countriess like England, Norway, Denmark and the United States (OECD, 1996a,
p.. 204). It is important to notice that in each country the average age of the
pupilss included is around 14 years, and that in all countries involved, childrenn have had the same number of years of schooling. These results strongly
suggestt that years of schooling have different effects on skill levels in different
( countries,, and/or that average innate ability levels of students differ substantiallyy across countries.2
Likewise,, because post school training systems are not the same in differentt countries, the contribution of years of working experience to the level of
skilll is likely to be different as well. This point is also made by Lynch (1994)
whenn she writes that "while important differences in the structure of educationn exist across countries, there are even wider differences in how the various
systemss of post-school training affect workers". She continues by presenting
numberss showing that training incidence is very different (lower in the U.S.
thann elsewhere) and also that the age profiles of training participation are differentt (training concentrated among young workers in Germany, and high
trainingg incidence among older workers in Sweden en Japan).
Thee analysis presented in Blau and Kahn (1996) compares skill levels of
workerss between countries by constructing a composite skill measure (Sc)
thatt is a weighted average of workers' schooling and experience. The weights
followw from estimating a world-wide wage equation. Inspection of the supply
2

Thee point that it is problematic to use schooling as a common currency is also made by
Nickelll and Layard (1999).
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indexess based on Sc shows that the results may be very sensitive to changes
withh respect to the assumption that years of schooling and years of work experiencee are comparable across countries. To illustrate this; Table 6 in Blau and
Kahnn reports indexes for the relative supplyy of skill groups in Germany which
implyy that over 50 percent of the German workers would belong to the lowest
thirdd of the U.S. skill distribution.3 This contrasts sharply with the view that
thee labor sector in Germany supplies "the world's most skilled and disciplined
workers"" (Audretsch, 1999). It is also at odds with the finding that the productivityy levels in several industries are higher in Germany than elsewhere as
aa result of the high skill levels of the German work force Prais (1995).
Ann additional complication of the way in which Sc is constructed is that
thee weights attached to the schooling and experience terms can be interpreted
ass (implicit) prices of these attributes thereby reflecting demand and supply
factors.. This is inappropriate for a measure that is used to determine the
quantitiess supplied and demanded. Although this seems more a conceptual
issuee than a matter of substance, Section 6.5 shows that results can be quite
sensitivee for the exact weights used in the analysis.
Thee main purpose of this chapter is to test whether a simple demand and
supplyy model can explain international differences in wage inequality once we
takee into account the issues discussed in this section and in particular whether
thee use of a skill measure that is comparable across countries makes a difference.. It is important to stress that that schooling and work experience are not
inappropriatee indicators of skill as such, but rather that their use may lead to
misleadingg results if compared across countries.
Whatt one needs, therefore, is information from skill measures which are
directlyy comparable across countries. Data that contains this kind of informationn is the so-called International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) (OECD
andd Statistics Canada, 1995). This dataset includes for the adult populationss in seven different countries scores on literacy and numeracy tests which
havee been developed with the explicit aim of being comparable across countries.. These test scores are used as alternative measures of skill; they make no
assumptionss about comparability of education and training systems across
countries,, nor do they use implicit prices of skill components to proxy parameterss of a skill production function.
3

Duringg presentations of this paper participants were asked to write down their best estimatee of the share of German workers that would belong to the lower third of the U.S. skill
distribution.. So far no European (labor) economist came up with a figure exceeding 33 percent. .
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6.33

The data

Thee International Adult Literacy Survey is an initiative to collect comparablee data about the numeracy and literacy skills of the adult populations in 7
countries:: Canada, Germany, The Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland
andd the United States.4 Researchers and statistical offices in these countries
developedd an instrument that is believed to be capable of comparing individuall performances on literacy tests between countries with different languages
andd cultures. In each of the countries between 2,000 and 4,500 individuals
participatedd in the survey.
Inn addition to the literacy tests, all participants responded to a questionnairee that gathered information about attitudes and behavior relevant for the
performancee on the literacy tests.5 The questionnaire also included questions
aboutt labor market status, earnings, education and demographic characteristics.. Besides the comparable information about literacy, a unique feature
off the data set is that the questions in the background questionnaire were
intendedd to be the same in all countries and also that the coding of the answersswers is comparable. Thus, the IALS data set is close to what Gottschalk and
Joycee (1998) refer to as "the ideal of a single survey instrument applied to all
countries". .

6.3.11

Sample and variable construction

Thee IALS was accompanied by an extensive quality review the results of which
aree reported in Murray et al. (1998). The information in the next paragraph
iss drawn from this report.
Thee participating countries were required to draw samples from their
populationss from which a representative sample could be constructed for the
populationn aged 16 to 65. The interviews were held in the first half of 1994.
Forr Canada, the main sample was a subsample of the May 1994 Canadian
4

Forr their study Blau and Kahn use data from 10 countries: Germany, Britain, Austria,
Switzerland,, Sweden, Australia, Hungary, Italy, Norway and the United States. All countryy datasets were collected in the 1980s (ranging from 1980 for Sweden to 1989 for Austria,
Britain,, Norway, and the United States). This sample of countries partially overlaps with
thee IALS countries. Britain, Austria, Norway, Australia, Hungary and Italy are replaced by
Canada,, the Netherlands and Poland. But although the sample is a bit different it allows to
comparee the U.S. with a number of relevant other countries.
5
Thee information on training participation was analyzed in Chapter 4 and used in Chapterr 5.
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Laborr Force Survey file, a second file was used to construct a sample of Francophoness from Ontario. Germany included persons age 16 to 65 years of
age,, living in both East and West Germany. The Netherlands sampled from a
postall file consisting of all postal codes in the country. Poland used the Polishh National Register of Citizens (PESEL) as a frame for selecting the I ALS
sample.. The PESEL covers all Polish residents living permanently in Poland.
AA register covering the total Swedish population ("DAFA") was used as the
frameframe for Sweden. Switzerland used an electronic telephone file as the samplee file. Approximately 98 to 99 per cent of all households have phones in
Switzerland.. The United States selected its sample from housing units undergoingg their CPS interviews in March-June 1994.
Thee participating countries used different methods to weight their samples,, but these were all post-stratified to known population counts. According
too the quality review report "a comparison of the distribution of the age and
sexx characteristics of the actual and weighted samples indicates that the sampless were comparable to the overall populations of the IALS countries".
Thee subsample used consists of males aged 18 to 65, who report to be
employedd at the moment of interview with non-missing wage observations.
Armedd forces are excluded. Although the number of observations per country
mayy seem to be not very large, a compensating factor here is that all the results
reportedd in this chapter are obtained using sample weights.
Wagess are calculated from the annual or monthly income from employmentt in 1993. Wage income was reported in twenty intervals in Germany,
thee Netherlands, and Switzerland. In the other countries wage income was
reportedd continuously. In order to keep the results as comparable as possible
betweenn countries (and with the Blau and Kahn study) the continuous wage
incomee is recoded in twenty intervals, and then the midpoint of each interval
iss taken as the actual earnings measure.
Theree is insufficient information to calculate hourly wages for all countries.. To correct for this we follow Blau and Kahn and estimate wage equations
thatt include hours worked, a dummy for part-time work and an interaction
off hours worked with a part-time status. These latter variables are then used
too adjust the individual earnings. The wage data are closely examined in Subsectionn 6.4.1 to verify that they are indeed reliable. This gives a picture of the
wagee structures that is similar to the results found in Blau and Kahn (1996)
andd other sources.
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6.3.22

The literacy and numeracy instruments

Thee IALS data set includes three scales to measure individuals' literacy levels.
Thesee scales relate to prose, document and quantitative related skills. The
scaless are described as follows in OECD and Statistics Canada (1995):
•• Prose literacy - the knowledge and skills needed to understand and use
informationn from texts including editorials, news stories, poems and
fiction, ,
•• Document literacy - the knowledge and skills required to locate and use
informationn contained in various formats, including job applications,
payrolll forms, transportation schedules, maps, tables and graphics; and
•• Quantitative literacy or numeracy - the knowledge and skills required
too apply arithmetic operations, either alone or sequentially, to numbers
embeddedd in printed materials, such as balancing a checkbook, figuring
outt a tip, completing an order form or determining the interest on a
loann from an advertisement.
Insteadd of measuring literacy on a dichotomous scale literate vs. illiterate,
eachh of these scales ranges from 0 to 500. Only very few respondents in the
77 countries have the maximum score of 500. To give an impression of how
actuall literacy levels translate into scores on the IALS literacy scales, we give
descriptionss of the requirements of some threshold levels.6 To obtain a prose
scoree below 225, a respondent should be unable to perform tasks that "tend to
requiree the reader to locate one or more pieces of information in the text, but
severall distractors may be present, or low-level inferences may be required.
Taskss above this level (above 225 but below 276) also begin to ask readers
too integrate two or more pieces of information, or to compare and contrast
information".. In contrast to this, to obtain a score above 375 on the prose
scale,, tasks "require the reader to search for information in dense text that
containss a number of plausible distractors. Some require readers to make
high-levell inferences or use specialized knowledge" (Kirsch, 1995, p. 29).
Thee comparable requirements on the quantitative scale read as follows.
Forr a score above 225 (and below 276) "tasks typically require readers to performm a single arithmetic operation (frequently addition or subtraction) using
6

Thee information is taken from Kirsch (1995); this publication provides also examples of
questionss and exercises at the different levels.
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numberss that are easily located in the text or document. The operation to be
performedd may be easily inferred from the wording of the question or the formatt of the material (for example, a bank deposit or an order form)". To obtain
aa quantitative score above 375 "tasks require the reader to perform multiple
operationss sequentially, and they must disembed the features of the problem
fromfrom the material provided or rely on background knowledge to determine
thee quantities or operations needed" (Kirsch, 1995, p. 29).
Thee range 0 to 225 on the document scale requires individuals to "locate
aa piece of information based on a literal match. Distracting information, if
present,, is typically located away from the correct answer. Some tasks may
directt the reader to enter personal information onto a form." At the high end
off the scale (above 376) the tasks "require the reader to search through complexx displays of information that contain multiple distractors, to make highlevell inferences, or use specialized knowledge" (OECD and Statistics Canada,
1995). .

6.3.33

Skill measures

Inn this subsection presents descriptive statistics of the different skill measures
availablee in the IALS data set. We distinguish five different skill measures.
Firstly,, the composite skill measure based on years of schooling and experiencee Sc7 The second, third and fourth skill measures are the respondent's
scoress on the IALS Quantitative, Document and Prose test: SQuant, SDoc, and
Sprose-Sprose- Finally, because skill is likely to be multidimensional, we also constructt the simple arithmetic average of these scores: SIALS.
Tablee 6.1 gives for each country separately for each of the five skill measuress the mean value, the standard deviation and the difference between the
90thh and 10th percentile scores. In addition it gives the same statistics for the
twoo variables underlying the variable Sc: years of schooling (SSch) and years
off experience (SEXP)Averagee years of schooling per country vary from a low 11.7 in Poland
too a high 14.0 in the United States. In all 7 countries, the average levels of
potentiall work experience are around 20 years. Statistics for the Sc measure
aree given in the third column. Here again the United States occupies the top
position,, and Poland has the lowest rank. When the IALS scores are used as
skilll measures the picture is very different. In all three domains Sweden has
7

Thee weights equal 0.072 for years of schooling, 0.516 for years of experience and -0.082
forr years of experience squared.
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Tablee 6.1: Descriptive statistics of different skill measures by country: means,
(standardd deviations) and [difference between 90th and 10th percentile score]

Canada a

N N Ssch SschZ>Exp Z>ExpSc Sc
(4) )
(3) )
(1) ) (2) )
1003 3 12.99 9 18.42 2 7.85 5
(3.49) ) (11.61) ) (0.24) )
[9.0] ] [32.0] ] [0,63] ]

SDOC SDOC
^^ Quant uprose uprose
SlALS SlALS

(7) )
(8) )
(6) )
(5) )
292 2 296 6 286 6 293 3
(58) ) (58) ) (58) ) (63) )
(138) ) [144] ] [132] ] [147] ]

Germany y

470 0 11.81 1 21.22 2 7.81 1 293 3 303 3 280 0 296 6
(3.48) ) (12.08) ) (0.21) ) (47) ) (48) ) (49) ) (49) )
[9.0] ] [33.0] ] [0.55] ] [119] ] [125] ] [126] ] [126] ]

Netherlands s

940 0 13.54 4 19.63 3 7.88 8 295 5 301 1 287 7 296 6
(4.30) ) (11.66) ) (0.24) ) (43) ) (46) ) (42) ) (45) )
[10.0] ] [31.0] ] [0.62] ] [103] ] [108] ] [102] ] [106] ]

Poland d

671 1 11.70 0 20.27 7 7.70 0 240 0 249 9 236 6 236 6
(2.94) ) (10.33) ) (0.23) ) (64) ) (69) ) (58) ) (71) )
[8.0] ] [28.0] ] [0.59] ] [171] ] [177] ] [151] ] [190] ]

Sweden n

760 0 11.83 3 23.52 2 7.85 5 312 2 318 8 303 3 313 3
(3.75) ) (12.25) ) (0.23) ) (51) ) (55) ) (52) ) (53) )
[10.0] ] [33.0] ] [0.58] ] [122] ] [132] ] [132] ] [128] ]

Switzerland d

800 0 13.06 6 20.65 5 7.85 5 285 5 296 6 274 4 285 5
(3.28) ) (12.53) ) (0.21) ) (51) ) (51) ) (50) ) (57) )
[8.0] ] [33.0] ] [0.51] ] [106] ] [108] ] [no] ] [117] ]

Unitedd States 789 9 14.03 3 19.25 5 7.90 0 286 6 294 4 284 4 281 1
(3.31) ) (11.00) ) (0.26) ) (64) ) (67) ) (64) ) (68) )
[7.0] ] [29.0] ] [0.61] ] [172] ] [163] ] [149] ] [167] ]
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Tablee 6.2: Correlations between different skilll measures; per
countryy and world wide
Ssch Ssch
SExp SExp SSc c

(1) ) (2) ) (3) )
Canada a
SExp SExp -0.37 7
0.67 7 0.31 1
Sc Sc
SS Quant 0.56 6 -0.21 1 0.37 7
SS Prose 0.55 5 -0.27 7 0.33 3
SDOC SDOC 0.51 1 -0.32 2 0.25 5
SlALS SlALS0.56 6 -0.28 8 0.32 2
Germany y $Exp $Exp -0.24 4
0.69 9 0.42 2
Sc Sc
SS Quant 0.32 2 -0.14 4 0.16 6
"" Prose 0.35 5 -0.12 2 0,20 0
SDOC SDOC 0.34 4 -0.13 3 0.18 8
SlALS SlALS0.35 5 -0.14 4 0.19 9
Netherlands s $Exp $Exp -0.44 4
0.74 4 0.16 6
Sc Sc
SS Quant 0.43 3 -0.27 7 0.29 9
"" Prose 0.48 8 -0.34 4 0.30 0
SDOC SDOC 0.43 3 -0.31 1 0.27 7
SlALS SlALS0.46 6 -0.32 2 0.30 0
Poland d
SExp SExp -0.39 9
Sc Sc 0.69 9 0.27 7
SS Quant 0.44 4 -0.21 1 0.28 8
SS Prose 0.50 0 -0.26 6 0.30 0
SDOC SDOC 0.44 4 -0.24 4 0.26 6
S/ALS S/ALS0.47 7 -0.25 5 0.29 9
Sweden n
SExp SExp -0.41 1
0.78 8 0.08 8
Sc Sc
SS Quant 0.35 5 -0.15 5 0.27 7
SS Prose 0.37 7 -0.23 3 0.25 5
SDOC SDOC 0.35 5 -0.23 3 0.24 4
SlALS SlALS0.37 7 -0.21 1 0.26 6
Switzerland d SExp SExp -0.33 3
Sc Sc 0.65 5 0.37 7
SS Quant 0.43 3 -0.21 1 0.24 4
dd Prose 0.48 8 -0.27 7 0.24 4
SDOC SDOC 0.45 5 -0.29 9 0.19 9
SlALS SlALS0.47 7 -0.26 6 0.23 3

^Quant ^Quant
•JJ Prose SDOC SDOC

(4) )

(5) )

(6) )

0.87 7
0.89 9
0.96 6

0.89 9
0.96 6 0.97 7

0.88 8
0.92 2
0.96 6

0.90 0
0.96 6 0.97 7

0.87 7
0.94 4
0.97 7

0.91 1
0.95 5 0.98 8

0.91 1
0.95 5
0.98 8

0.90 0
0.96 6 0.98 8

0.83 3
0.96 6
0.97 7

0.87 7
0.94 4 0.98 8

0.88 8
0.91 1
0.96 6

0.91 1
0.96 6 0.98 8
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Tablee 6.2:(Continued) )
SExp SExp Sc Sc bb
Ssch Ssch

(1) ) (2) ) (3) )
-0.17 7
0.70 0 0.49 9
Sc Sc
^^ Quant 0.60 0 -0.08 8 0.43 3
dd Prose 0.56 6 -0.08 8 0.39 9
SDOC SDOC 0.57 7 -0.12 2 0.38 8
S/ALS S/ALS0.60 0 -0.10 0 0.42 2
World-wide e ^Exp ^Exp -0.36 6
0,69 9 0.30 0
Sc Sc
•JJ Quant 0.48 8 -0.18 8 0.32 2
"" Prose 0.50 0 -0.23 3 0.30 0
SDOC SDOC 0.46 6 -0.26 6 0.24 4
SlALS SlALS0.50 0 -0.23 3 0.30 0

Unitedd States

Quant •JJ Prose SDOC SDOC

(6) )

(4) )

(5) )

0.90 0
0.93 3
0.97 7

0.89 9
0.96 6 0.97 7

0.88 8
0.92 2
0.97 7

0.90 0
0.96 6 0.97 7

^exp ^exp

thee highest average score, with the Netherlands and Germany ranking second.
Polandd has again the lowest position. But the most important change is that
thee U.S. which ranked highest with years of schooling and Sc> has a position
att the bottom when the IALS scores are used as measures of skill. Noticeable
iss further that the dispersion of the IALS scores (measured as the standard
deviationn or as the 90-10 percentile difference) is much larger in the U.S. and
Polandd than in the other countries.
Yearss of schooling, years of work experience, Sc> and the IALS scores are
alll intended to measure the same unobservable variable "skill". Table 6.2 reportss the correlations between the various skill measures, for each country
separatelyy and for the pooled sample of all respondents in the data. In all
countriess we observe a negative correlation between years of schooling and
yearss of work experience, and between years of work experience and the IALS
scores.. The correlations between all other skill measures are positive. But
whilee the signs of the different correlations are the same, the magnitudes of
thee correlations reveal some markable differences. The negative correlation
betweenn work experience and the IALS scores is much smaller in the U.S.
thann in most of the other countries. At the same time, the positive correlationss between the IALS scores on the one hand and Sc and years of schooling
onn the other hand, is larger in the U.S. than elsewhere.
Too get more insight into the relation between IALS scores and years of
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schooling,, Figure 6.1 shows box-and-whisker plots of the distribution of S, ALS
att four different schooling levels for each of the 7 countries. In these figures
thee lines in the middle of the boxes represent the median, and the box extends
fromfrom the 25th to the 75th percentile.8 These figures reveal an important pattern.. Among the workers with less than 12 years of schooling, the median of
SiSi ALS is lowest in the United States. The 75th percentile score in the U.S. is
beloww the median score in Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden. At the
otherr end of the schooling distribution, for persons with at least 16 years of
schooling,, the picture is reversed. For this schooling category, the scores are
higherr in the U.S. than in most of the other countries. This indicates that
thee relation between schooling and cognitive scores is steeper in the U.S. than
inn other countries, and that the level of cognitive scores obtained with the
minimumm amount of schooling is lower in the U.S. than elsewhere.
Thiss pattern fits the idea that there are larger quality differentials in the
schoolingg system in the U.S. than in other countries. Those pupils in the U.S.
whoo attend low-quality schools leave the schooling system early and - partly
ass a result of the poor quality of the schools - end up with low levels of cognitivee ability. The pupils in the U.S. who enroll in high-quality schools, on
thee other hand stay in school longer and - partly as a result of the high quality
off their schools - end up with high levels of cognitive ability. The patterns
forr the Netherlands in Figure 6.1 are also in line with this explanation. The
Dutchh schooling system is thought of as very egalitarian, minimizing quality
differencess between schools. At a given level, all schools in the Netherlands
receivee the same public resources per student with given characteristics, and
thee amount per student varies with students' social background. For instance,
inn primary education schools receive almost twice as much budget for teacherss in case of a minority group student than in case of a "regular" student.
Apparentlyy this egalitarian policy is fairly successful. Differences in cognitive
scoress between different schooling levels are relatively small.

6.44

Results

Thiss section starts with presenting summary measures of wage inequality in
thee 7 countries included in this chapter. After that we present our main results.. First the analysis in Blau and Kahn (1996) is replicated. This is a test of
Thee lines connected to the boxes add 1.5 times the interquartile range to the each side of
thee box. Points that fall outside this band are plotted.
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Tablee 6.3: Summary measures of wage inequality
Differentiall log wages
s.d.. log wages 50-10 90-50 90-10
Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Unitedd States

(1) )
0.691 1
0.535 5
0.532 2
0.722 2
0.564 4
0.596 6
0.648 8

(2) )
0.999 9
0.562 2
0.663 3
0.773 3
0.534 4
0.546 6
0.956 6

(3) )
0.579 9
0.626 6
0.593 3
0.852 2
0.452 2
0.625 5
0.706 6

(4) )
1.578 8
1.188 8
1.256 6
1.625 5
0.986 6
1.171 1
1.662 2

thee demand and supply explanation using the composite skill measure based
onn years of schooling and experience (Sc) as measure of skill. Then the analysiss is repeated by replacing Sc with the direct composite skill measure S[ALS>

6.4.11

Wage inequality

Tablee 6.3 presents the standard deviation of log wages and the distances of the
50thh and 10th percentile, the 90th and 50th percentile, and the 90th and 10
percentilee in log wages.9
Measuredd by the standard deviation of log wages, wage inequality is largest
inn Canada, Poland and the U.S., where these standard deviations are between
0.655 and 0.72, while the western European countries in our sample (Germany,, Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland) all have standard deviations of
logg wages in the vicinity of 0.55. The differences in the standard deviations
off log wages between the U.S. and other countries reported here, are smaller
thann the differences reported by Blau and Kahn. There the differences betweenn the U.S. and Germany, Sweden and Switzerland are 0.301, 0.248 and
0.2233 respectively, while here the comparable figures are only a third of that:
0.113,, 0.083 and 0.070.
Informativee are also the figures about the 50-10 and 90-50 percentile dif9

Thee wage variable in this paper is constructed analogously to the procedure described by
Blauu and Kahn (1996, p. 803-5) this means, among other things, that the earnings variable
wass (re)coded into (here, 20) categories. As a result the standard deviation of log wages is
somewhatt lower than when it would have been obtained from a continuous earnings measure. .
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ferencess in log wages. In Canada and the U.S. the larger wage dispersion
iss mainly caused by a larger spread at the bottom of the wage distribution,
whilee in Poland the spread at the top of the wage distribution is largest. In
thee western European countries the 50-10 and 90-50 differences are of about
similarr size. The finding that in the U.S. the dispersion of earnings at the bottomm is larger than in other countries is consistent with the results reported
byy Blau and Kahn. But again, the sizes of the differences are smaller. Blau
andd Kahn report differences in the 50-10 differential in log wages between the
U.S.. against Germany, Sweden and Switzerland of about 0.6, while in table
6.33 these figures are about 0.4. The 90-50 and 50-10 log wage differentials
cann also be compared with statistics reported in the OECD's Employment
Outlookk 1996 (OECD, 1996b). When the 90-50 and 50-10 ratios reported
theree (p. 61-62) are converted into log wage differentials, it is found that the
90-500 differentials from the two sources are very similar, while the 50-10 differentialss in our data set are for all countries somewhat larger than the figures
reportedd in the Employment Outlook. The implied differences in the 50-10
differentialss between the U.S. and the other countries are in both sources,
however,, very similar.
Thee figures from table 6.3 can also be compared with the descriptive statisticss reported in Gottschalk and Joyce (1998). Their figures for 1991 (their
latestt year), are very close to those in table 6.3. For the U.S. they report 50100 and 90-10 differentials of 1.003 and 0.622, while we find 0.956 and 0.706.
Similarlyy for Canada they find 0.805 and 0.532, where we have 0.999 and
0.579.. For the Netherlands, they report 0.351 and 0.549, compared to 0.663
andd 0.593 in table 6.3. Finally for Sweden, Gottschalk and Joyce (1998) have
0.3377 and 0.497, while the IALS data produces 0.534 and 0.452. From these
comparisonss we conclude that the wage inequality information for different
countriess that emerges from the IALS data set is in line with information obtainedd from other sources.
Ann interesting first approach to investigate differences in the relation betweenn wages and skills across countries, is to estimate similar (log) wage equations.. This also provides a tentative check of the validity of the data. Table 6.4
reportss the results for a number of specifications.
Thee first row shows the results for the simplest version of Mincer's wage
equation.. The return to schooling differs substantially across countries, from
aa low 0.031 in Sweden to a high 0.096 in Poland. For the U.S. the return to
schoolingg according to the IALS data set equals 0.084, which is an estimate
welll within the range commonly found for this country. The second row ex-
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Tablee 6.4: Results of wage equations
Coefficients s
Sg/10
5%/lOQ
SIALS
R2
SsSs
Canadaa .
0.598 8
-0.085 5
0.34 4
(1 ))
1 0.062
(0.006)** * (0.057)** * (0.013)** *
0.511 1
-0.073 3
(2 ))
2 0.043
0.38 8
(0.007)** * (0.057)** * (0.013)** *
0.601 1
-0.084 4 0.202 2
0.35 5
(3 ))
3 0.044
(0.007)** * (0.056)** * (0.013)** * (0.040)** *
0.521 1
-0.073 3 0.169 9
(4 ))
4 0.032
0.39 9
(0.008)** * (0.057)** * (0.012)** * (0.042)** *
Germany y (1 ))
0.508 8
-0.079 9
0.35 5
1 0.047
(0.007)** * (0.070)** * (0.015)** *
0.475 5
-0.073 3
(2,)), 0.025
0.40 0
(0.008)** * (0.069)** * (0.015)** *
>> 0.038
0.528 8
-0.082 2
0.192 2
0.37 7
(0.007)** * (0.069)** * (0.015)** * (0.050)** *
0.491 1
-0.075 5 0.125 5
(4;)); 0.022
0.41 1
(0.008)** * (0.069)** * (0.015)** * (0.050)* *
Netherlands s (1:)): 0.044
0.549 9
-0.085 5
0.39 9
(0.004)** * (0.048)** * (0.010)** *
0.516 6
-0.083 3
(2: : 0.032 2
0.43 3
(0.004)** * (0.047)** * (0.010)** *
0.547 7
-0.082 2
(3; ; 0.035 5
0.243 3
0.41 1
(0.004)** * (0.047)** * (0.010)** * (0.040)** *
0.519 9
(4; ; 0.027 7
-0.08 8
0.182 2
0.44 4
(0.004)** * (0.047)** * (0.010)** * (0.041)** *
Poland d
0.16 6
dl l 0.096 6 0.365 5 -0.061 1
(0.010)** * (0.094)** * (0.020)** *
0.366 6
(2) ) 0.086 6
-0.063 3
0.18 8
(0.013)** * (0.094)** * (0.020)** *
0.364 4
-0.061 1 -0.011 1 0.16 6
(3] ] 0.097 7
(0.011)** * (0.094)** * (0.020)** * (0.046) )
0.364 4
-0.063 3
(4) ) 0.088 8
-0.028 8 0.18 8
(0.013)** * (0.095)** * (0.020)** * (0.047) )

o: :

Ind/Occ
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
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Tablee 6.4: (Continued)
Coefficients s
SsSs
Sg/10
5f/100
SJALS
R2
0.472 2
Swedenn
(1' 0.031 1
-0.075 5
0.14 4
(0.006)** * (0.061)** * (0.012)** *
0.18 8
0.445 5
-0.069 9
(2: : 0.028 8
(0.006)** * (0.061)** * (0.012)** *
0.15 5
0.028 8
0.475 5
-0.075 5 0.082 2
(0.006)** * (0.061)** * (0.012)** * (0.040)* *
0.18 8
-0.07 7
0.056 6
0.449 9
(4; ; 0.026 6
(0.007)** * (0.061)** * (0.012)** * (0.041) )
)) 0,052
0.678 8
-0.112 2
0.25 5
Switzerlandd
(1)
(0.006)** * (0.058)** * (0.012)** *
0.646 6
-0.108 8
0.036 6
0.29 9
(2] (2]
(0.007)** * (0.057)** * (0.012)** *
0.694 4
-0.113 3 0.240 0
0.28 8
(3;)); 0.036
(0.007)** * (0.057)** * (0.012)** * (0.040)** *
0.665 5
-0.109 9 0.182 2
0.31 1
(4:)): 0.028
(0.007)** * (0.056)** * (0.012)** * (0.042)** *
0.493 3
-0.08 8
0.37 7
Unitedd States (1)) 0.084
(0.006)** * (0.065)** * (0.015)** *
-0.072 2
0.445 5
0.41 1
(X ))(X 0.068
(0.007)** * (0.064)** * (0.015)** *
-0.082 2 0.246 6
0.40 0
))
0.501 1
(3' ' 0.056
(0.007)** * (0.063)** * (0.015)** * (0.038)** *
0.43 3
0.457 7
-0.074 4 0.213 3
(3 ))
3 0.047
(0.008)** * (0.062)** * (0.014)** * (0.038)** *

o; ;

Ind/Occ
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s
No o
Yes s

Notes:: Standard errors in parentheses. {*} significant at 5% level; {*}{*} significant at 1%
level.. All regressions include controls for part-time, hours worked an interaction, and a
dummyy not married. When indicated the regressions include 3 occupation and 6 industry
dummies. .
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tendss the first equation by controlling for industry and occupation dummies.
Inn all cases the return to schooling decreases. In some countries the drop in
thee return to schooling is relatively small (Poland, Sweden and the U.S.), but
especiallyespecially in Germany including industry and occupation dummies leads to a
largee relative decline in the return to schooling (from 0.047 to 0.028). In the
secondd row the returns to schooling are all within the range of 0.025 (Germany)) to 0.086 (Poland). This can be compared with the range of estimates
reportedd in another study by Blau and Kahn (1995), who find - using a similarr specification - for men a low rate of return to schooling of 0.019 in Austria
andd a high rate of return of 0.070 in the United Kingdom. This indicates that
alsoo in this respect the IALS data set does not produce peculiar results.
Inn the next two rows the wage equation is extended by including the averagee IALS score.10 These specifications reveal that when the cognitive score
iss included as regressor the returns to schooling estimates decline in all countriess but Poland. This is caused by the positive correlations between years
off schooling and the cognitive score. Here too, the decline in the returns to
schoolingg differs between countries. On the one extreme stands Poland where
thee return to schooling is hardly affected by inclusion of the IALS score in the
wagee equation. The other extreme is the U.S. where the return to schooling
dropss to about two thirds of its initial value when the cognitive score is included.. It is also interesting to look at the labor market returns of cognitive
skilll levels in the different countries. After controlling for years of schooling,
thee coefficients for the cognitive test index are fairly similar in the different
countries.. Only Sweden and Poland are exceptional with low returns to the
(average)) test score. In Poland the point estimates are even negative, but small
andd not significantly different from zero.
Thee experience profiles differ somewhat between the countries. The profilesfiles are steepest in Switzerland, Canada, the Netherlands and Germany. And
aree relatively flat in the U.S., Sweden and Poland. This ordering of countries
byy steepness of the experience profiles appears to be in line with what one
wouldd expect given the training systems. In Germany and Switzerland workrelatedd training is concentrated amongst the younger workers in the form of
thee apprentice (dual) system. In Canada and Netherlands training incidence
iss also higher among younger workers (see Chapter 3). Training incidence
iss relatively low in the U.S., while training incidence is not low in Sweden
10

Duee to the high correlation between the different IALS scores, only the average score is
includedd in the regressions in Table 6.4. Regressions that included all three scores gave similar
qualitativee results with respect to the coefficients for years of schooling and experience.
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butt is spread over the entire working career. These results reiterate the point
madee earlier that years of work experience are likely to contribute differently
too skills acquisition in different countries.

6.4.22

Demand and supply analysis

Resultss based on Sc
Likee Blau and Kahn we distinguish three skills groups, using the notation
introducedd in Section 6.2: K = 3, k =L (Low), M (Intermediate), H (High).
Loww is everyone with a score below the 33th, intermediate between the 33th
andd 66th, and high above the 66th percentile in the U.S. Table 6.5 reports wage
differentialss by skill group using Sc as skill concept. These differentials are
calculatedd as the differences in the means of log wages between skill groups.
Comparingg the results in tables 6.3 and 6.5, first note that the large differentiall in the U.S. is mainly caused by the difference between the intermediatee and low skill groups. The difference between the top and the middle in
thee U.S. is comparable to the figures obtained for other countries. Furthermore,, while the western European countries in our sample have fairly similar
standardd deviations of log wages, their skill wage differentials differ considerably.. In the Netherlands the differential between the top and the bottom 33
percentiless is 0.560, while in Sweden it is only 0.402. These results indicate
thatt similar levels of wage inequality may coincide with quite dissimilar wage
differentialss by skill (this was already apparent from the wage regressions as
well).. In some countries wages are more closely tied to skill than in other
countries.11 1
Basedd on the variable Sc obtained from the world-wide wage equation,
thee next step is to calculate demand and (net) supply indexes.12 Table 6.6
presentss the results for these indexes based on IALS data. The results presentedd here are based on calculations in which labor is measured in hours.
111

The wage differentials by skill groups reported here are close to the figures obtained by
Biauu and Kahn; for instance, they find a 67-100 vs. 0-33 differential in the U.S. equal to
0.795,, while the comparable number with the IALS data is 0.755. Using the own country's
skilll cut-offs instead of those off the U.S. gives a very similar picture.
12
Likee B&K we distinguish 3 occupations (managers and professionals, clerical and sales
workers,, craft workers, operatives, laborers and service workers) and 6 industries (agriculture,, mining, manufacturing and construction, transportation, communication and publicc utilities, trade, finance, insurance, real estate and services, government); hence 18
occupation-industryy cells.
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Tablee 6.5: Wage differentials by skill group; skill measured by Sc
33-677 vs. 0-33 67-100 vs. 33-67 67-100 vs. 0-33
(1))
(2)
(3)
Canada a
0.378 8
0.240 0
0.618 8
Germany y
0.182 2
0.400 0
0.581 1
Netherlands s
0.286 6
0.274 4
0.560 0
Poland d
0.202 2
0.588 8
0.790 0
Sweden n
0.203 3
0.198 8
0.402 2
Switzerland d
0.407 7
0.220 0
0.627 7
0.446 6
Unitedd States
0.309 9
0.755 5
Alternativelyy we also performed calculations with labor measured in bodies
andd in efficiency units. These results are equivalent to the results presented
here. .
Panell A gives the demand indexes. A positive number indicates that demandd for the relevant skill group is larger in country j than in the United
States.. Hence, demand for low skilled labor is larger in Canada, Germany
andd Poland than in the U.S., while in these countries demand for high skilled
laborr is lower than in the United States. According to the figures in panel B
off table 6.6y supply of low skilled labor is in all other countries higher than
inn the U.S., while supply of high and intermediate skilled labor is - with two
exceptionss - lower.
Basedd on the results in panels A and B, we calculate net supply indexes as
thee difference between the supply indexes and the demand indexes. For all
individuall countries it is found that relative net supply of low skilled labor
iss higher than in the U.S. while relative net supply of high skilled labor is
lower.. The net supply figures in panel C should be confronted with the wage
differentialss by skill groups given in table 6.5. The wage differential between
skilll groups low (0-33) and intermediate (33-67) is larger in the US. than in
alll other countries. The demand and supply framework then predicts that in
alll other countries relative net supply of the low skill group is smaller than
relativee net supply of the intermediate skill group. The net supply indexes in
tablee 6.6 show, however, that this condition is never fulfilled; for each country
relativee net supply of the low skill group exceeds relative net supply of the
intermediatee skill group.
Likewisee we can confront the wage differentials between the high and intermediatee groups and the high and low groups in the different countries with
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Tablee 6.6: Demand, supply and net supplyy indexes by skill group relative to the
Unitedd States; skill measured by Sc

Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d

0-33 3 33-67 7 67-100 0
(2) )
(3) )
(1) )
A.. Demand Indexes
0.136 6 0.044 4 -0.226 6
0.085 5 0.039 9 -0.153 3
-0.058 8 0.020 0 0.039 9
0.200 0 0.028 8 -0.314 4
-0.010 0 -0.012 2 0.022 2
-0.056 6 -0.026 6 0.078 8
B.. Supply Indexes
0.368 8 -0.010 0 -0.625 5
0.561 1 -0.209 9 -0.945 5
0.062 2 -0.013 3 -0.057 7
0.426 6 0.081 1 -1.061 1
0.400 0 -0.121 1 -0.526 6
0.056 6 0.065 5 -0.139 9
C.Net tSupplyy Indexes
0.231 1 -0.054 4 -0.399 9
0.477 7 -0.248 8 -0.792 2
0.120 0 -0.032 2 -0.096 6
0.226 6 0.054 4 -0.747 7
0.410 0 -0.109 9 -0.549 9
0.111 1 0.092 2 -0.217 7
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thee respective differentials in the United States. For the high-intermediate
comparisonn relative net supplies have the proper sizes in Poland and Germany,, while the magnitudes are wrong for the other four countries. For
thee high-low comparison, only Poland has net supply indexes for these skill
groupss consistent with the demand and supply framework.
Figuree 6.2 plots the difference in relative wages:
ln(Wft,;7Wt_,,,-)) -

\n(WkMsA/Wk.l<USA)

againstt the difference in relative supply:
ANett Supply^, — ANet Supply^
Thee demand and supply model predicts all observations to lie in the northeast
andd southwest areas. Out of the 18 comparisons of wage differentials and
relativee net supply differentials, no more than 3 cases show this predicted
pattern. .
Hence,, with a different data set and the same skill measure, the same conclusionn as Blau and Kahn (1996) arises: the demand and supply framework
doess a poor job in explaining international differences in wage inequality.
Thiss establishes that any differences we may find below, are due to the differentt skill measures, and are not caused by peculiarities of the data set.
Resultss based on Si ALS
Tabless 6.7 and 6.8 are the analogons of tables 6.5 and 6.6; the only difference
iss that instead of a skill measure obtained from a world-wide wage equation,
thesee results are based on the direct skill measures included in the IALS data
set.. The results presented in this section are obtained using the average of
thee three IALS scores. Due to the high correlation between the different IALS
scores,, results remain virtually the same when a single direct skill measure is
used.. The next section reports in more detail the results obtained when using
thesee other skill measures.
Tablee 6.7 gives a picture very similar to table 6.5; wage differentials by skill
groupss are (in most cases) larger in the U.S. than in other countries.
Thee new demand indexes, presented in panel A of table 6.8, are not very
differentt from those presented in table 6.6. Supply indexes based on the IALS
quantitativee score are given in panel B. Here we observe important differences
withh table 6.6. Where this table led to the conclusion that relative supply of
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Tablee 6.7: Wage differentials by skill group; skill measured by IALS
averagee score
33-677 vs. 0-33 67-1000 vs. 33-67 67-1000 vs. 0-33
(2) )
(1) )
(3) )
Canada a
0.068 8
0.263 3
0.330 0
Germany y
0.145 0.145
0.112 2
0.256 6
Netherlands s
0.141 1
0.150 0
0.291 1
Poland d
0.124 4
0.284 4
0.408 8
Sweden n
0.098 8
0.067 7
0.165 0.165
Switzerland d
0.140 0
0.120 0
0.261 1
Unitedd States
0.354 4
0.240 0
0.594 4
loww skilled labor is larger in other countries than in the U.S., table 6.8 indicates
thee reverse.
Forr example, according to the figures in table 6.6,50 percent of the Swedish
andd 58 percent of the German male work force would fall in the lowest 33
percentiless of the U.S. skill distribution. According to the results reported in
tablee 6.8 the respective figures are 13 percent and 26 percent. In the first case
thee shares are based on the indirect measures that basically compare years of
schoolingg and work experience across countries. In the latter case the shares
aree based on the scores that respondents in different countries obtained for
thee same cognitive skills tests.
Takingg demand and supply together gives the new net supply indexes by
skilll group; these are presented in panel C of table 6.6. As a result of the
substantiall changes in the supply indexes, also the net supply indexes are very
differentt in tables 6.6 and 6.8. According to the latter table net supply of
loww skilled is relatively larger in the U.S. than in each of the other countries
exceptt Poland. Again, these relative net supply indexes ought to be compared
withh the wage differentials by skill groups reported in table 6.7. Figure 6.3
facilitatess this comparison.
Thee largest wage differential between the low and intermediate skill groups
iss found in the United States. Hence, for all other countries we should have
relativee net supply indexes for the low skill smaller than that of the intermediatee skill group. With the exception of Poland, this condition holds for all
countries.. Comparing the high and intermediate skill groups, correct magnitudess of the net supply indexes are found for Poland, Canada and Sweden.
Forr the high versus low comparison the net supply indexes of these two skill
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Tablee 6.8: Demand, supply and net supplyy indexes by skill group relative to the
Unitedd States; skill measured by IALS
averagee score SlALS

Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d
Canada a
Germany y
Netherlands s
Poland d
Sweden n
Switzerland d

0-33 3 33-67 7 67-100 0
(2) )
(3) )
(1) )
A.. Demand Indexes
0.141 1 0.007 7 -0.221 1
0.075 5 -0.002 2 -0.110 0
-0.181 1 0.043 3 0.148 8
0.171 1 0.021 1 -0.304 4
-0.068 8 0.014 4 0.065 5
-0.166 6 0.043 3 0.134 4
B.. Supply Indexes
-0.165 5 0.229 9 -0.096 6
-0.263 3 0.320 0 -0.133 3
-0.710 0 0.450 0 0.012 2
0.538 8 -0.176 6 -1.265 5
-0.941 1 0.220 0 0.402 2
-0.421 1 0.417 7 -0.149 9
C.Net tSupplyy Indexes
-0.307 7 0.221 1 0.125 5
-0.338 8 0.321 1 -0.023 3
-0.530 0 0.407 7 -0.136 6
0.368 8 -0.197 7 -0.961 1
-0.873 3 0.206 6 0.337 7
-0.256 6 0.374 4 -0.283 3
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groupss have the correct ranking in Canada, Germany, the Netherlands and
Sweden.. So, with 18 possible cases, there are 12 correct predictions from
thee demand and supply model. Restricting the comparison to the U.S. on
thee one hand, and Canada and the western European countries (Germany,
thee Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland) on the other hand (hence exclude
Poland),, the demand and supply model does even better. In that case 11 out
off 15 pairwise comparisons turn out to be consistent with the demand and
supplyy explanation of international differences in wage differentials by skill.
Thiss conclusion is entirely different from the one we reached earlier. Using a
directt skill measure instead of a skill measure constructed from a world-wide
wagee equation, turns the results completely upside down.
Despitee the considerable effort the organizers of the IALS-project have
madee to secure comparability of the literacy scores across countries, the extent
too which this has been achieved has been questioned. Blum and Gurein-Pace
(2000)) describe problems with the translation of some of the test questions
fromm one language into another. If anything these examples show that some
questionss are biased towards better scores of respondents who speak English.
AA correction for these biases would make our findings only stronger.
Ann additional concern might be that the results based on the average IALS
scoree SIALS could be biased in the sense that perhaps the influence of the
westernn European representatives in the development of the test employed in
thee IALS project, has been too big, thereby favoring respondents from these
countriess relative to others. That could have led to relatively high proportions
off high skilled workers in these countries. A bias in this direction is, however,
nott very likely given the history of the project. IALS can be considered as
aa follow-up of the so-called National Adult Literacy Survey, which was held
earlierr in the United States (an illustration is the point raised in the previous
paragraph). .

6.55

Robustness

Thee previous section establishes that the international differences in male
wagee inequality are to a large extent consistent with a demand and supply
modell of skill when we use SiALS as skill measure. But how robust is this
finding?? This section summarizes the results from some robustness tests. We
considerr a number of different skill measures, and different baseline countries. .
Thee various skill measures considered are the following:
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(i)) The IALS quantitative score (SQUant),
(ii)) The IALS prose score {SProse);
(iii)) The IALS document score (SDoc);
(iv)) A skill measure based on a world-wide wage equation with the IALS
testt scores as regressors;
(v)) A skill measure based on a world-wide wage equation with the IALS
testt scores and experience (squared) as regressors;
(vi)) A skill measure based on a world-wide wage equation with the IALS
testt score and years of schooling as regressors;
(vii)) A skill measure based in a world-wide wage equation with the IALS test
scores,, years of schooling and experience (squared) as regressors;
(viii)) A skill measure like Sc but using different weights for schooling and
experiencee (squared).
Thee alternatives (i)-(iii) simply replace the average IALS score by one of the
singlee test scores. Alternative (iv) uses the IALS test scores as instruments for
yearss of schooling, experience and experience square. Alternative (v) uses the
IALSS test scores as instruments for years of schooling only, while alternative
(vi)) instruments for experience (squared). Alternative (vii) simply augments
thee world-wide wage equation with the IALS test scores. Alternative (viii) is
meantt to test the sensitivity of the results for the weights employed. In the
approachh of Blau and Kahn the weights are obtained from the coefficients
estimatedd in a world-wide wage equation. To estimate these coefficients, observationss are weighted by the size of the country's work force divided by the
samplee size of that country. Because the United States has by far the largest
workk force of the 7 countries included, the coefficients of the world-wide wage
equationn are dominated by the wage-schooling-experience relation in the U.S.
Too illustrate this we use the coefficients of a wage equation of a country that
gavee very different results (Sweden).
Itt should be clear that given the three problems identified regarding the
compositee skill measure Sc (see Section 6.2.3), the skill measure employed
inn the previous subsection along with the first three alternatives are the most
appropriatee ones. The three problems relate to: (A) the incomparability of
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Tablee 6.9: Seven alternative skill measures, the problems they address and the
performancee of the demand and supply model
Problemss Performance
addressedd of D&S model
••

0)

(2)

A,B,C C
A,B,C C
A,B,C C

13 3
10 0
13 3

A,B B
AA
BB
none e
CC

99
77
66
88
10 0

Directt skill measures:
( i )) SQuant
( Ü ))

Spr0se

( i i i )) SDoc

•

Compositee skill measures (variables used):
(IV)) oQuant-, <>Doct ^Prose

(v)) SQuant> SDOO Sprose, and SExp (squared)
( v i )) SQuanta SDOCI SProse* a n d Ssch

(vii)) SQUant> SDocy Sprose, SSch> and SExp (squared)

(viii)) Ssch and SEXP (squared) Swedish weights

yearss of schooling across countries, (B) the incomparability of work experiencee across countries, and (C) the use of prices as weights for the Sc index.
Alternativee (iv) suffers only from the third problem, alternative (v) suffers
fromm problems (B) and (C), alternative (vi) suffers from problems (A) and
(C),, alternative (viii) suffers from problems (A) and (B). Alternative (vii) is
thee least appropriate as it does not repair any of the problems identified.
Tablee 6.9 summarizes the performance of the demand and supply model
underr the 8 alternative skill measures. The final column reports the number
off times that \n(Wkj/Wk-\j)
- ^n(Wk,usA/^k-\,usA) n a s m e s a m e s i g n a s
ANett Supply^, — ANet Supply^; this is: is consistent with the demand and
supplyy model. Clearly, the performance of the demand and supply model is
bestt for the skill measures which are closest to the SJALS measure used in the
previouss subsection. The demand and supply model performs poorer when
wee base the skill measure on a world-wide wage equation which includes, in
additionn to the IALS-scores, also schooling and/or experience. In these cases
thee demand and supply model is consistent with 6 to 8 out of 18 pairwise
comparisons.. Although 6 to 8 correct predictions is not a very large number,
itt (more than) doubles the number of correct predictions obtained when the
compositee skill measure Sc is used. The reason why (4) performs poorly comparedd to the results based on SJALS is that one of the estimated coefficients
(forr Spr0S€) is negative. This is the consequence of the high multicollinearity
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Tablee 6.10: Performance of demand and supply
modell using Sc and SfALS and with different
baselinee countries
Sc Sc
Baselinee country (1) )
Canada a
99
Germany y
66
Netherlands s
10 0
Poland d
66
Sweden n
44
Switzerland d
77
Unitedd States
33
Total l
45 5

SlALS SlALS

(2) )
10 0
11 1
13 3
55
15 5
11 1
12 2
11 11

betweenn the three IALS test scores which makes that these coefficients cannot
bee estimated in a reliable way. Using these flawed weights to construct a skill
measuree is therefore hazardous.
Whenn the skill measure is based on schooling and experience (squared)
weightedd with the coefficients obtained from estimating a wage equation for
Sweden,, the performance of the demand and supply model is surprisingly
good.. Relative to the 3 correct predictions obtained when weights are obtainedd from a world-wide wage equation, a score of 10 correct predictions, is
aa drastic improvement. This implies that inferences about the performance
off the demand and supply model to explain international differences in wage
inequalityy based on a composite skill index based on years of schooling and
experiencee are indeed sensitive for the exact weights.
Resultss presented so far are all based on the comparison of the United
Statess with each of the other countries. How sensitive are the results for this
choicee of baseline country? The next table reports on the performance of the
demandd and supply model for different baseline countries when we use Sc
andd SIALS as alternative skill measures. The numbers of correct predictions
inn the row labelled United States are the numbers reported in the previous
section.. With one exception (Poland), the demand and supply model performss (much) better using SIALS instead of Sc. Furthermore it appears from
tablee 6.10 that the choice of the United States as baseline country when Sc is
usedd as skill measure, is an extremely unfavorable choice from the perspectivee of the demand and supply model. For no other baseline country is the
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performancee of the demand and supply model so poor. Finally, the results
indicatee that for the performance of the demand and supply model is more
sensitivee for the choice of baseline country when 5c is used than when Si ALS
iss used. Leaving Poland aside, in the first case the range of correct predictions
iss from 3 to 10, while in the second case the number of correct predictions
rangess from 10 to 15.
Too summarize, the findings reported in this section show that the results
obtainedd with a direct skill measure are fairly robust, both with respect to
usingg a different direct skill measure as with respect to having another baseline.. The results obtained with a composite skill measure based on years of
schoolingg and experience on the other hand are very fragile. They change
drasticallyy when additional regressors are included in the underlying wage
equation,, when other weights are used, and when another baseline is chosen.

6.66

Conclusion

Upp until now the evidence regarding the causes of international differences in
(male)) wage inequality is mixed. Analyzing differences in changes in wage inequalityy between countries, Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) and Gottschalk
andd Joyce (1998) conclude that demand and supply goes along way in explainingg these differences. Comparing differences in levels of wage inequality
betweenn countries, Blau and Kahn (1996) conclude that a demand and supply
modell does a poor job in explaining the differences.
Thiss chapter reconciles the conflicting insights from the different approaches.
Itt is argued that using a skill measure which is a composite of years of schoolingg and experience is inappropriate for purposes of international comparisons.. As an alternative the analyses use information from direct skill measuress which have been developed with the explicit aim of being comparable
acrosss countries. The results show that the use of this alternative skill measuree reverses the conclusions. A demand and supply model does a good job
too explain the difference in male wage inequality between the U.S. on the one
handd and Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland on
thee other hand. This is the key result of this chapter, and suggests that the
resultss of Blau and Kahn are an artifact of the skill measure they use and of
thee implicit assumption contained therein that educational institutions and
institutionss of training systems do not matter.
Itt should be stressed that the findings in this chapter do not depend on any
peculiarityy of the data. Country-specific levels of wage inequality measured
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inn are quite similar to levels of wage inequality reported in other studies. Estimationn results from wage regressions are also in line with results commonly
reportedd in the literature. Moreover, when using Blau and Kahn's composite
skilll measure results are obtained that are similar to theirs. Furthermore, sensitivityy tests show that results from a composite direct skill measure are robust
andd that results using a composite skill measure based on years of schooling
andd experience are very fragile.
Recently,, Blau and Kahn (2000) and Devroye and Freeman (2001) have
suggestedd that across country difference in prices are more important than
acrosss country differences in skills to explain differences in wage inequality.
Bothh papers arrive at this conclusion by performing a decomposition analysis.. They subsequently interpret a price difference term as being independent
off skills. This interpretation is, however, problematic when prices are determinedd by the demand and supply of skills. If this is the case, differences in
pricess are the result of differences in skills distributions. This argument shows
that,, to the extent that skill prices are determined by demand and supply, it is
meaninglesss to ask whether it is prices or skills that explain the across country
differences. .
Itt is not suggested that the findings of this chapter are evidence that demandd and supply factors are the only forces relevant for explaining internationall differences in male wage inequality, thereby denying the relevance of
institutions.. But opposed to Blau and Kahn who argue that labor market
institutionss tell the whole story, the analysis show that demand and supply
factorss play definitely a role. The relative contributions of institutions and
markett forces are, however, still unknown.
Thee relevance of this issue is not merely academic. The policy implicationss of both extremes are rather different. When the institutional explanationn holds, it is apparently possible to protect low-skilled workers against
market-forcess by establishing the proper institutions. Whereas the demand
andd supply explanation supports the view that the best policy to increase the
relativee position of low-skilled workers is to limit their (net) supply.

Summaryy and conclusion
Thiss thesis consists of six studies in the economics of training. The first chapterr presented a review of the theoretical literature that studies training. It also
presentedd a summary of the main findings of the empirical literature. The
theoreticall models focus on investment efficiency, finance, and turnover. The
empiricall implications of this literature, although limited, are difficult to test
becausee they are based on constructs that are not readily observed while measurementt is complicated if not impossible. This is reflected to a large extent
inn the empirical literature on training which is mainly descriptive, and theory
iss typically used in an ad-hoc basis to interpret results. Examples of studies
thatt test theory more directly are rare (Acemoglu and Pischke, 1998; Autor,
2000). .
Chapterr 2 builds on a workhorse model in the economics of training. It
hass been suggested that the worker's wage increases in the uncertainty about
hiss productivity outside the firm, and decreases in the uncertainty about the
productivityy of the worker inside the firm. This model has been confronted
withh an empirical test by Becker and Lindsay (1994). They test this hypothesis
byy comparing tenure profiles of men and women. Their identifying assumptionn is that market conditions (outside productivity) are more uncertain for
womenn than for men.
Thiss chapter has shown that the comparative statics on which Becker and
Lindsayy based their test is ambiguous. Higher uncertainty about the worker's
productivityy increases the option value of the match. The firm can fire the
workerr when his productivity is low. Losses are therefore truncated at zero.
Thiss means that the returns increase with uncertainty. But good realizations
cann only be captured as long as the employee stays with the firm. To lower
thee probability that the employee quits, he is given a higher wage. Becker and
Lindsay'ss identifying assumption is therefore insufficient. Knowledge of the
distributionn of the uncertainty of the inside (and outside) the firm is needed
forr unambiguous comparative statics. The analysis is therefore a good illus-
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trationn of the tension between theory and empirical research.
Chapterr 3 presents a descriptive analysis of the personnel files of Fokker
Aircraft.. Fokker was a company that invested extensively in the training of
itss production workers. A large majority of these employees participated in
somee training (ten to fifteen percent of the workers is never trained) and was
trainedd repeatedly. Although training rates are highest for workers in the first
188 months of their tenure, training rates continue to be high. Workers participatee in more but shorter training courses as their tenure progresses. The
probabilityy of first time training decreases with tenure for internal training
butt is constant for external training.
Forr new entrants there is there is substantial serial correlation in internal
trainingg receipt. For training incidence this can, for two-thirds, be attributed
too unobserved heterogeneity, whereas serial correlation for longer or more
trainingg courses is fully explained by unobserved individual fixed effects. For
externall training courses no serial correlation is found for the new entrants.
Forr the whole sample of workers serial correlation is found for all training
measures.. For internal courses half of this is due to unobserved heterogeneity,, for external courses training seems to lead to more training. These are
resultss for the period of expansion. For the subsequent period of contraction
selectivee turnover may have offset the selectivity effects in training since there
nonee of the serial correlation is found to be spurious.
Participatingg in external training has a small positive wage return. Wage
returnss to internal training are small or non-existent for the entrants. Returns
aree higher for incumbents. This can be explained if training in early tenure
teachess skills that are necessary to perform the new job but that the worker
doess not possess.
Startingg wages differ between cohorts and these differences are persistent
overr time. Wage levels are largely determined by observables whereas wage
growthh is largely determined by unobservables. Wages are closely tied to the
tenuree of the workers and training explains relatively little of wage growth
overr and above tenure for this sample of workers although workers differ in
thee rate at which they accumulate human capital. Perhaps training was to a
largee extent specific, but during the years of reorganization especially those
withh above average training stocks left. Moreover, Fokker training courses are
stilll being offered by training firms started by former Fokker employees after
thee bankruptcy. This suggests that much training might have had a substantial
generall component.
Thee entry cohorts have very similar wage profiles and ultimately they also
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accumulatee comparable human capital stocks but differentially over time.
Onee interpretation is that the wage tenure profile as defined by the administrativee pay scales is calibrated to the accumulation of human capital of the
averagee worker. The wage policy at Fokker Aircraft therefore seems to be
closelyy tied to the training policy.
Chapterr 4 documents aspects of demand for and supply of training in
Canada,, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the UK, and the US. The first part
presentss descriptive information about the initiation, financing, provision
andd methods of work-related training. In Switzerland employees occupy a
moree prominent position in initiating and financing training than in the other
countries.. In all countries, the incumbent employer is most identified as the
providerr of the training, but many other providers also play a role. Firms also
providee financial support for training initiated by the worker and for courses
providedd outside the company. This suggests that firms pay for general training.. Another notable finding is that training methods used in the UK and the
USS rely far less frequently on reading materials and computer software than
thosee used in the other countries.
Thee determinants of participation in training and intensity of training are
alsoo analyzed. The findings are in accordance with other work in this area.
Comparingg the findings for different countries it is concluded that training
levelss between countries differ mainly because of differences in the weights
attachedd to worker and job characteristics and not because the characteristics
off workers and jobs differ between countries.
Thee main novelty of this chapter is the information it includes concerning
workerss who say that they wanted to receive training but did not do so. Examiningg the reasons given for not receiving the training that they wanted, we
concludee that in most cases the employer could have lifted the constraints.
Reasonss relating to time or financial constraints are most important. Regardingg the determinants of being constrained a remarkable finding is that
moree highly educated workers more often felt constrained than lower educatedd workers, despite the fact that their training levels are much higher.
Finally,, the analysis exploits the information from workers who wanted
too receive more training than they actually got to disentangle demand and
supplyy factors in training. Results indicate that different training levels by
schoolingg level can be attributed to workers' preferences. The same holds
forr the age effect on training, though the causes of the gender gap can be
attributedd to firm preferences.
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Chapterr 5 investigates the effects of a new tax law implemented in the
Netherlandss in January 1998. This measure causes a discontinuity in firms'
directt costs of training as a function of the age of a worker. These costs are 14
percentt lower for workers who are 40 years or older than for workers who are
youngerr than 40. This feature of the tax law is exploited to identify two effects.. Firstly, the effect of a 14 percent cost reduction on the probability that a
workerr participates in training. Secondly, the effect of training participation
onn the worker's wage rate. Since both effects are identified only locally, the
participationn effect of a cost reduction pertains to 40-year-old workers. Similarly,, the wage effect is measured as the wage effect of training participation
byy a 40-year-old worker.
Withh regard to the effect of a cost reduction it is found that the training
ratee of workers somewhat older than 40 is about 15-20 percent higher than
thee training rate of workers who are slightly younger than 40. This difference
cannott entirely be attributed to the stimulating effect of the cost reduction.
Onn the contrary: The estimates of the spill-over effects on workers younger
thann 40 indicate that these spill-overs are so substantial that the net effect of
thee age-dependent tax deduction is negative. It cannot be ruled out, however,
thatt this result is partly due to the fact that the data have been collected shortly
(lesss than 2 years) after the policy has been implemented. Perhaps the data
fullyy reflect the negative spill-over to the younger age group but do not reflect
yett the catching up of postponed training by workers in the older age group.
Butt even if the results in this chapter reflect only short term effects, they show
thatt spill-over effects can be very important and that neglecting such effects
cann seriously bias the policy evaluation. Had the potential of spill-over effects
inn this study been ignored, we would have concluded that the age-dependent
taxx deduction has increased training rates of older workers in the region 15-20
percent. .
Regardingg the effect of training participation on wages, both the OLS and
2SLSS estimates show that they are not significantly different from zero. This
findingfinding indicates that the zero wage return is, at least for the group of workers
withh ages around 40, not the result of unobserved heterogeneity. It should be
notedd that the wage effects identified are also short term effects. This estimate
relatess wage rates measured at the end of 1999 to training participation that
occurredd at some time during the 12 months prior to the date of the interview.
Perhapss it takes more time for wages to respond to training participation.
Itt is therefore concluded in this chapter that, from the perspective of the
policy-makerss who intended to stimulate training participation of older work-
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ers,, the results are discouraging. More in general, reservations can be made
regardingg the effectiveness of training subsidies, Holzer et al. (1993) note that
aa potential risk of these subsidies is that these are merely windfall gains for
thee recipients and that the only result is a substitution of public for private
spending.. This concern is also relevant in the context of the tax rule studied
here. .
Chapterr 6 concludes with a study of the determinants of international
differencess in relative wages between skill groups. Up until now the evidence
regardingg the causes of international differences in (male) wage inequality is
mixed.. Analyzing differences in changes in wage inequality between countries,, Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) and Gottschalk and Joyce (1998) concludee that demand and supply goes along way in explaining these differences.
Comparingg differences in levels of wage inequality between countries, Blau
andd Kahn (1996) conclude that a demand and supply model does a poor job
inn explaining the differences.
Thiss chapter reconciles the conflicting insightsfromthe different approaches.
Itt is argued that using a skill measure which is a composite of years of schoolingg and experience is inappropriate for purposes of international comparisons.. As an alternative, direct skill measures which have been developed with
thee explicit aim of being comparable across countries are used. The results
showw that using this alternative measure reverses the conclusions. To explain
thee difference in male wage inequality between the U.S. on the one hand and
Canada,, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland on the other
hand,, a demand and supply model does a good job. This is the key result
off this chapter. This suggests that the results of Blau and Kahn are an artifactt of the skill measure they use and of the implicit assumption contained
thereinn that educational institutions and institutions of training systems do
nott matter.
Thesee results should not be interpreted as evidence that demand and supplyy factors are the only forces relevant for explaining international differences
inn male wage inequality, thereby denying the relevance of institutions. But
opposedd to Blau and Kahn who argue that labor market institutions tell the
wholee story, this evidence shows that demand and supply factors actually do
matter.. The relative contributions of institutions and market forces are, however,, still unknown. The relevance of this issue is not merely academic. The
policyy implications of both extremes are rather different. When the institutionall explanation holds, it is apparently possible to protect low-skilled workerss against market-forces by establishing the proper institutions. Whereas the
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demandd and supply explanation supports the view that the best policy to increasee the relative position of low-skilled workers is to limit their (net) supply.
Onee possible way to achieve this is through training.
Thiss thesis has presented six studies in the economics of training. These
studiess add to the knowledge about training and its outcomes. All empirical
chapterss do this by improving on measurement on the one hand and asking
neww questions on the other. Yet one could argue that the questions asked
aree too partial. Training is likely to be intimately related to employment decisions,, the production technology of the firm, the provision of incentives
(e.g.. Prendergast, 1999), compensation schemes (e.g. Lazear, 1995), the assignmentt of workers to jobs (e.g. Waldman, 1984a,b). Product demand and
internationall competition may also influence the decision to train. Future researchh should therefore further expand its measurement horizon and extend
thee range of the questions asked in order to come up with more new facts and
moree new relations so that theorists can construct more meaningful models
off training.
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Samenvattingg en Conclusie
Ditt proefschrift bevat zes studies over de economie van training. Het eerstee hoofdstuk is een overzicht van de theoretische literatuur die training bestudeerd.. Hier worden ook de belangrijkste bevindingen uit de empirische
literatuurr samengevat. De theoretische modellen concentreren zich op investeringsefficientie,, financiering en baanmobiliteit. De empirische implicaties
vann deze literatuur, alhoewel beperkt, zijn moeilijk te onderwerpen aan een
empirischh toetsing aangezien de voorspellingen van de theorie gebaseerd zijn
opp constructen die (a) niet observeerbaar en (b) moeilijk of niet meetbaar
zijn.. Deze spanning wordt dan ook weerspiegeld in de empirische literatuur
diee vooral beschrijvend van karakter is; de theorie wordt vooral op een ad-hoc
manierr gebruikt om de empirische vindingen te interpreteren. Voorbeelden
vann studies die een poging doen om de theorie te toetsen zijn zeldzaam (Acemogluu and Pischke, 1998; Autor, 2000).
Hoofdstukk 2 bouwt voort op een standaard model uit de trainingsliteratuur.. Men heeft gesuggereerd dat lonen toenemen naarmate de onzekerheid
overr een werknemer's marktalternatief toeneemt, en dat lonen afnemen naarmatee de onzekerheid in de werknemer's productiviteit bij zijn huidige werkgeverr toeneemt. Dit model en deze voorspellingen zijn onderworpen aan een
empirischee test door Becker and Lindsay (1994). Zij doen dit door tenure
loonprofielenn van mannen en vrouwen met elkaar te vergelijken. Hun identificerendeficerende aanname is dat marktcondities (productiviteit elders) meer onzeker
zijnn voor vrouwen dan voor mannen.
Ditt hoofdstuk laat zien dat de comparatieve statica waarop Becker en
Lindsayy hun test baseren niet eenduidig is. Grotere onzekerheid over de werknemer'ss productiviteit doet de optiewaarde van de arbeidsverhouding toenemen.. De werkgever kan de werknemer ontslaan als diens productiviteit laag
is.. Verliezen worden daarom afgekapt bij nul. Als gevolg hiervan nemen (verwachte)) opbrengsten toe met de onzekerheid van de productiviteit. Winsten
kunnenn echter alleen gerealiseerd worden als de werknemer niet vertrekt. Om
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dezee kans kleiner te maken ontvangt de werknemer een hoger loon. Om eenduidigee uitspraken te doen over de comparatieve statica is volledige kennis
nodigg over de verdeling van productiviteit binnen en buiten de arbeidsverhouding.. De analyse is daarom een goede illustratie van de spanning tussen
theoriee en empirie.
Hoofdstukk 3 presenteert een beschrijvende analyse van de personeelsdata
vann Fokker voor de periode 1986 tot 1996. Fokker was een bedrijf dat veel
investeerdee in de opleiding van zijn productiemedewerkers. Een ruime meerderheidd van deze werknemers participeerde in training in het door de data
bestrekenn tijdsbestek (tien tot vijftien procent wordt nooit getraind). Alhoewell werknemers het meest getraind worden in de eerste 18 maanden van
hunn dienstverband blijft de participatiegraad hoog. Werknemers volgen meer
maarr kortere cursussen later in hun dienstverband. De kans om voor de eerstee keer getraind te worden neemt af later in het dienstverband voor interne
cursussen,, voor externe cursussen blijft deze kans constant.
Inn de periode van 1986 tot 1992, de periode van expansie, is er seriële
correlatiee in trainingparticipatie als het gaat om interne cursussen. Ongeveer
tweederdee hiervan kan worden toegeschreven aan niet geobserveerde heterogeniteit.. Seriële correlatie voor langere en meer cursussen wordt volledig verklaardd door niet geobserveerde heterogeniteit. Voor externe cursussen wordt
geenn seriële correlatie gevonden. Deze resultaten zijn voor de werknemers
diee vanaf 1986 in dienst zijn gekomen. Voor alle werknemers wordt seriële
correlatiee gevonden onafhankelijk van hoe training gemeten wordt: wel/niet,
aantall cursussen of cursusduur. Voor interne cursussen wordt dit voor ongeveerr de helft verklaard door heterogeniteit. In de tweede helft van de periode
diee door de data bestreken wordt, 1992 tot 1996, de periode van waarin de
productiecapaciteitt wordt teruggebracht, draagt heterogeniteit niet bij aan de
gevondenn seriële correlatie. Er dient hierbij opgemerkt te worden dat niet
voorr selectieve mobiliteit is gecorrigeerd hetgeen dit resultaat zou kunnen
verklaren. .
Participatiee in externe training cursussen heeft een klein positief effect op
lonen.. Loonopbrengsten zijn klein of nul voor werknemers die vanaf 1986
inn dienst zijn gekomen. Opbrengsten zijn hoger voor oudere werknemers.
Eenn verklaring hiervoor zou kunnen zijn dat de training aan het begin van
eenn werknemers' dienstverband specifiek van karakter is terwijl training later
algemenerr is.
Startsalarissenn verschillen tussen cohorten en deze niveauverschillen blijvenn bestaan. Loonniveau word in hoge mate verklaard door observeerbare
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karakteristiekenn terwijl loongroei door niet observeerbare karakteristieken
wordtt verklaard. Lonen worden in hoge mate bepaald door de lengte van het
dienstverband.. Training verklaart relatief weinig van loongroei gegeven een
werknemerss ervaring binnen Fokker terwijl er grote verschillen zijn tussen
werknemerss in de mate waarin zij menselijk kapitaal via training accumuleren.. Wellicht is training vooral specifiek, alhoewel tijdens de reorganisaties
voorall goedd getrainde werknemers vertrokken. Verder worden Fokker cursussenn nog steeds aangeboden door een aantal trainingsbedrijven die zijn gestart
doorr voormalige Fokker werknemers na Fokker's faillissement. Dit suggereert
datt veel training algemeen van karakter was.
Dee cohorten vanaf 1986 hebben vergelijkbare loonprofielen en participerenn uiteindelijk ook inn vergelijkbare hoeveelheden training. Een interpretatie
iss dat het loon/ervaringspronel gedefinieerd door de administratieve loonschalenn is gekalibreerd op de hoeveelheid menselijk kapitaal die een gemiddeldee werknemer accumuleert. Het loonbeleid bij Fokker Aircraft lijkt daarom
nauww verbonden met het trainingsbeleid.
Hoofdstukk 4 belicht aspecten van vraag en aanbod van training in Canada,, Nederland, Zwitserland, het Verenigd Koninkrijk en de Verenigde Staten.. Het eerste deel presenteert beschrijvende statistieken met betrekking tot
hett initiatief tot,financieringvan, levering van, en methode van training. In
Zwitserlandd nemen werknemers vaker het initiatief tot training en financieren
zee zelf meer training dan werknemers in de andere landen. In alle landen zijn
hett vooral de werkgevers die training aanbieden, alhoewel andere aanbieders
ookk een rol spelen. Werkgevers financieren ook training waartoe het initiatiefwerdd genomen door de werknemer, ookfinancierenzij training die wordt
aangebodenn door derden. Dit suggereert dat werkgevers algemene training
financieren. financieren.
Dee determinanten van participatie in training en de intensiteit hiervan
wordenn ook geanalyseerd. De bevindingen hier zijn in overeenkomst met anderee empirische studies. Als de resultaten voor de verschillende landen met
elkaarr vergeleken worden kan worden geconcludeerd dat verschillen in trainingsniveauss tussen landen niet verklaard worden door verschillen in baankenmerkenn en individuele karakteristieken maar door verschillen in de mate
waarinn deze karakteristiek en bijdragen aan trainingparticipatie/intensiteit.
Ditt hoofdstuk presenteert ook informatie over werknemers die training
wildenn volgen maar die dit niet deden; ze zijn gerantsoeneerd in hun trainingskeuzen.. Uit de redenen die men opgaf voor het niet volgen van de gewenstee training kan worden geconcludeerd dat in de meeste gevallen de werk-
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geverr de trainingsrestrictie zou kunnen hebben opgeheven. Tijds of financiële
restrictiess zijn het meest belangrijk. Een opmerkelijke bevinding is dat werknemerss met meer opleiding zeggen vaker gerestricteerd zijn dan werknemers
mett minder opleiding alhoewel trainingniveaus voor hen hoger zijn.
Tenslottee word de informatie over rantsoenering gebruikt om vraag- en
aanbodfactorenn te identificeren. De resultaten geven aan dat verschillen in
trainingsniveauss tussen werknemers met verschillende opleidingsniveaus wordenn verklaard door preferenties van werknemers. Dit wordt ook gevonden
voorr trainingsverschillen met betrekking tot leeftijd. Preferenties van werkgeverss verklaren daarentegen trainingsverschillen tussen mannen en vrouwen.
Hoofdstukk 5 onderzoekt de effecten van nieuwe belastingwetgeving die op
11 januari 1988 in Nederland is ingevoerd. Als gevolg van deze maatregel ontstaatt er voor een werkgever een discontinuïteit in de directe trainingskosten
alss functie van leeftijd. Deze kosten zijn 14 procent lager voor werknemers
diee veertig jaar of ouder zijn, vergeleken met werknemers beneden de veertig.. Dit feit wordt gebruikt om twee effecten te schatten. Ten eerste wordt het
effectt van een 14 procent kostenreductie op de kans op trainingsparticipatie
geschat.. Ten tweede wordt het effect van training op lonen geschat. Omdat
beidee effecten lokaal geïdentificeerd zijn gaat het hierbij om het participatie
effectt voor veertig-jarige werknemers. Ook het looneffect is voor werknemers
vann veertig jaar.
Mett betrekking tot het effect van de kostenreductie op participatie wordt
gevondenn dat werknemers die iets ouder zijn dan veertig jaar 15 tot 20 procentt meer participeren dan werknemers die iets jonger zijn dan veertig. Dit
verschill kan niet volledig worden toegeschreven aan het stimulerende effect
vann de kostenreductie. Schattingen van uitstel van training van werknemers
benedenn de veertig zijn dusdanig groot dat het netto effect van de leeftijdsafhankelijkee belastingaftrek negatief is. Het kan echter niet worden uitgesloten
datt dit ten dele het gevolg is van het feit dat de data kort (minder dan twee
jaar)) na de introductie van de belastingmaatregel zijn verzameld. Wellicht is
inn de data wel het uitstel aanwezig maar nog niet het inhaaleffect van het jaar
daarvoor.. Deze resultaten laten zien dat spillover effecten belangrijk zijn en
datt het negeren hiervan tot verkeerde uitkomsten kan leiden in beleidsevaluaties.. Was deze mogelijkheid genegeerd in deze studie dan was geconcludeerd
datt de leeftijdsafhankelijke belastingaftrek een stimulerend effect had van 15
tott 20 procent, terwijl de schatting van het korte termijn effect nu negatiefis.
Err wordt geen statistisch significant effect van trainingsparticipatie op lonenn gevonden. Noch met kleinste kwadraten noch met instrumentele varia-
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beien.. Dit laat zien dat, voor de groep van werknemers rond de veertig, het
ontbrekenn van loonopbrengsten niet het gevolg is van niet geobserveerde heterogeniteit.. Er moet hierbij wederom worden opgemerkt dat het hier gaat
omm korte termijn effecten. De schattingen relateren lonen eind 1999 aan trainingsparticipatiee in het voorafgaande jaar. Het is denkbaar dat het meer tijd
vergtt voordat lonen reageren op trainingsparticipatie.
Dezee resultaten zijn vanuit het perspectief van de beleidsmakers die trainingsparticipatiee wilden stimuleren ontmoedigend. Meer in het algemeen
kann men kanttekeningen stellen met betrekking tot de doelmatigheid van trainingsubsidies.. Holzer et al. (1993) merken op dat een potentieel risico van
dezee subsidies is dat ze windfall gains zijn voor de ontvangers en dat het enige
gevolgg is dat er substitutie van private voor publieke uitgaven optreedt. Deze
bedenkingg is ook relevant in de context van de in dit hoofdstuk geëvalueerde
belastingmaatregel. .
Hoofstukk 6, tenslotte, is een studie van de determinanten van internationalee verschillen in relatieve lonen tussen skillgroepen. Tot nu toe is het bewijs
mett betrekking tot de oorzaken van internationale verschillen in loonongelijkheidd gemengd. Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997) en Gottschalk and Joyce
(1998)) bestuderen veranderingen in loonongelijkheid binnen landen over de
tijdd en vinden dat vraag en aanbod dit goed verklaard. Blau and Kahn (1996)
analyserenn verschillen in loonniveaus tussen landen en concluderen dat een
vraag-- en aanbodmodel de verschillen niet verklaart.
Ditt hoofdstuk verzoent de conflicterende conclusies die uit de verschillendee aanpakken volgen. Er wordt geargumenteerd dat een skillmaat die gebaseerdd is op jaren onderwijs en arbeidsmarktervaring niet geschikt is voor
internationall vergelijkende analyses. Het is namelijk niet uit te sluiten en zelfs
waarschijnlijkk dat een jaar onderwijs in bijvoorbeeld Zweden niet noodzakelijkk dezelfde hoeveelheid skill representeert als in bijvoorbeeld de Verenigde
Staten.. Dit geldt ook voor arbeidsmarktervaring; skillacquisitie op het werk
zall verschillen tussen landen. Om deze reden worden in de analyses directe
skillmatenn gebruikt die speciaal zijn ontwikkeld om internationaal vergelijkbaarr te zijn. De data in dit hoofdstuk zijn voor Canada, Duitsland, Nederland,
Polen,, Zweden, Zwitserland en de Verenigde Staten. De resultaten laten zien
datt dit tot conclusies leidt die diametraal staan tegenover de conclusies gebaseerdd op jaren onderwijs en arbeidsmarkervaring.
Dezee uitkomsten moeten niet worden geïnterpreteerd als dat vraag en
aanbodd de enige relevante factoren zijn om internationale verschillen in loonongelijkheidd te verklaren en dat instituties irrelevant zijn. Maar in tegenstel-
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lingg tot Blau and Kahn (1996), die stellen dat instituties alles verklaren, latenn de resultaten in dit hoofdstuk zien dat vraag- en aanbodfactoren ook van
belangg zijn. De relatieve bijdragen van instituties aan de ene kant en marktwerkingg aan de andere kant zijn onbekend. Dit is geen zuiver academische
kwestie.. De beleidsimplicaties van beide extremen zijn namelijk nogal verschillend.. Als de institutionele verklaring klopt, dan is het kennelijk mogelijk
omm weinig geschoolden tegen markkrachten te beschermen via de juiste instituties.. De vraag en aanbod verklaring aan de andere kant is steun voor
dee stelling dat het beperken van het (netto) aanbod de beste manier om de
relatievee positie van werknemers met weinig scholing te verbeteren. Een mogelijkee manier om dit te bereiken is via training.
Dezee studies in dit proefschrift dragen bij aan de kennis over training en
dee uitkomsten hiervan. Alle empirische hoofdstukken doen dit door aan de
enee kant 'het meten' te verbeteren en aan de andere kant nieuwe vragen te
stellen.. Men zou echter kunnen stellen dat de vragen te partieel zijn. Het
iss waarschijnlijk dat training onlosmakelijk verbonden is met de vraag naar
arbeid,, de productietechnologie van het bedrijf, het verstekken van de juiste
prikkelss (e.g. Prendergast, 1999), het loonbeleid (e.g. Lazear, 1995), de toewijzingg van werknemers aan banen (e.g. Waldman, 1984a,b). Productmarkten
enn international concurrentie kunnen ook het trainingsbeleid van een bedrijf
beïnvloeden.. Toekomstig onderzoek zou dan ook haar 'meethorizon' moeten
uitbreidenn zodat trainingsonderzoek verdere schreden kan zetten op bovengenoemdee terreinen voor het genereren van nieuwe feiten en verbanden en
brederee theorieën over training.

